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welcome
Well, what a year 2020 has been so far… Not aligned 
with any of our plans going into the year, a key positive 
as I write, is the massive increase in participation to 
outdoor activity, particularly our camping category.  The 
backdrop of the CoVid-19 pandemic has created a 
swell in staycations greater than we could have hoped 
to achieve through extolling the virtues of the great 
outdoors as a brand, or retailers. However, we now have 
a duty to ensure those new and existing customers 
continue to enjoy the many benefits of being outside, 
whilst being equipped with the very best kit.
 
That’s of course, where Vango steps in! For 2021, 
we’ve elected to carry forward a core range of products 
across our categories, allowing stability and ease as we 
move forward. But we never stand still! Innovation is 
fundamental to Vango, so you will see key new products 
utilising the very latest technology. 
 
With a twelve year history of supporting the environment, 
upcycling and recycling camping equipment, we are 
taking our efforts a step further, launching the “Earth 
Collection”. This range of tents, sleeping bags, furniture 
and packs recycles waste single use plastics, coupled 
with the latest fabric manufacturing processes to create 
the materials for this collection – we can’t wait to present 
them to you, and these will be a major focus of our 
marketing efforts in 2021.
 
You’ll also see extension to our ISPO award winning 
Radiate collection, featuring the graphene heating 
element, and by contrast, developments centred around 
ventilation and warmer weather camping. Truly, a range 
showing we are for everyone, one of our core values.  
The whole team have worked incredibly hard to bring 
you this range, so it really is the time to “camp better 
with Vango”.

Stephen Newlands, CEO. 
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In 2011, following 11 years of development and 
testing, Vango revolutionised tent design and 
camping by launching our inflatable AirBeam® 
technology in place of traditional poles for rapid 
pitching in any environment. Now, celebrating its 
10-year anniversary, Vango continues to develop 
the AirBeam® range to stay at the forefront of 
innovation and bring the very best features 
to campers. 

Our AirBeam® tent collection has never been 
so comfortable with innovative technology and 
features to add to your experience. Whether 
you're looking for the perfect tent for a short 
weekend trip with friends or for summer 
adventures with the family, our collection of 
AirBeam® tents will be sure to meet your 
camping needs and turn heads on the 
campsite, wherever you go. 
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earth collection

PET single use plastics 
are collected, sorted, 
washed and crushed   

The plastic is made 
into pellets then 
spun into thread

The thread is woven into  
Sentinel Eco fabric 

Finally the plastic travels 
the world with you on 
adventures  

A key focus for a long time has been the environment, leading to the introduction of the new 2021 Earth Collection, bringing a 
collection of AirBeam® tents together, with one key theme, they are all made from recycled single use plastics. The collection 
launches our new Sentinel Eco Fabric, reducing plastic waste from the environment. The collection also features a full range of 
innovative and key features, which we are excited to share.

With a development focus on the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics and transformed them into our 
Sentinel Eco fabric. 
 

features
Vango AirBeam® - Quick to pitch, creates a strong and rigid structure 
Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light, so your sleeping pattern isn't dictated by the sunrise 
NEW! Mesh Doors - Both living room doors have integrated mesh panels increasing air flow within your tent while keeping bugs out 
Diamond Clear Windows - Maximise light and visibility to provide a bright and airy environment 
TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, changeable winds. When 
tensioned, the bands brace the AirBeam® at 3 points and reduces sideways movement. Patented EP1905927
Villa Construction - Upright side walls increase the height within the tent allowing you to fully maximise the internal space
Clear Access Bedrooms - A wider opening and no step over into the bedroom allows for easier access 
Toggled Inner Divider -Allowing you to split bedrooms to create more privacy or remove to create a master bedroom 
Flexible Door Step - Can easily be dropped to ground level allowing you to enter your tent without needing to step over the entrance 
King Pole Door - Increase the external space of your tent with the addition of king poles to create a sun-canopy 
AirSpeed® Valve - Inflate and deflate your tent effortlessly in minutes with the unique and conveniently positioned valve 
Vango AirZone - High and low level ventilation panels create a comfortable flow of air through the tent, reducing condensation 
Double Action Pump - Supplied with all AirBeam® tents, our ergonomically designed pump allows you to effortlessly inflate your tent
Sewn-in Groundsheet - Creates a draught and bug free environment for living and sleeping 

sentinel eco fabric

1

2

3000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

waterproof and easily cleaned

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 70D recycled polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable, with a low weight

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

5

6

7

upf30+** UV protection factor

durable strong weather resistant fabric

aids colour retention from UV light

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.



family airbeam® tents - earth air collection
j0ro air

weight.........19.60kg
pack size......80 x 43 x 43cm
pitch time....10 Minutes

weight.........25.50kg
pack size......80 x 46 x 46cm
pitch time....12 Minutes
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The new Vango Joro Air is an inflatable AirBeam® tent 
within our new Earth Collection. The new collection 
launches our Sentinel Eco Fabric, made from recycled 
single use plastics. The Joro benefits from key features, 
including an integrated front awning and large front door 
and Villa Construction which increases the height within 
the tent. It also has a large dining and social area with 
its extensive living room and benefits from king-sized, 
Nightfall bedrooms, designed to reduce early morning 
light. 

450

600xl

600xl

70D Sentinel Eco Fabric with ColourLok™

New! Mesh Doors

Nightfall Bedrooms

Villa Construction

Built-In Front Awning

King Sized Bedrooms (450 only)

TBS®II Tension Band System

• 70D Sentinel Eco Fabric - With a development focus on 
  the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics 
  and transformed them into our Sentinel Eco fabric
• NEW! Mesh Doors - Both living room doors have 
  integrated mesh panels that increase the flow of air within 
  your tent while keeping bugs out
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise
• Villa Construction - Upright side walls increase the height 
  within the tent allowing you to fully maximise the internal 
  space
• TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent 
  performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, 
  changeable winds 
• King-sized Bedrooms (450 only) - Offers a 70cm sleeping 
  area per person, allowing for a comfortable night’s sleep 
  with plenty of space for your bedside table and more
• Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - Adds to the comfort of your 
  tent by providing a bug and draught free environment. The 
  groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external 
  storm skirt to provide all round protection 

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 261 plastic bottles

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 207 plastic bottles

+ =

+ =



family airbeam® tents - earth air collection
aether air

weight.........22.00kg
pack size......80 x 40 x 40cm
pitch time....10 Minutes
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AIRBEAM

weight.........24.30kg
pack size......80 x 46 x 46cm
pitch time....12 Minutes
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The new Vango Aether Air is an inflatable AirBeam® tent 
within our new Earth Collection. The new collection launches 
our Sentinel Eco Fabric, made from recycled single use 
plastics. The Aether benefits from key features, including 
Villa Construction which increases the height within the tent 
with a Pre-Attached Extension, offering extra living space, 
as well as a double living area and large front door. Further 
features include queen or king-sized Nightfall 
bedrooms designed to reduce early morning light. 

600xl

450xl

450xl

• 70D Sentinel Eco Fabric - With a development focus on 
  the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics 
  and transformed them into our Sentinel Eco fabric
• NEW! Mesh Doors - Both living room doors have 
  integrated mesh panels that increase the flow of air within 
  your tent while keeping bugs out
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise
• Villa Construction - Upright side walls increase the height 
  within the tent allowing you to fully maximise the internal 
  space
• TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent 
  performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, 
  changeable winds
• King-sized Bedrooms - Offers a 70cm sleeping area per 
  person, allowing for a comfortable night’s sleep with 
  plenty of space for your bedside table and more
• Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - Adds to the comfort of your 
  tent by providing a bug and draught free environment. The 
  groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external 
  storm skirt to provide all round protection

70D Sentinel Eco Fabric with ColourLok™

New! Mesh Doors

Nightfall Bedrooms

Villa Construction

Pre-Attached Extension

King Sized Bedrooms (450 XL)

TBS®II Tension Band System

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 221 plastic bottles

+ =

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 153 plastic bottles

+ =



family airbeam® tents - earth air collectionfamily airbeam® tents - earth air collection

osiris air 500

weight.........15.30kg
pack size......73 x 34 x 34cm
pitch time....12 Minutes230230
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The new Vango Osiris Air 500, is an inflatable AirBeam® tent 
within our new Earth Collection. The new collection launches 
our Sentinel Eco Fabric, made from recycled single use 
plastics. The Osiris benefits from key features, including a 
covered entrance and an extended living area, providing a 
spacious environment. Other features include queen-sized 
Nightfall bedrooms designed to reduce early morning light. 

70D Sentinel Eco Fabric with ColourLok™

New! Mesh Doors

Nightfall Bedrooms

Villa Construction

Over Door canopy

Toggled Curtains

TBS®II Tension Band System

• 70D Sentinel Eco Fabric - With a development focus on 
  the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics 
  and transformed them into our Sentinel Eco fabric
• NEW! Mesh Doors - Both living room doors have 
  integrated mesh panels that increase the flow of air within 
  your tent while keeping bugs out
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise
• Villa Construction - Upright side walls increase the height 
  within the tent allowing you to fully maximise the internal 
  space
• Covered Entrance - Gives a sheltered entrance to your 
   tent, which prevents rain from dripping into the living area
• Toggled Privacy Curtains - Provides shade or privacy 
  when required, can be rolled away when not in use
• AirSpeed® Valve - Inflate and deflate your tent effortlessly 
  in minutes with the unique and conveniently positioned 
  valve

• TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent 
  performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, 
  changeable winds
• Vango AirBeam® - Quick to pitch and creates a strong 
  and rigid structure
• Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - Adds to the comfort of your 
  tent by providing a bug and draught free environment. The 
  groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external 
  storm skirt to provide all round protection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 158 plastic bottles

+ =



excel collection
The AirBeam® Excel collection o�ers a low overall weight versus size and is available in our sophisticated sky-blue 
colourway. This collection is perfect for weekends away with family and friends or longer camping holidays alike. A 
highlight of the collection is our Midnight Bedrooms which ensure a great night's sleep, and even a long lie in 
the morning.   

Vango Airbeam® - Quick to pitch creates a strong and rigid structure (pump included)
AirSpeed® Valve - Inflate and deflate your tent effortlessly in minutes with the unique and conveniently positioned valve 
AirZone Ventilation - Unique ventilation system keeps fresh air circulating in your tent, reducing condensation 
Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - attached to the flysheet with an external storm skirt to provide a bug and draught free environment
Clear Access Bedrooms - A wider opening and no step over into the bedroom allows for easier access
Midnight bedrooms - Breathable, darkened bedrooms ensure a great night’s sleep and reduces condensation
Cable Entry - Allows you to neatly feed electrical cables into your tent
Toggled Privacy Curtains - Provides shade or privacy when required
Front & Rear Storm Anchors - Secure guying that provides peace of mind in adverse weather conditions
SkyTrack® II - A flexible hanging system which allows you to easily attach lighting or storage
Expandable Carry Bag - An oversized wide opening makes it simpler to pack away your tent
Mesh Flysheet Doors - Increase the flow of air within your tent while keeping bugs out
Cable Entry - Allows you to neatly feed electrical cables into your tent, allowing you to easily keep your camping appliances powered 

sentinel dura fabric
Sentinel Dura has been developed to create a fabric with improved performance, without the addition of unnecessary weight. 
The introduction of our ColourLokTM technology and a 30% increase in strength, coupled with a 4,000mm HH waterproof rating, 
ensures market leading quality and performance.

1

2

4000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

waterproof and easily cleaned

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 75D polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

5

6

7

upf30+** UV protection factor

durable strong weather resistant fabric

aids colour retention from UV light

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.



valencia ii air 450

family airbeam® tents - excel air collection

weight.........26.00kg
pack size......73 x 54 x 41cm
pitch time....12 Minutes

• SkyTrack™ II - A flexible hanging system which allows 
  you to easily attach lighting or storage in your tent living 
  area. The SkyTrack™ system truly allows you to tailor your 
  tent to suit your needs
• Built-in Front Awning -Provides extra enclosed space 
  perfect for socialising, dining and storage
• Inflatable AirBeam® Structure - With 10 years’ 
  experience in AirBeam® technology, we are the leaders 
  in pole free pitching. AirBeam® technology ensures your 
  awning is erect within a matter of minutes allowing you 
  more time to enjoy your holiday (Supplied with double 
  action pump)
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155 65New for 2021, the Valencia II Air 450 tent sleeps up to 4 
people and benefits from a pre-attached awning, full stand 
up height throughout and a King Sized Bedroom with our 
Midnight fabric, reducing early morning light. Further features 
include a covered side door, great for getting in and out of 
the tent on a rainy day and is made from our robust Sentinel 
Dura fabric, giving you peace of mind no matter the weather. 
The Valencia also features a dedicated rear storage area, 
perfect for hiding away all your kit, allowing you to relax in a 
clutter free environment.

Sentinel Dura Fabric

Rear Storage Space

Midnight Bedrooms

King-Sized Bedrooms

SkyTrack™ II

Built-In Front Awning

TBS®II Tension Band System

• Sentinel Dura Fabric - Our new Sentinel Dura has 
  been developed to create a fabric with improved 
  performance without the addition of unnecessary weight. 
  The introduction of our new ColourLok technology and 
  a 30% increase in strength, coupled with a 4,000mm 
  HH waterproof rating, ensures market leading quality and 
  performance
• Rear Storage Space - Provides a dedicated storage area 
  which can be easily accessed from the bedrooms
• Midnight Bedrooms - Premium darkened bedrooms for a 
  great comfortable night’s sleep
• King-Sized Bedrooms - Offers a 70cm sleeping 
  area per person with full stand up height throughout, 
  allowing for a comfortable nights sleep with plenty of 
  space for your bedside table and more



family airbeam® tents - excel air collection

diablo ii air 850xl

valencia ii air 650xl

weight.........39.30kg
pack size......80 x 48 x 55cm
pitch time....12 Minutes

weight.........36.65kg
pack size......80 x 48 x 53cm
pitch time....12 Minutes
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The Valencia II Air inflatable AirBeam® tent features a dedicated rear storage area keeping your space clear, and 
Midnight inner bedrooms reducing early morning light. With a pre-attached front awning, full stand-up height and 
spacious bedrooms the Valencia is a great family tent. Available in 650XL.

The Diablo II Air inflatable AirBeam® tent is extremely quick to pitch. Utilising a podded layout, the Diablo sleeps 
up to 8 in 3 separate areas, and includes generous stand-up height and built-in front porch ideal for storage.
Available in 850XL.



family airbeam® tents - excel air collection

rome air 550xl, 650xl

azura ii air 600xl

weight.........30.60kg
pack size......80 x 46 x 50cm
pitch time....12 Minutes

weight.........27.75kg
pack size......78 x 45 x 50cm
pitch time....12 Minutes

weight.........33.75kg
pack size......80 x 46 x 53cm
pitch time....12 Minutes
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The Rome Air inflatable AirBeam® tent features a side storage pod ideal for luggage and storage solutions, and 
integrated front awning with large windows ideal for socialising. With high-quality Sentinel Dura fabric (4,000mm 
HH) the Rome Air will see you through many years of camping. Available in 550XL and 650XL. 

The Azura II Air inflatable AirBeam® tent is a quick to pitch tunnel tent. Near vertical walls, stand-up height and 
integrated awning make this tent very spacious. Midnight bedrooms keep morning light at bay. Available in 600XL.

airhub hex

weight.........14.00kg
pack size......69 x 37 x 37cm
pitch time....8 Minutes

AIRBEAMENTRANCE DOOR
MEASUREMENTS IN CM

350

The Airhub Hex offers a communal space that can be used for events, storage and shelter. With a single point 
inflation, the AirHub Hex is fast and easy to inflate and deflate. 



elite collection
The Vango Elite AirBeam® collection is the epitome of family camping, o�ering luxury through the very best fabrics 
and innovative features, creating a home from home experience. Highlights include our Midnight bedrooms which 
ensure a great night's sleep with long lies in the morning and the addition of a Smart Pack Roller Bag to allow for 
easier packing. The Vango Elite AirBeam® collection will keep you camping in style for years to come. 

Vango AirBeam® SuperBeam - Quick to pitch and creates a strong and rigid structure - pump included
AirSpeed® Valve - Inflate and deflate your tent effortlessly in minutes with the unique and conveniently positioned valve
AirZone Ventilation - Unique ventilation system keeps fresh air circulating in your tent, reducing condensation
Fully Sewn-In Groundsheet - Attached to the flysheet with an external storm skirt to provide a bug and draught free environment 
Smart Pack Roller Bag - Full front drops down providing an area for your tent to be rolled and compressed straight into the bag
Patent Pending. United Kingdom Patent Application No. 2001590.5
Clear Access Bedrooms - A wider opening and no step over into the bedrooms allows for easier access
Midnight Bedrooms - Breathable, darkened bedrooms ensure a great night’s sleep and reduces condensation 
Zipped Curtains - Simple and quick to use, zip curtains allow varying levels of opening  
SkyTrack® II - A flexible hanging system which allows you to easily attach lighting or storage
Full Webbing Storm Anchors - Secure guying of the tent
Multiple Cable Entry Points - Cleverly positioned cable entry points to neatly feed electrical cables into your tent
TBS® II - Ensures the tent performs in adverse weather conditions, especially in strong, changeable winds  
Multiple Mesh Doors - Increases flow of air in your tent  
Living Area Pelmet Pockets - Conveniently positioned pockets, perfect for storing your essentials
Villa Construction - Upright side walls increase the height within the tent allowing you to maximise internal space



sentinel exclusive fabric sentinel signature fabric
The newly developed Sentinel Exclusive fabric is 
one of the strongest and most durable fabrics in 
our collection. Testing at more than double the 
strength of standard flysheet fabric, highly 
waterproof with a 5000mm HH rating, and with 
our new ColourLok™ technology the 
performance is second to none.

Combines the leading properties of both cotton 
and polyester to create a rich polycotton fabric 
which is breathable and easy to maintain. 
Sentinel Signature is a high-quality fabric that is 
luxurious to the touch, robust and durable. 

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.

1 5000mm hh 
Waterproof and easily cleaned

2 fully factory taped seam
For complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 150D polyester 
Highly waterproof, durable and reliable

4 fire retardant 
Meets ISO5912* standards

5 upf50+** 
UV protection factor

6
Aids colour retention from UV light

1 water resistant 
Treated to repel water

2 climate control
Breathable and adjusts temperature to suit 
environment

3 Technical lightweight polycotton 
Lightweight, durable fabric

4 soft handle 
Premium luxury feel

5 upf50+** 
UV protection factor

6
Aids colour retention from UV light



soneva air 450

family airbeam® tents - elite air collection

weight.........37.00kg
pack size......79 x 54 x 43cm
pitch time....12 Minutes

The new Vango Soneva Air 450, 4-man inflatable AirBeam® 
tent will appeal to those looking for a luxury weekend or 
short trip tent. The large living area and built-in front awning 
are the perfect space to unwind and socialise, while the 
Midnight Bedrooms will ensure a peaceful night’s sleep after 
any adventure. Panoramic views are enhanced by the new 
Climate Pro windows, a three layer window construction 
offering additional ventilation. Clear access bedrooms 
and flat entry allow effortless movement throughout the 
tent without worrying about step over points. With the 
Sentinel Exclusive Fabric, the Soneva Air benefits from an 
outstanding 5,000mm HH and ColourLok™ technology, 
protecting the performance and colour of your tent from 
harmful UV rays. The Soneva Air 450 will keep your 
weekend adventures stylish for years to come. 
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Sentinel Exclusive Fabric

Climate Pro Windows

Villa Construction

Midnight Bedrooms

Smart Pack Roller Bag

SuperBeams™

TBS®II Tension Band System

• Sentinel Exclusive Fabric - The newly developed Sentinel 
  Exclusive fabric is one of the strongest and most durable 
  fabrics in our collection. Testing at more than double 
  the strength of standard flysheet fabric, highly waterproof 
  with a 5,000mm HH rating, and with our new ColourLok 
  technology the performance is second to none
• Climate Pro Windows - Three layer window construction 
  allowing for additional ventilation into the tent. The PVC 
  window and curtain can be zipped to provide shelter from 
  rain and privacy when additional ventilation is not required
• Villa Construction - Upright side walls increase the height 
  within the tent allowing you to fully maximise the internal 
  space
• Midnight Bedrooms - Premium darkened bedrooms for a 
  great comfortable night’s sleep

• Smart Pack Roller Bag - Full front of the roller bag 
  drops down providing an area for your tent to be rolled and 
  compressed straight into the bag. Patent Pending. United 
  Kingdom Patent Application No. 2001590.5
• SuperBeams™ - Larger diameter beams are used with 
  certain shapes and fabrics, to further enhance the 
  AirBeam® experience and provide extra stability to the tent 
  structure
• AirSpeed® Valve - Inflate and deflate your tent effortlessly 
  in minutes with the unique and conveniently positioned 
  valve
• Rear Storage Space - provides a dedicated area which 
  can be easily accessed from the bedrooms



tahiti ii air 850xl

ventanas air 650xl

family airbeam® tents - elite air collection

weight.........50.20kg
pack size......82 x 58 x 58cm
pitch time....16 Minutes

weight.........50.35kg
pack size......54 x 50.35 x 54cm
pitch time....12 Minutes
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The Tahiti II Air 850XL inflatable AirBeam® tent is packed with features to add comfort and luxury. Large Diamond 
Pro windows, high ceilings and Multi-flex doors create a spacious feel while Midnight bedrooms keep morning light 
at bay. Available in 850XL.

The Ventanas Air inflatable AirBeam® tent is incredibly spacious with a storage pod, large Diamond Pro windows, 
high ceiling and integrated front awning. Strong and durable Sentinel Exclusive (5,000mm HH) and Midnight 
bedrooms make the Ventanas destined to become a family favourite. Available in 650XL. 



Kapalua Air TC 550XL

utopia ii air tc 500

family airbeam® tents - elite air collection

weight.........51.50kg
pack size......82 x 54 x 54cm
pitch time....12 Minutes

weight.........31.10kg
pack size......82 x 40 x 54cm
pitch time....8 Minutes
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BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

120

180

550xl

500

The Kapalua Air TC inflatable AirBeam® tent is quick to pitch and features luxurious Sentinel Signature Technical 
Cotton flysheet. Internal space is maximised through integrated storage pod, near-vertical walls and large Diamond 
Pro windows, while Midnight bedrooms keep the morning light at bay. Available in 550XL.

The Utopia II Air TC inflatable AirBeam® tent is a compact luxury tent designed using Sentinel Signature TC fabric. 
With stand-up height and Midnight bedrooms, it is ideal for shorter trips without compromising on style.  
Available in 500. 



family airbeam® tents - additions

fitted & universal carpet

skyshield

groundsheet protector universal inner

various sizes available - see matrix various sizes available - see matrixvarious sizes available - see matrix

various sizes available - see matrix

skyliner

family windbreak tcfamily windbreak
sentinel
AirBeam® Windbreak

The Vango SkyLiner creates a layer of 
air between your living space and ceiling 
inside your awning, ultimately reducing 
the effects of condensation and creating a 
thermal barrier in cold weather.

The Universal Inner creates an additional 
bedroom or storage area to your tent. 
Simply attach using our unique SkyTrack® 
II System.

Protect your tent by adding a Vango 
Groundsheet Protector to your essentials. 
Designed to extend the life of your tent 
by protecting against tears from stones, 
its very easy to clean and helps mark out 
your pitching position.

Add a homely touch to your tent by 
adding warmth and comfort underfoot 
with a Vango Carpet. Designed to fit a 
variety of Vango tents, the Carpet not only 
gives extra protection to your groundsheet 
but is an added luxury you won’t want to 
be without.

The Sentinel AirBeam® Windbreak 
provides a shield from wind on the 
campsite to ensure meals and play time 
are not interrupted by the elements. The 
AirBeam® structure uses a single inflation 
point and the pre-angled beams allow 
additional stability on the pitch for any 
windbreak needs.

Featuring robust PowerPlus Steel poles 
and our Sentinel Signature fabric, the 
Family Windbreak is the perfect addition 
to your camping essentials and is ideal for 
use at the beach or beside your tent.

Featuring robust PowerPlus Steel poles, 
the Family Windbreak is the perfect 
addition to your camping essentials and is 
ideal for use at the beach or beside your 
tent.

The Vango SkyShield system, like a 
Groundsheet Protector, will extend the life 
of a tent by protecting the roof from UV 
degradation as well as keeping it clean. 



family airbeam® tents - additions

Sentinel dura - ta004
excel air side awning

Sentinel exclusive - ta105
zipped front extension

Sentinel exclusive - ta108
zipped sun canopy

family shelter Earth Side Awning – TA006

Sentinel exclusive - ta101
Zipped front awning 

Sentinel exclusive - ta002 
elite air side awning

airbeam®

modular windbreak
This spacious awning allows you to easily 
add extra space to your tent. Designed 
to fit neatly to your tent the front awning 
provides the perfect space for storing kit 
or socialising.

The Elite Air Side Awning allows you to 
add space for socialising or storing kit to 
compatible Vango Elite tents. Made with 
Sentinel Exclusive fabric. 

The Excel Side Awning allows you to 
add space for socialising or storing kit 
to compatible Excel tents. Made with 
Sentinel Dura fabric. 

Relax in the sunshine and keep the breeze 
off your back with the Vango AirBeam® 
Modular Windbreak. Pitched in minutes 
and with large translucent panels, create 
the perfect space to shelter from the wind 
while you enjoy the view.

Simple and hassle-free to pitch and erect, 
this canopy easily zips onto the outside 
of your tent, providing a sturdy shelter in 
almost all weathers.

The Family Shelter fits over the front of 
any Poled or AirBeam® tent to create a 
front canopy providing additional covered 
space which is perfect for cooking or 
dining under.

The Earth Side Awning is made from 
recycled Sentinel Eco Fabric, compatible 
with Vango Earth tents. The perfect 
addition for providing additional space or 
for socialising. 

This spacious extension allows you 
to easily add extra space to your tent. 
Designed to fit neatly to your tent, the 
front extension provides the perfect space 
for storing kit or socialising.



family airbeam® tents - additions

sky storage baskets

10 pocket storage organiser sky storage coat hook9 pocket storage organiser

8 pocket storage organiser5 pocket storage organisersky hook pack

This handy organiser will provide 
additional storage and help keep the 
awning or tent tidy. This storage pocket 
comes with 4 Sky Hooks and hook & loop 
strips for attachment.

This handy organiser will provide 
additional storage and help keep the 
awning or tent tidy. This storage pocket 
comes with 2 Sky Hooks and hook & loop 
strips for attachment.

This handy organiser will provide 
additional storage and help keep the 
awning or tent tidy. This storage pocket 
comes with 2 Sky Hooks and hook & loop 
strips for attachment.

Pack of 10 Sky Hooks for use with the Sky 
Track feature in AirBeam models. Ideal for 
hanging lights, keeping cables tidy and to 
attach Sky Storage units.

This handy organiser will provide 
additional storage and help keep the 
awning or tent tidy. This storage pocket 
comes with 2 Sky Hooks and hook & loop 
strips for attachment.

Keep your awning neat and organised 
with the Sky Storage Coat Hook.  Simply 
attach using the SkyTrack™ system for 
added storage for towels or coats.  Please 
note, this Coat Hook is not compatible 
with pre-2018 season awnings.

This handy organiser will provide 
additional storage and help keep the 
awning or tent tidy. This storage pocket 
comes with 2 Sky Hooks and hook & loop 
strips for attachment.



family airbeam® tents - matrix

Osiris Air 500

Azura II 600XL

Joro Air 450

Valencia II Air 450

Diablo II Air 850XL

Aether Air 600XL

Aether Air 450XL

Rome II Air 650XL

Rome Air 550XL 

Joro Air 600XL

Valencia II Air 650XL

Soneva Air 450

Kapalua Air TC 550XL

Ventanas Air 650XL

Tahiti II Air 850XL

AirHub Hex

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA004 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA004 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA004 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA004 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA004 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA002 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA004 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA002
Zipped Front Awning - TA101

Zipped Front Extension - TA105
Zipped Sun Canopy - TA108 

Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA002
Zipped Front Awning - TA101

Zipped Front Extension - TA105
Zipped Sun Canopy - TA108 

Family Shelter

CP007 - 240x300 GP146

CP010 - 180x280 GP109

CP007 - 240x300 GP145

CP008 - 260x360 GP110

CP008 - 260x360 GP115

GP004

CP008 - 260x360 GP144

CP109

CP124

CP101 Privacy Curtain

CP009 - 270x430 GP130

CP010 - 180x280 GP147

260x360 - CP008

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 5, 8 
& 9 pocket

GP116

CP113 CP009 - 270x430 GP130

CP008 - 260x360

CP010 - 180x280

CP008 - 260x360

CP009 - 270x430

CP009 - 270x430

GP119

CP124

CP106

CP109

CP110

GP147

GP132

GP118

GP118

TENT AWNING FITTED CARPET UNIVERSAL 
CARPET

groundsheet
protector

Skytrack
accessories

universal 
inner

skyshield skyliner King poles

SY107

SY105

SY106

SY108

SY116

SY110

SY113

SY114

SY116SS009

SS009

SS004

SS007

SS008

CP107 GP107 SY111170x310 - CP004

CP106 GP121 SY110260x360 - CP008

CP110 GP120 SY114270x430 - CP009

utopia ii air tc 500

mulia air 600xl

Anantara ii air 650xl

Family Shelter

Elite Air Side Awning - Sentinel Exclusive - TA002
Family Shelter

Zipped Front Awning - Sentinel Exclusive - TA101
Zipped Front Extension - Sentinel Exclusive - TA105

Zipped Sun Canopy - Sentinel Exclusive - TA108
Elite Air Side Awning - Sentinel Exclusive - TA002

Family Shelter

SS008

SS004

Sky Storage Basket, 8 
pocket & 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 8 
pocket & 9 pocket

Sky Storage Basket, 8 
pocket & 9 pocket



The welcome comfort of a Vango tent comes 
with peace of mind, provided by our high-quality 
materials and craftmanship. With known 
favourites and new environmentally friendly 
styles, we have designed our family tents so 
that you can make more of your holiday.
  
Whether you prefer a spontaneous weekend trip 
with friends or longer summer holidays with your 
family, we are certain our collection of tents will 
accommodate your camping needs, 
for wherever you go. 



earth collection
Sentinel Eco Fabric– With development focused on the environment, we’ve taken single use plastic waste and transformed it into 
our Sentinel Eco 70D fabric. Packed with the durability and quality you would expect from Vango, Sentinel Eco fabric also 
achieves a 3000mm HH rating. Perfect for weekend and holiday camping, plus helping protect our outdoor environment. 

With a development focus on the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics and transformed it into our 
Sentinel Eco fabric. 
 

features
Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Create strong, light and reliable structures
Pre-angled Poles - Achieve greater internal space than with a standard curve. Provides effective bracing against side winds
Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - Adds to the comfort of your tent by providing a bug and draught free environment. The groundsheet is 
attached to the flysheet with an external storm skirt to provide all round protection
Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by the sunrise 
TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, changeable winds. When 
tensioned, the bands brace the pole at 3 points, and reduces sideways movement
Diamond Clear Windows - Maximise light and visibility to provide a bright and airy environment
NEW! Mesh Doors - Both living room doors have integrated mesh panels that increase the flow of air within your tent while keeping 
bugs out
Flexible Door step - An adaptable door step which can easily be dropped to ground level allowing you to effortlessly enter your tent 
without needing to step over the entrance 
Clear Access Bedrooms - A wider opening and no step over into the bedroom allows for easier access 

sentinel eco fabric

1

2

3000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

waterproof and easily cleaned

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 70D polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable, with a low weight

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

5

6

7

upf30+** UV protection factor

durable strong weather resistant fabric

aids colour retention from UV light

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.

PET single use plastics 
are collected, sorted, 
washed and crushed   

The plastic is made 
into pellets then 
spun into thread

The thread is woven into  
Sentinel Eco fabric 

Finally the plastic travels 
the world with you on 
adventures  

The welcome comfort of a Vango tent comes 
with peace of mind, provided by our high-quality 
materials and craftmanship. With known 
favourites and new environmentally friendly 
styles, we have designed our family tents so 
that you can make more of your holiday.
  
Whether you prefer a spontaneous weekend trip 
with friends or longer summer holidays with your 
family, we are certain our collection of tents will 
accommodate your camping needs, 
for wherever you go. 



family poled tents - earth collection

joro

weight.........17.00kg
pack size......78 x 34 x 34cm
pitch time....20 Minutes

weight.........23.30kg
pack size......80 x 38 x 38cm
pitch time....25 Minutes

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

POLE

190 190 210

300

140

140

205

245

195

600

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR/WINDOW CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

POLE

705

290

290

120

195210

120

120

The new Vango Joro is a poled tent within our new Earth 
Collection. The new collection launches our Sentinel Eco 
Fabric, made from recycled single use plastics. The Joro 
benefits from key features, including an integrated front 
awning and large front door which can be king poled 
open giving a real outdoors feel. It also has a large dining 
and social area with its extensive living room and benefits 
from king-sized, Nightfall bedrooms, designed to reduce 
early morning light. 

450

600xl

600xl

70D Sentinel Eco Fabric with ColourLok™

New! Mesh Doors

Nightfall Bedrooms

Pre-Angled Poles

Built-In Front Awning

King Sized Bedrooms (450 only)

TBS®II Tension Band System

• 70D Sentinel Eco Fabric - With a development focus on 
  the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics 
  and transformed them into our Sentinel Eco fabric
• NEW! Mesh Doors - Both living room doors have 
  integrated mesh panels that increase the flow of air within 
  your tent while keeping bugs out
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise
• Pre-angled Poles - Achieve greater internal space than 
  with a standard curve. Provides effective bracing against 
  side winds
• TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent 
  performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, 
  changeable winds 
• King-sized Bedrooms - Offers a 70cm sleeping area per 
  person, allowing for a comfortable night’s sleep with 
  plenty of space for your bedside table and more
• Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - Adds to the comfort of your 
  tent by providing a bug and draught free environment. The 
  groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external 
  storm skirt to provide all round protection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 180 plastic bottles

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 225 plastic bottles

+ =

+ =



family poled tents - earth collection

aether

weight.........20.00kg
pack size......78 x 34 x 34cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

weight.........26.00kg
pack size......80 x 38 x 38cm
pitch time....20 Minutes

280300

230270100
210

205190

600

AIRBEAM

POLE

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR/WINDOW

CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOM

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

120

120

120

380

23027095
210

210195

595

POLE

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR/WINDOW

CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOM

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

AIRBEAM

The new Vango Aether Air tent is a poled tunnel tent 
within our new Earth Collection. The new collection 
launches our Sentinel Eco Fabric, made from recycled 
single use plastics. The Aether benefits from key features, 
including Pre-Angled Poles for greater head height and 
internal space with a Pre-Attached Extension, offering 
extra living space, as well as a double living area and 
large front door. Further features include king-sized 
Nightfall bedrooms designed to reduce early morning 
light. 

450xl

600xl

600xl

70D Sentinel Eco Fabric with ColourLok™

New! Mesh Doors

Nightfall Bedrooms

Pre-Angled Poles

Pre-Attached Extension

King Sized Bedrooms* (450XL only)

TBS®II Tension Band System

• 70D Sentinel Eco Fabric - With a development focus on 
  the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics 
  and transformed them into our Sentinel Eco fabric
• NEW! Mesh Doors - Both living room doors have 
  integrated mesh panels that increase the flow of air within 
  your tent while keeping bugs out
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise
• Pre-angled Poles - Achieve greater internal space than 
  with a standard curve. Provides effective bracing against 
  side winds
• TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent 
  performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, 
  changeable winds 
• King-sized Bedrooms - Offers a 70cm sleeping area per 
  person, allowing for a comfortable night’s sleep with 
  plenty of space for your bedside table and more
• Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - Adds to the comfort of your 
  tent by providing a bug and draught free environment. The 
  groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external 
  storm skirt to provide all round protection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 144 plastic bottles

+ =

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 203 plastic bottles

+ =



family poled tents - earth collection

osiris 500

weight.........15.30kg
pack size......73 x 34 x 34cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

The new Vango Osiris 500 is a poled tent within our new 
Earth Collection. The new collection launches our Sentinel 
Eco Fabric, made from recycled single use plastics and 
benefits from many key features, including an extended 
living area, covered side entrance and the front door can be 
King-Poled open to allow for a sun-canopy. The Osiris also 
benefits from queen-sized Nightfall bedrooms which reduce 
early morning light. 

230230

460

210

120

180

330

185195

POLE

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR/WINDOW

CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOM

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

70D Sentinel Eco Fabric with ColourLok™

New! Mesh Doors

Nightfall Bedrooms

Pre-Angled Poles

Over Door canopy

Toggled Curtains

TBS®II Tension Band System

• 70D Sentinel Eco Fabric - With a development focus on 
  the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics 
  and transformed them into our Sentinel Eco fabric
• NEW! Mesh Doors - Both living room doors have 
  integrated mesh panels that increase the flow of air within 
  your tent while keeping bugs out
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise
• Pre-angled Poles - Achieve greater internal space than 
  with a standard curve. Provides effective bracing against 
  side winds
• TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent 
  performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, 
  changeable winds 
• Toggled Privacy Curtains - Provides shade or privacy 
  when required, can be rolled away when not in use
• Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Create strong, 
  light and reliable structures
• Fully Taped Seams - All flysheet seams are factory taped, 
  which provides a watertight seal

• Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - Adds to the comfort of your 
  tent by providing a bug and draught free environment. The 
  groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external 
  storm skirt to provide all round protection
• Waterproof PE Groundsheet - Robust and hard wearing 
  fabric to stand up to the rigours of the most active 
  campers
• Flexible Door Step - An adaptable door step which can 
  easily be dropped to ground level allowing you to 
  effortlessly enter your tent without needing to step over 
  the entrance

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 144 plastic bottles

+ =



family poled tents - earth collection

Danu Hub 

weight.........14.80kg
pack size......68 x 24 x 20cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

The new Vango Danu Hub provides the perfect shelter for 
dining, socialising and gatherings. Using our new Sentinel 
Eco flysheet, the Danu is made from recycled single use 
plastics and maintains the same strength and durability you 
can expect from Vango. The PowerFlex® fibreglass 
cross-pole design offers generous stand up height and 
stability. Integrated mesh panels offer increased ventilation 
while the over door canopy provides additional protection 
from adverse weather.

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

POLE
• Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Create strong, light 
   and reliable structures
• Easypack Carry Bag - Oversized carry bag to make it 
  easier to pack the awning away
• Adjustable Pegging System - Allows awning to be 
  pitched perfectly on uneven surfaces
• Clip-in Riser Porch Groundsheet - Clean, dry storage 
  area for boots and equipment while reducing draughts
• Fully Wind & Rain Tested - Weather tested to the Europe
  an standard EN5912
• Fire Retardant Fabrics - Meets European EN5912 safety 
  standard

70D Sentinel Eco Fabric with ColourLok™

Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles

Easypack Carry Bag

Adjustable Pegging System

Clip-in Riser Porch Groundsheet

Fire Retardant Fabrics

• 70D Sentinel Eco Fabric - With a development focus on 
  the environment, we’ve taken single use waste plastics 
  and transformed them into our Sentinel Eco fabric
• Fully Sewn-in Groundsheet - Adds to the comfort of 
  your tent by providing a bug and draught free 
  environment. The groundsheet is attached to the flysheet 
  with an external storm skirt to provide all round protection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 131 plastic bottles

+ =



excel collection
The ever-popular Excel Poled Collection o�ers something for every family camper. Packed full of great, innovative 
features, this collection of tents can comfortably sleep between 4 and 8 people. Featuring Sentinel Dura (4,000mm 
HH) and Sentinel Signature polycotton (5,000mm HH) �ysheet fabrics, the Excel collection is perfect for short week-
end breaks or longer family camping trips alike.

PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Creates strong, light and reliable structures
Sentinel Dura Fabric - Developed with improved performance without additional weight. Waterproof rating of 4,000mm HH, 
ColourLokTM technology to protect against UV rays and 30% increase in strength 
Vango AirZone - Our unique ventilation system keeps fresh air circulating in your tent, reducing condensation 
Clear Access Bedrooms - A wider opening and no step over into the bedroom, allows for easier access 
Midnight Bedrooms - Darkened bedrooms ensure a great night’s sleep, with long lies in the morning for you and your mini 
adventurers. Breathable and reduces condensation
Lantern Hanging Points - Conveniently positioned in the living and bedroom areas 
Sewn-in Groundsheet - Provides a bug and draught free environment. The groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external 
storm skirt to give all-round protection
Mesh Door - Increase the flow of air within your tent while keeping the bugs out
TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures your tent performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, changeable winds 
Bedroom Pockets - Keep all your essentials neatly stored away with the conveniently positioned pockets 

sentinel dura fabric
Sentinel Dura has been developed to create a fabric 
with improved performance, without the addition of 
unnecessary weight. The introduction of our 
ColourLokTM technology and a 30% increase in 
strength, coupled with a 4,000mm HH waterproof 
rating, ensures market leading quality and performance.

1

2

4000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

waterproof and easily cleaned

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 75D polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

5

6

7

upf30+** UV protection factor

durable strong weather resistant fabric

aids colour retention from UV light

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.

sentinel signature fabric
Combines the leading properties of both cotton and 
polyester to create a rich polycotton fabric which is 
breathable and easy to maintain. Sentinel Signature is 
a high-quality fabric that is luxurious to the touch, 
robust and durable.

1

2

climate control breathable and adjusts temperature to suit enviroment

3

weight 212 g/m optimises strength, packsize and weight

4

5

upf50+** UV protection factor

soft handle premium luxury feel

aids colour retention from UV light

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.





stanford ii 850xl

avington ii 500, 600xl

family poled tents - excel collection

weight.........23.40kg
pack size......70 x 34 x 38cm
pitch time....22 Minutes

weight.........17.00kg
pack size......70 x 32 x 33cm
pitch time....18 Minutes

weight.........22.45kg
pack size......70 x 34 x 38cm
pitch time....20 Minutes

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

185

280

210240210

310

685

200

BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

POLE

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

POLE

195

15085

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

POLE

280

850xl

500 600xl

The Stanford is a mirror layout tent creating greater internal space and providing more privacy than traditional 
styles. With an extra large living area and over door canopy there is flexibility of space, while the Midnight 
bedrooms reduce any morning light. Available in 850XL. 

The Avington is a tunnel style tent with pre-attached front extension perfect for dining and socialising. With a 
sewn-in groundsheet and Midnight bedrooms designed to reduce early morning light, the Avington is ideal for 
families or friends. Available in 500 and 600XL. 

somerton 650xl

weight.........30.20kg
pack size......75 x 38 x 42cm
pitch time....25 Minutes

205

740

290220 210

445

140

160

120

215

POLEINTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

650xl

The Somerton is a family tunnel tent with pre-attached awning ideal for socialising or storage. The extra large living 
area will keep the whole family happy while the Midnight bedrooms will ensure a great nights sleep.  
Available in 650XL. 



oakmere tc 600xl

farley tc 500

family poled tents - excel collection

weight.........32.10kg
pack size......75 x 40 x 42cm
pitch time....25 Minutes

weight.........23.25kg
pack size......70 x 36 x 37cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR/WINDOW CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

POLE

700

280

290

120

120

120

210 195

POLEINTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

BEDROOMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

525

185

320

195

150

150

185110 210

600xl

500

The Oakmere is a luxurious tunnel tent in Sentinel Signature TC fabric, designed to increase breathability in warmer 
weather. The pre-attached front awning is a great space for socialising or storage. With Midnight bedrooms created 
to reduce any morning light, the Oakmere is perfect for the whole family. Available in 600XL. 

The Farley TC is a tunnel tent in our luxurious Sentinel Signature TC fabric designed to increase breathability in 
warmer weather. The pre-attached front extension is perfect for dining al fresco. With Midnight bedrooms created 
to reduce any morning light, the Farley is perfect for adventures. Available in 500.



fitted & universal carpet groundsheet protector

various sizes available - see matrix various sizes available - see matrix various sizes available - see matrix

excel side awning - ta001
This spacious awning allows you to easily 
add extra space to your tent. Designed 
to fit neatly to your tent, the side awning 
provides the perfect space for storing kit 
or socialising.

Protect your tent by adding a Vango 
Groundsheet Protector to your essentials. 
Designed to extend the life of your tent 
by protecting against tears from stones, 
its very easy to clean and helps mark out 
your pitching position.

Add a homely touch to your tent by 
adding warmth and comfort underfoot 
with a Vango Carpet. Designed to fit a 
variety of Vango tents, the Carpet not only 
gives extra protection to your groundsheet 
but is an added luxury you won’t want to 
be without.

family windbreak tcfamily windbreak family shelter
The Family Shelter fits over the front of 
any Poled or AirBeam® tent to create a 
front canopy providing additional covered 
space which is perfect for cooking or 
dining under.

Featuring robust PowerPlus Steel poles 
and our Sentinel Signature fabric, the 
Family Windbreak is the perfect addition 
to your camping essentials and is ideal for 
use at the beach or beside your tent.

Featuring robust PowerPlus Steel poles, 
the Family Windbreak is the perfect 
addition to your camping essentials and is 
ideal for use at the beach or beside your 
tent.

family poled tents - additions

Earth Side Awning – TA006
The Earth Side Awning is made from 
recycled Sentinel Eco Fabric, compatible 
with Vango Earth tents. The perfect 
addition for providing additional space or 
for socialising. 



Danu Hub

Avington II 500

Aether 600XL

Somerton 650XL

Aether 450XL

Osiris 500

Stanford II 850XL

Avington II 600XL

Joro 450

Farley TC 500

Oakmere TC 600XL

Joro 600XL

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA006 
Family Shelter

 Family Shelter

 Family Shelter

 Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA001
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA001 
Family Shelter

Side Awning - TA001 
Family Shelter

CP007 - 240x300

CP007 - 240x300

GP145

CP008 - 260x360 GP114

CP007 - 240x300

CP010 - 180x280

CP008 - 260x360

GP109

CP003 - 140x320 GP123

GP110

GP146

CP007 - 240x300 GP125

CP008 - 260x360 GP124

CP009 - 270x430

CP003 - 140x320

CP008 - 260x360

GP128

GP105

GP110

TENT AWNING FITTED CARPET UNIVERSAL 
CARPET

groundsheet
protector King poles

family poled tents - matrix



weekend collection
The weekend tent collection is perfect for long weekends away, festivals or those seeking a more spacious, 
comfortable outdoor living space. This collection o�ers generous sleeping space, combined with a roomy 
socialising area, ideal for relaxing inside or out, all of course, with Vango DNA and quality assured.  

PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Creates strong, light and reliable structures
Polyethylene Groundsheet - Tough, durable and waterproof groundsheet to prevent any water ingress which can be easily cleaned if dirty 
Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light so your sleeping pattern isn’t dictated by the sunrise 
Flysheet First or All in One Pitching - Quick and easy to pitch and pack
Diamond Clear Windows - Maximise light and visibility to provide a bright environment
Colour Coded Poles - Allows simple and intuitive pitching 
Carry Bag Included - Convenient bag for storage and transportation

protex shield fabric

1

2

3000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

waterproof and easily cleaned

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 70D polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

1

2

climate control breathable and adjusts temperature to suit environment 

3

soft handle premium luxury feel

4

weight 212 g/m optimises strength, packsize and weight

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

Whether you are a seasoned campsite camper or like to 
dabble in a spot of wild camping, ProTex® Shield will 
protect you from the elements with fully taped seams and a 
highly waterproof fabric to keep you dry whatever the 
weather throws at you. 

sentinel signature fabric
Sentinel Signature combines the leading properties of both 
cotton and polyester to create a feature rich polycotton fabric. 
Key amongst these are breathability to increase comfort and 
easy maintenence. The softness of the cotton and the dense 
weave ensure light and noise are reduced. Sentinel Signature is 
a high-quality fabric, luxurious to touch but robust and durable 
enough for any holiday.

2

5

upf50+* UV protection factor

aids colour retention from UV light 



weekend tents front canopy extended

mokala

weight.........15.9kg
pack size......66 x 30 x 28cm
pitch time....10 Minutes

weight.........21.95kg
pack size......68 x 36 x 34cm
pitch time....10 Minutes

• Sentinel Signature (Mokala TC 450) - Rich polycotton 
  fabric which is breathable, robust and durable 
• Pre-attached Guylines - High visibility guylines, 
  attached at optimum positions for stability and tension
• King Sized Bedrooms - 70cm sleeping area per 
  person, providing plenty of room to sleep
• Multi-Use Porch - Roll back the door on either side 
  to shelter from changing winds and for the ultimate 
  panoramic view, open all three
• Flysheet and Inner Pitch Together - Quick and easy 
  to pitch and pack
• King Poles Included - Creates a spacious canopy that 
  provides additional shelter
• Mokala 450 Protex® 70 Denier Polyester Flysheet, 
  3000mm HH - Highly waterproof, durable and reliable 
  fabric, exclusive to Vango
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New for 2021, the Mokala is a versatile weekend 
tent ideal for spontaneous adventures or longer 
breaks with friends or family. Generous stand up 
height throughout gives a spacious feel while the 
rear door for storage and multi-use front door 
offers flexibility and added ventilation. King pole 
the front door out to provide shelter from all 
weathers or roll it back fully to enjoy an open 
space. King sized bedrooms with Nightfall fabric 
ensure you Sleep Better with Vango. The Mokala 
is the perfect tent to enjoy the outdoors.

450

tc 450

King Sized Bedrooms

Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles

Nightfall Bedrooms

Large Diamond Clear Windows

Linked-In Groundsheet 

High Visibility Guylines

• Factory Taped Seams - All flysheet and groundsheet 
  seams are factory taped, giving a watertight seal
• Linked-In Groundsheet - Easy to clean groundsheet that 
  can be attached or detached from the living area. Simply 
  roll under the bedroom area when not required
• Waterproof PE Groundsheet - Robust and hardwearing 
  fabric to stand up to the rigours of the most active 
  campers
• Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Creates strong, 
  light and reliable structures
• Colour Coded Poles - For easy pitching
• Breathable Polyester Inner - Allows condensation to 
  pass through, for a comfortable night’s sleep
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise



adventure collection
Whether you are new to camping and want a great value small tent, or you are looking for something slightly more 
technical, then the adventure range has something perfect. Our Adventure tent collection combines the durability of 
a Vango tent with a�ordability and is a long-standing favourite amongst Scout Groups, adventure sport enthusiasts 
and those who enjoy festivals and weekends away.  

PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Creates strong, light and reliable structures
Polyethylene Groundsheet - Tough, durable and waterproof groundsheet to prevent any water ingress which can be easily cleaned if dirty 
Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light so your sleeping pattern isn’t dictated by the sunrise 
Inner Pockets - Conveniently positioned pockets for organising essential items 
Lantern Hanging Points - Conveniently positioned in the living and bedroom areas 
Sewn-in Groundsheet - Provides a bug and draught free environment. The groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external storm 
skirt to give all-round protection
Fast Pack Carry Bag - Convenient bag for storage and keeping product clean

protex shield fabric

1

2

3000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

waterproof and easily cleaned

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 70D polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

1

2

climate control breathable and adjusts temperature to 
suit environment 

3

soft handle premium luxury feel

4

weight 212 g/m optimises strength, packsize and weight

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

Whether you are a seasoned campsite camper or like to 
dabble in a spot of wild camping; ProTex® Shield will 
protect you from the elements with fully taped seams and a 
highly waterproof fabric to keep you dry whatever the 
weather throws at you. ProTex® Shield Flysheet.

sentinel signature fabric
Sentinel Signature combines the leading properties of both 
cotton and polyester to create a feature rich polycotton fabric. 
Key amongst these are breathability to increase comfort and 
easy maintenence. The softness of the cotton and the dense 
weave ensure light and noise are reduced. Sentinel Signature is 
a high-quality fabric, luxurious to touch but robust and durable 
enough for any holiday.

2

5

upf50+* UV protection factor

aids colour retention from UV light 

weekend tents
carron 400, 500

weight.........7.70kg
pack size......27 x 66 x 27cm
pitch time....12 Minutes

weight.........9.80kg
pack size......70 x 25 x 25cm
pitch time....12 Minutes
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The Carron is an easy-to-pitch 3 poled dome tent with stand up height. Nightfall Bedrooms, reduce early 
morning light and a large porch is ideal for storing kit. The Carron is perfect for small families, couples and friends 
for weekend camps and festivals. Available in 400 and 500. 

adventure tarp adventure tunnel tarp 3 pole adventure windbreak replacement fastpack bag
The Vango Windbreak is the ideal shelter 
for using on the beach or beside your tent 
when the wind gets in the way.

Our Fast Pack tent bag features an 
oversized opening with drawstring closure 
and compression straps to reduce pack 
size. The perfect tent addition for quick 
and easy packing.

The Tunnel Tarp adds extra storage and 
living space to our tunnel tents. Quick and 
easy to erect, it comes in lightweight but 
strong 70D fabrics with a single King Pole. 
The perfect addition to your camping trip.

The Adventure Tarp is versatile and can 
be easily attached to the front of a tent, 
combined with walking poles/King Poles 
or used as a stand alone shelter. Fits 
perfectly with a selection of our Adventure 
Tents.

adventure tents - additions



adventure collection
Whether you are new to camping and want a great value small tent, or you are looking for something slightly more 
technical, then the adventure range has something perfect. Our Adventure tent collection combines the durability of 
a Vango tent with a�ordability and is a long-standing favourite amongst Scout Groups, adventure sport enthusiasts 
and those who enjoy festivals and weekends away.  

PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Creates strong, light and reliable structures
Polyethylene Groundsheet - Tough, durable and waterproof groundsheet to prevent any water ingress which can be easily cleaned if dirty 
Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light so your sleeping pattern isn’t dictated by the sunrise 
Inner Pockets - Conveniently positioned pockets for organising essential items 
Lantern Hanging Points - Conveniently positioned in the living and bedroom areas 
Sewn-in Groundsheet - Provides a bug and draught free environment. The groundsheet is attached to the flysheet with an external storm 
skirt to give all-round protection
Fast Pack Carry Bag - Convenient bag for storage and keeping product clean

protex shield fabric

1

2

3000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

waterproof and easily cleaned

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 70D polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

1

2

climate control breathable and adjusts temperature to 
suit environment 

3

soft handle premium luxury feel

4

weight 212 g/m optimises strength, packsize and weight

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

Whether you are a seasoned campsite camper or like to 
dabble in a spot of wild camping; ProTex® Shield will 
protect you from the elements with fully taped seams and a 
highly waterproof fabric to keep you dry whatever the 
weather throws at you. ProTex® Shield Flysheet.

sentinel signature fabric
Sentinel Signature combines the leading properties of both 
cotton and polyester to create a feature rich polycotton fabric. 
Key amongst these are breathability to increase comfort and 
easy maintenence. The softness of the cotton and the dense 
weave ensure light and noise are reduced. Sentinel Signature is 
a high-quality fabric, luxurious to touch but robust and durable 
enough for any holiday.

2

5

upf50+* UV protection factor

aids colour retention from UV light 



adventure tents

soul

weight.........2.17kg
pack size......52 x Ø15cm
pitch time....7 Minutes

weight.........2.86kg
pack size......52 x Ø17cm
pitch time....7 Minutes

• Protex® 70 Denier Polyester Flysheet, 3000mm HH - 
  Highly waterproof, durable and reliable fabric, exclusive 
  to Vango
• Breathable Polyester Inner - Allows condensation to 
  pass through, for a comfortable night’s sleep
• Lantern Hanging Points - Conveniently positioned in the 
  living and bedroom areas
• Part of The Scout Association Recommended Kit
• Additional Ventilation – Increases air flow throughout the 
  tent and helps to reduce the possibility of condensation
• Fire Retardant Fabrics - Exceeds European EN5912 
  safety standard
• Fully Wind & Rain Tested - Tested within wind conditions 
  up to 100kph and heavy rainfall to the European standard 
  EN5912
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The Soul is the ideal starter tent for exploring. It can be 
pitched in under seven minutes thanks to the functional 
tunnel design and two pole structure, while the fast pack 
tent bag ensures it’s a breeze to pack away. The Soul is 
perfect for adventurers who wish to minimise pitching 
time and make the most of the great outdoors.

200

300

Lantern Hanging Points

Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles

Nightfall Bedrooms

Additional Ventilation

Fast Pack Tent Bag

High Visibility Guylines 

• High Visibility Guylines - Easy to see in low light conditions 
• Inner First Pitch - Simple and quick to pitch. Allows the tent 
  to be used without the flysheet in warm climates
• Inner Pockets - Conveniently positioned pockets for 
  organising essential items
• Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Create strong, light 
  and reliable structures
• Waterproof PE Groundsheet - Robust and hardwearing 
  fabric to stand up to the rigours of the most active campers
• Part Mesh Inner Door - Allows ventilation, whilst keeping 
  bugs out 
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise

Also Available in: 
Treetops



• Pre-attached Guylines - High visibility guylines, attached 
  at optimum positions for stability and tension
• Inner First Pitch - Simple and quick to pitch. Allows the 
  tent to be used without the flysheet in warm climates
• Gothic Arch Pole Structure - Increases stability and 
  assists water/snow run-off from the flysheet
• King Pole Doors - Integrated eyelets allow optional king 
  poles to prop open doors to create a canopy
• Protex® 70 Denier Polyester Flysheet, 3000mm HH - 
  Highly waterproof, durable and reliable fabric, exclusive 
  to Vango
• Factory Taped Seams - All flysheet and groundsheet 
  seams are factory taped, giving a watertight seal

adventure tents

tay 300

weight.........18.00kg
pack size......63 x Ø18cm
pitch time....10 Minutes

The Tay 300 3-man is a dome style tent which adds space 
within the tent and benefits from a small pack size. The 
Crystal Clear windows allow light into the porch area, while 
the Gothic Arch pole provides added strength and stability 
in adverse weather and provides additional headroom. This 
tent is the ideal choice for first time campers or festival 
goers.
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Gothic Arch Pole Structure

Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles

Nightfall Bedrooms

Crystal Clear Windows

Fast Pack Tent Bag

High Visibility Guylines 

• Waterproof PE Groundsheet - Robust and hardwearing 
  fabric to stand up to the rigours of the most active campers
• Colour Coded Poles - For easy pitching
• Breathable Polyester Inner - Allows condensation to pass 
  through, for a comfortable night’s sleep
• Lantern Hanging Points - Conveniently positioned in the 
  living and bedroom areas
• Inner Pockets - Conveniently positioned pockets for 
  organising essential items
• Fully Wind & Rain Tested - Tested within wind conditions 
  up to 100kph and heavy rainfall to the European standard 
  EN5912
• Fire Retardant Fabrics - Exceeds European EN5912 safety 
  standard

• Porch Groundsheet - Clean, dry storage area for boots 
  and equipment
• Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles - Create strong, 
  light and reliable structures
• Crystal Clear Windows - Large Crystal Clear PVC 
  windows for maximum light and greater visibility
• Nightfall Bedrooms - Helps reduce early morning light 
  so your sleeping pattern doesn’t need to be dictated by 
  the sunrise
• Fast Pack Tent Bag - Oversized opening for easy packing 
  and compression straps to control pack size

Also Available in: 
Treetops

Also Available in: 
Treetops



soul 100

skye 300, 400, 500

tay 200, 400

weight.........1.82kg
pack size......ø14 x 50cm
pitch time....7 Minutes

weight.........5.65kg
pack size......ø20 x 60cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

weight.........3.31kg
pack size......ø17 x 59cm
pitch time....10 Minutes

weight.........6.60kg
pack size......ø23 x 65cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

weight.........4.79kg
pack size......ø18 x 70cm
pitch time....10 Minutes

weight.........9.33kg
pack size......ø25 x 70cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

adventure tents

300

200

100

500

400

400

The Soul is an ideal starter tent for exploring with a functional low level tunnel design and two pole structure, 
delivering great stability. The Soul can be pitched in under 7 minutes and the Fast Pack Tent Bag makes packing 
away quick and easy,  ideal for solo adventures in the wilderness. Available in 100, 200 and 300.

The Tay is a dome style tent with a Gothic Arch pole, providing ample shelter from the weather at the entrance.  
This type of dome style tent creates great space and stability, in a small pack size and is one of the best tents for 
festivals and weekend camping. Available in 200 and 400.

The Skye is an easy to pitch 3-poled tunnel tent with side entry door, large porch and linked-in groundsheet, 
perfect for small families, couples and friends on weekend camps or festivals. Available in 300, 400 and 500.



alpha 250, 300, 400

kibale tc 450

kibale 350
weight.........5.10kg
pack size......ø19 x 55cm
pitch time....10 Minutes

weight.........3.60kg
pack size......ø16 x 50cm
pitch time....7 Minutes

weight.........4.20kg
pack size......ø18 x 50cm
pitch time....10 Minutes

weight.........13.55kg
pack size......30 x 66 x 30cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

weight.........7.30kg
pack size......26 x 58 x 24cm
pitch time....15 Minutes
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The Alpha is an easy-to-pitch tent with a dome structure, maximising headroom and benefits from a linked-in 
groundsheet and front porch, suitable for storing kit, ideal for outdoor adventurers, cyclists or youth groups.  
Available in 250, 300 and 400.

The Kibale is an easy to pitch, 3-poled tunnel tent with a built-in spacious front porch for storing your kit, 
ample ventilation and King-Sized Bedrooms. The Kibale is ideal for weekend adventures with family or friends.  
Available in 350.

The Kibale TC with Polycotton Fabric which keeps the tent temperature down and has added ventilation and 
King-Sized Bedroom, ideal for camping in hotter climates and benefits from a spacious front porch for storing kit 
or taking in the view.  Perfect for small families or friends seeking a more luxurious tent for their weekend camping 
trips.  Available in 450.



beta 350xl, 450xl, 550xl

adventure tents

kruger 300

weight.........6.60kg
pack size......ø25 x 65cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

weight.........4.70kg
pack size......65 x 40 x 36cm
pitch time....12 Minutes

weight.........7.90kg
pack size......ø27 x 65cm
pitch time....15 Minutes

weight.........10.40kg
pack size......ø29 x 65cm
pitch time....15 Minutes
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The Kruger is a quick to pitch tent with a multi-functional front door which can be king poled out for added shelter 
and is designed to allow for maximum ventilation, a fantastic tent for camping in warm weather.  Available in 300.

The Beta is a 3-poled tunnel tent with a large porch area for storing kit and essentials, as well having as Nightfall 
Bedrooms, reducing early morning light, plus Diamond Clear Windows and linked-in groundsheet. The Beta is ideal 
for slightly longer trips and will also appeal to campers seeking a more spacious and comfortable weekend tent. 
Available in 350XL, 450XL and 550XL.



adventure and weekend tents - matrix

kibale tc 450 

kibale 350 

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Steel King Poles 180-220cm

Steel King Poles 180-220cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

Fibreglass King Poles 130cm

XL

XL

Medium

Mediumalpha 250

Mediumalpha 300

Largealpha 400

Largetay 200

tay 300

XL

XL

tay 400 

Small

Medium

Medium

soul 100

soul 200

soul 300

XLcarron 400

XLbeta xl 350

XLbeta xl 450

XLbeta xl 550 

Largeskye 300

XLskye 400

XL

XL

XL

skye 500

MoKALA 450

MoKALA TC 450

XLcarron 500 

TENT adventure tarp Groundsheet
protectortunnel tarp replacement bag KING POLES

kruger 300

GP150

GP150



technical tent collections
Our technical range of tents is the essence of what we do, in 1967 we introduced the �rst Force Ten tent, an icon in 
the outdoor world. 
 
From the �rst British ascent of the South West Face of Everest, to supporting The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award and The 
Scout Association leaders and participants, we have a wealth and breadth of Vango users. 
 
We have recently agreed another 5 year partnership with The Duke of Edinburgh’s Awards, which will see our Trek 
Pro and Experience Range of tents and our technical sleeping bags, mats and accessories continue to be used and 
tested by youngsters and leaders across the country. 



Trek Experience collection
The Trek Experience range o�ers trusted kit to rely on for your �rst steps into the wild, with the exciting new 
edition of the Starav.  With all the quality you can expect from Vango and many of the key features found in the 
Trek Pro Range; Trek Experience will see you from the campsite into the wilderness with comfort and ease. 

Fast Pack Tent Bag - Oversized opening for easy packing and compression straps to control pack size 
Storage Pockets - For all your essentials to be at hand 
TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures your tent performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, changeable winds 
70D 6000mm HH Polyester Groundsheet - Waterproof, durable, reliable and is easy to clean 
O-Shaped Inner Door - For easy opening
Protex® Shield Fabric - 70 Denier Polyester Flysheet, 3000mm HH, highly waterproof, durable and reliable 
Powerlite® Poles - Vango 7001-T6 alloy poled with pole ID 
Breathable Inner - Reduces condensation 

protex® shield fabric

1

2

3000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

waterproof and easily cleaned

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 70D polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.

Whether you are a seasoned campsite camper or like to dabble in a spot of wild camping, Protex® Shield will protect you from 
the elements with fully taped seams and a highly waterproof fabric to keep you dry, whatever the weather throws at you.



technical tents - experience collection

starav 200

weight............2.50kg
Trail weight...2.20kg
pack size.........45 x Ø15cm
pitch time.......10 Minutes

The Starav 2-man tent is a tunnel tent, providing you with a 
great space to weight ratio. It benefits from a flysheet and 
inner pitch together, allowing for a quick and easy pitch and 
pack away with a Fast Pack Tent Bag.
The Starav is strong with our exclusive TBS® II Tension 
Band System, ensuring that the tent performs well in 
adverse weather conditions. With a 70 Denier Polyester 
Flysheet and Groundsheet which is highly waterproof, 
durable and reliable, combined with through-venting Panels 
it makes the Starav ideal for warmer climates.

• Tunnel Tent - Style provides greatest space to weight ratio
• Flysheet and Inner Pitch Together - Quick and easy to 
  pitch and pack
• Vango PowerLite 7001-T6 Alloy Poles - Lightweight and 
  durable tent poles
• Fast Pack Tent Bag - Oversized opening for easy packing 
  and compression straps to control pack size
• Protex® 70 Denier Polyester Flysheet - 3000mm HH, 
  highly waterproof, durable and reliable
• 70D 6000mm HH Polyester Groundsheet - Waterproof, 
  durable, reliable and is easy to clean
• Inner Pockets - Conveniently positioned pockets for 
  organising essential items
• Fire Retardant Fabrics - Exceeds European EN5912 
  safety standard

Tunnel Tent

Flysheet and Inner Pitch Together

Vango PowerLite 7001-T6 Alloy Poles

Fast Pack Tent Bag

Inner Pockets

TBS®II Tension Band System
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• Through-venting panels - Create a cool and bug-free 
  climate inside your tent using the large zipped ventilation 
  panels at each end of the tent. Contains a zip-open mesh 
  panel on inner, with corresponding panel on the flysheet 
  and topped with a rain-stopping cover 
• TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures the tent performs 
  in adverse conditions, especially in strong, changeable 
  winds. When tensioned, the bands brace the pole at 3 
  points, and reduces sideways movement. Adjust TBS®II to 
  remove slack. Do not over tension, as this may deform the 
  poles. Can be stowed away in calm weather





weight............2.80kg
Trail weight...2.46kg
pack size........ø16 x 46cm
pitch time......10 Minutes

weight............3.52kg
Trail weight...3.28kg
pack size........ø18 x 48cm
pitch time......10 Minutes
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The Helvellyn has a semi-geodesic construction, meaning it can handle the roughest terrain thanks to its rigidity 
and self-supporting structure, ideal for year-round adventures. It benefits from a great strength to weight ratio and 
multi-functional porch with various options to ensure shelter and has inner door vents to ensure air flow, whilst 
keeping out the bugs. Available in 200 and 300.

scafell 200, 300

technical tents - experience collection

scafell 200+, 300+

weight............2.50kg
Trail weight...2.08kg
pack size........ø16 x 48cm
pitch time.......5 Minutes

weight............3.42kg
Trail weight...3.12kg
pack size........ø16 x 48cm
pitch time.......7 Minutes

weight............2.90kg
Trail weight...2.48kg
pack size........ø17 x 48cm
pitch time.......5 Minutes

weight............3.60kg
Trail weight...3.30kg
pack size........ø18 x 48cm
pitch time......7 Minutes
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The Scafell features two identical poles and has an exceptional space to weight ratio with great head height and 
front facing porch. This Scafell is quick and simple to pitch, with added strength thanks to its TBS® II and Gothic 
Arch poles, standing strong in changeable winds. Available in 200 and 300.

The Scafell+ features three identical poles and has an exceptional space to weight ratio with great head height and 
front facing porch. This Scafell is quick and simple to pitch, with added strength thanks to its TBS® II and Gothic 
Arch poles, standing strong in changeable winds. Available in 200+ and 300+

helvellyn 200, 300



nevis 100, 200, 300

weight............1.70kg
Trail weight...1.49kg
pack size........ø14 x 46cm
pitch time......5 Minutes

weight............2.02kg
Trail weight...1.80kg
pack size........ø15 x 46cm
pitch time......5 Minutes

weight............2.50kg
Trail weight...2.29kg
pack size........ø17 x 46cm
pitch time......5 Minutes
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The Nevis is compact and lightweight with good head height and is quick to pitch and is all wrapped up into a light 
and small pack size. Features include, PowerLite Alloy poles, door vent and TBS II® Tension Brand System, adding 
strength and stability to make your trip fun and carefree. Available in 100, 200 and 300.

technical tents - experience collection

tryfan 200, 300

weight............3.60kg
Trail weight...3.30kg
pack size........50 x 18 x 20cm
pitch time......7 Minutes

weight............4.30kg
Trail weight...4.00kg
pack size......53 x 21 x 24cm
pitch time......7 Minutes
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The Tryfan benefits from great inner space with plenty of air ventilation, with 2 extra large side vents and mesh 
door options. It pitches inner first and can be pitched inner only for very hot climates and has a canopy to provide 
additional space and shelter. The tent is also suitable for UK conditions as all the vents can be securely closed 
using the zip panels. Available in 200 and 300.



trek pro collection
The Trek Pro Range uses high quality Dura�ex® and Line-Lok® components with a focus on functionality to ensure 
everything you need is on hand when you need it most.   
 
Lightweight, durable �ysheets are combined with Korean made Yunan Poles, to create strong and light tents for 
wherever your expeditions take you. 

Fast Pack Tent Bag - Oversized opening for easy packing and compression straps to control pack size 
Storage Pockets - For all your essentials to be at hand 
TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures your tent performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, changeable winds 
Line-Lok® Guides - Locks securely in any weather and quick to release
Yunan Eco Alloy Poles  - Extremely light and provides excellent strength in high winds
Protex® RS Fabric - Lightweight and durable flysheet
Inner Door Vent - Increases your air flow, whilst keeping bugs out 
Breathable Inner - Reduces condensation
Reflective Guylines - Easy to see, even in torch light 

ProTex® RS fabric
Lightweight and extra strong, ProTex® RS will protect you from the harshest outdoor environments. The combination of the 
highest waterproofing in our technical range, our light and strong polyester fabric, plus the added ripstop weave, makes Protex® 
RS the perfect choice for our Trek Pro tents.

1

2

5000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

our highest waterproof rating in the technical ranges

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 70D polyester lightweight and strong

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

5 ripstoP weave added strength and durability

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.



technical tents - trek pro collection
mirage pro 200, 300

weight............3.02kg
Trail weight...2.68kg
pack size........ø16 x 48cm
pitch time......12 Minutes

weight............3.60kg
Trail weight...3.36kg
pack size........ø18 x 48cm
pitch time......12 Minutes
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The Mirage has one of the best strength to weight ratios in the range with great head height where you need it 
most and a large multi-function porch.  It has a semi-geodesic shape for year-round trekking and is freestanding 
and incredibly strong, made for wild camping and is suitable for all season use. Available in 200 and 300.

weight............1.80kg
Trail weight...1.55kg
pack size........ø13 x 35cm
pitch time......7 Minutes

weight............2.60kg
Trail weight...2.39kg
pack size........ø15 x 47cm
pitch time......7 Minutes

weight............2.05kg
Trail weight...1.99kg
pack size........ø12 x 45cm
pitch time......7 Minutes
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cairngorm 100, 200, 300

tempest pro 200, 300

weight............2.70kg
Trail weight...2.30kg
pack size........ø17 x 46cm
pitch time......10 Minutes

weight............3.32kg
Trail weight...3.06kg
pack size........ø19 x 52cm
pitch time......10 Minutes
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The Tempest Pro is one of the most popular tunnel tents for trekking. Featured with the innovative Venturi Vent, 
allowing fresh air to flow throughout the tent, increasing comfort and helping to reduce condensation. The front 
facing porch provides ample kit storage. Available in 200 and 300.

The Cairngorm tent is a great choice for backpacking and trekking, utilising a lightweight, single hooped structure 
which features the TBS® II system for extra stability and protection from adverse weather. The Cairngorm pitches 
quickly and with its innovative design provides more internal room and less weight compared to similar styled 
tents. Perfect for minimalist hikers who want a lightweight tent built to cope with demanding conditions.



technical tents - trek pro collection

pulsar pro 200, 300

blade pro 200

weight............3.25kg
Trail weight...2.95kg
pack size........ø16 x 48cm
pitch time......12 Minutes

weight............3.75kg
Trail weight...3.45kg 
pack size........ø17 x 48cm
pitch time......12 Minutes
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The Pulsar Pro makes a fantastic base camp for all outdoor adventures. Whether you are mountaineering, biking, 
kayaking, or just need room for the dog, the large porch will accommodate all your needs. Strong and stable with 
TBS® II and Gothic Arch poles; this tent was made to withstand the elements. The large, twin side-entry doors 
maximise convenience and shelter. Available in 200 and 300.

weight............2.15kg
Trail weight...2.15kg
pack size........ø12 x 47cm
pitch time......8 Minutes
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The Blade Pro 200 2-man tent has a single pole, making it quick to pitch, and at 1.82kg, very lightweight and can 
be used by solo adventurers or for 2 people. Designed for trekking when the priority is a small pack size and low 
weight. Available in 200.

halo 200, 300

weight............3.66kg 
Trail weight...3.26kg
pack size........ø19 x 48cm
pitch time......12 Minutes

weight............4.20kg
Trail weight...3.81kg
pack size........ø21 x 50cm
pitch time......15 Minutes
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The Halo Pro is our simplest semi-geodesic tent with three identical poles, creating a self-supporting structure, 
offering the perfect combination of low weight and high strength for all year round camping. With great inner space 
and head height, plus two sizable porches, the Halo Pro is the perfect space for group expeditions. 
Available in 200 and 300.



basecamp collection
The Basecamp Range bene�ts from a �exible additional living space, designed to provide a comfortable camp to 
sleep, plan adventures in or wait out a storm.  The range ensures performance with key features such as TBS® II 
technology, to strengthen the tents in adverse weather and ProTex® Haven fabric, for the highest levels of 
waterproo�ng and strength.

Diamond Clear Windows - Allows light into the porch 
TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures your tent performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, changeable winds 
Line-Lok® Guides - Locks securely in any weather and quick to release
Riser Groundsheet  - Reduces draughts and creates a dry storage area within the porch
Powerlite® Poles - 7001-T6 Alloy Poles with pole ID
ProTex® Haven Fabric - Strong and lightweight
Extra Porch Space - For kit and living 
Breathable Inner - Reduces condensation 

protex® haven fabric

1

2

5000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

one of our highest waterproof ratings in the technical ranges 

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 70D polyester highly waterproof, durable and reliable

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

When the elements open and you find yourself sitting out a storm at your basecamp, Protex® Haven is the perfect roof over your 
head for as long as the weather demands. With one of our highest waterproof ratings in the range, fully taped seams and a 
strong but light fabric, it is perfect for longer trips in the wild.



cosmos 400

weight............9.20kg
Trail weight...8.50kg
pack size........ø34 x 65cm
pitch time......20 Minutes
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The Cosmos has a solid geodesic construction, ensuring a strong, freestanding structure.  It also benefits from 
mesh option doors for insect prevention and ventilation and has additional strength from our exclusive TBS® II 
Tension Band system, increasing the tents performance in adverse weather conditions. Available in 400.

technical tents - basecamp collection

omega 250, 350

galaxy 300

weight............4.05kg
Trail weight...3.37kg
pack size........ø18 x 48cm
pitch time......12 Minutes

weight............5.00kg
Trail weight...4.25kg
pack size........ø20 x 49cm
pitch time......12 Minutes

weight............5.55kg
Trail weight...4.73kg
pack size........ø22 x 55cm
pitch time......18 Minutes
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The Omega has everything you need for longer expeditions and kit intensive activity. It benefits from a large living 
space with its extra-large porch area, allowing extra storage space for your kit and ProTex® Haven flysheet to 
protect you from the elements come rain or shine. Available in 250 and 350.

The award winning Galaxy has a low sleeping area to maximise warmth and an extra large porch for the storage 
of equipment. It benefits from Vango TBS® II Tension Band system, which adds strength and stability in strong, 
changeable winds. Ideal for a reliable base camp shelter, as well as longer trips due to the lightweight pack and is 
ideal for group use. Available in 300.



f10 alpine lite collection
Constructed using the highest quality components for tents that are built to last, using our ripstop fabrics and Korean 
Yunan Poles to create a collection of robust tents, made for long distance usage in the toughest terrain. There is no 
denying it, the F10 Alpine Lite tents are made for performance, for wherever you go.

TBS®II Tension Band System - Ensures your tent performs in adverse conditions, especially in strong, changeable winds 
High Level Vents - Reduces condensation (Excluding Project Hydrogen)
Mini Line-Lok® Guides - Lightweight and secure
Gear Loft - High level storage, perfect for head torches
Yunan SD70 Poles - High quality and lightweight with pole ID
ProTex® 15.SRN Fabric - Strong, lightweight and durable 
Part Mesh Inner Door - Allows ventilation, whilst keeping the bugs out 
15D 28GSM Breathable Nylon Inner - Lightweight and breathable

protex® 15.srn fabric

1

2

3000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

highly waterproof while retaining a low weight

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 7d nylon double silicone fabric unique to Project Hydrogen - remarkably light yet strong

4 15d nylon fabric* incredibly light yet strong

5

6

fire retardant

pu coating*

meets ISO5912 standards

ensures fabric is water-tight and allows seams to be sealed

7 siliconised water repellent

8 high quality korean dye retains colour in extended UV exposure

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

One of our lightest flysheet constructions, ProTex® 15.SRN is made from a high quality, 15 Denier ripstop fabric which is 
extremely strong, whilst retaining an incredibly low weight. It has fully taped seams with silicone coating, ProTex® 15.SRN 
creates completely waterproof shelters for fast and light expeditions.



technical tents - f10 alpine lite collection

f10 krypton UL 2

weight............2.10kg
Trail weight...1.90kg
pack size........45 x Ø14cm
pitch time......10 MinutesNew for 2021, the F10 Krypton UL 2 is a 2-man tent and is 

an exciting addition to our F10 Alpine Lite Collection, made 
for extreme adventures and expeditions and suitable for the 
harshest conditions. The Krypton sits alongside our XPD 
and MTN tents and is the pinnacle of our range.
The Krypton is pitched inner first and is made of a Geodesic 
construction, reinforcing its strength and allowing for a 
free-standing structure.  Made with a lighter Protex 15.SRN 
flysheet and high quality, light Yunan Eco Alloy Poles, 
providing excellent strength in high winds and benefitting 
from taped seams for a watertight seal.
There is plenty of room to sit up inside and the peak of the 
tent is offset to one side for easier movement and to give a 
streamlined, wind shielding shape.
The Krypton has all you need for those planned wild 
adventures for wherever you go.
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Yunan Eco Alloy Poles

Offset Inner Height

O-shaped Inner Doors

Internal Storage Pockets

Fast Pack Tent Bag

Geodesic Construction

• Yunan Eco Alloy Poles - Extremely high quality poles 
  made with acid free processing by Yunan. These poles 
  provide excellent strength in high winds as well as being 
  very light
• Offset Inner Height - The inner tent height, offers you 
  plenty of room to sit up. The peak of the tent is offset to 
  one side for easier movement and to give a streamlined, 
  wind-shedding, shape
• Protex 15.SRN Flysheet - 3000mm HH
• Fully Taped Seams - All flysheet and groundsheet seams 
  are factory taped - Provides watertight seal
• Geodesic Construction - Our strongest construction is 
  extremely strong, free-standing structure with 5 crossover 
  points, providing all season stability

• 15D Nylon Inner Tent Fabric - 15D 28gsm breathable 
  nylon inner tent
• O-shaped Inner Doors - Easy to open with one hand
• Part Mesh Inner Door - Allows ventilation, whilst keeping 
  bugs out
• Twin Flysheet Doors - Allows easier access for two or 
  more occupants, and/or additional storage
• Internal Storage Pockets - Provides convenient storage 
  within the inner tent, keeping essentials close to hand
• High Level Pockets - Ideal for storage or to position a 
  torch for light
• Fast Pack Tent Bag - Oversized opening for easy packing 
  and compression straps to control pack size



technical tents - f10 alpine lite collection

f10 helium ul1, 2

weight............1.15kg
Trail weight...1.00kg
pack size........ø12 x 30cm
pitch time......7 Minutes

weight............1.42kg
Trail weight...1.23kg
pack size........ø14 x 45cm
pitch time......7 Minutes
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The F10 Helium is a hybrid tunnel design, fast to pitch, with fully taped seams. TBS® Pro and pre-bend poles offer 
stability and vents allow a flow of air to reduce condensation build up. The Helium is lightweight, with a compact 
pack size, ideal for short trips, without compromising on function or performance. Available in UL1 and UL2.

f10 xenon ul 2, 2+

weight............1.90kg
Trail weight...1.64kg
pack size.......ø15 x 45cm
pitch time......5 Minutes

weight............2.40kg
Trail weight...2.10kg
pack size........ø16 x 46cm
pitch time......7 Minutes
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The F10 Xenon has Gothic Arch poles, combined with TBS® Pro, providing great strength. It is a two pole tunnel 
tent, lightweight, compact and quick to pitch, perfect for intense activities such as trekking, biking and mountain 
adventures with its small pack size. It features a large vent over the door, ensuring plenty of air flow and shelter 
from the rain. Available in UL 2 and 2+



The multi award winning Project Hydrogen has pushed 
the development of lightweight laminates, construction 
techniques and fabrics, creating the world’s lightest and 
fastest to pitch AirBeam® tent. Ensuring performance 
with new lightweight, 7D Nylon Double Silicone Fabric 
and TBS® II technology, Project Hydrogen commands 
an impressive 700 grams in weight. 

The Protex® 7D Double Silicone Fabric is unique to 
Project Hydrogen, created during the design process in 
order to develop its ultralight structure.  With 2000mm 
HH, the fabric is suitably waterproof, lightweight and 
extremely strong.

• Ultralight AirBeam® - The beam creates a stable structure 
  that is more resistant to deformation than a conventional 
  pole 
• Small Pack Size - Packs down to 1 litre and can be 
  packed into the smallest bags
• Schrader Valve - Enabling you to use a bike pump to 
  reach the ideal pressure to support the tent structure 
• Useable Porch - Store equipment in sheltered area 
• Flysheet and Inner Pitch Together -  Quick and easy to 
  pitch and pack
• Protex® 7D Double Silicone Fabric - 2000mm HH, 
  waterproof, lightweight and strong 
• 7D Breathable Inner  - Breathable and lightweight
• 10D Ripstop Nylon PU Groundsheet - Durable and 
  lightweight 
• Twin Skin - No compromise on design means this tent will 
  protect you 
• Flysheet Vent - Permanent vent above door to reduce 
  condensation and increase comfort 
• Titanium Pegs - Ultralight and strong tent pegs
• Carbon Upright Pole - Short pole that is strong and light, 
  packs down to be stored with the tent pegs during transit 

features



f10 project hydrogen

weight............700g
Trail weight...580g
pack size........ø10 x 20cm
pitch time......5 Minutes
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Award Winning, Project Hydrogen is the world’s lightest twin skin tent with AirBeam® technology, enhancing 
strength and stability and is quick to pitch, with a highly compressible structure. Ideal for lightweight bike packing 
and hiking trips. 



f10 Expedition collection
Made for extreme expeditions in the harshest conditions, our F10 Expedition range of 
tents are the pinnacle.  With our most advanced constructions and additional features, 
such as Karabiner Point inside the tent and Axial Hub Pole System, you can be assured 
that our expedition tents will shelter you from some of the most extreme elements. 

Bathtub Groundsheet - Completely waterproof 10cm base
Gear Loft - High level storage, perfect for head torches
Expedition Flysheet Doors - Increasing ventilation and the ability to exit via the top-half
Yunan UL Alloy Poles - High strength and lightweight with pole ID
Breathable Ripstop Nylon Inner - Reduces condensation
Double Layer Flysheet Doors - Zip away for 100% mesh  
Reflective Tabs and Guylines - Easy to see, even in torch light

Protex® 30.SRN

f10 mtn 2

One of the strongest flysheet fabrics, Protex® 30.SRN 
uses high quality Korean Nylon 6.6, offering greater 
strength and water resistance than standard nylon and 
combined with a ripstop weave, it gives it the ultimate 
in strength and durability.

The award winning F10 MTN tent is designed with a 4 pole classic 
geodesic construction for a self-supporting structure, balancing 
between weight and stability. The Axial Hub pole system adds 
additional stability, with connecting cross over poles and a 
multi-function flysheet door.  It is the go-to mountain tent for all UK 
or overseas trips. Available in MTN 2.

1

2

5000mm hh 

fully factory taped seam

our highest waterproof rating in the technical ranges

for complete peace of mind from weather ingress

3 30d nylon 6.6 fabric incredibly high quality with additional strength and wear resistance

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

5

6

7

ripstop weave added strength and durability

siliconised/pu coating finish

high quality korean dye

adds water repellency, elasticity, stability and strength

retains colour in extended UV exposure

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

weight...........3.42kg
trail weight.........3.16kg
pack size........ø17x 49cm
pitch time......8 Minutes
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technical tents - additions

storm shelter 200, 400, 800

groundsheet protector

trek tarp

trek gear store

The Vango Storm shelter is an essential and versatile 
piece of kit for anyone spending time on the hills. In 
more extreme situations be reassured that the bright 
orange colour and reflective tape on top provide high 
visibility, meaning if in difficulty on the mountain it acts 
as a beacon for rescue teams to look for. This piece of 
kit is worth the investment for hiking and trekking on the 
mountain and may save a life if needed. Available in 200, 
400 and 800.

The Vango Trek Tarp is a lightweight addition to any 
trekking tent to extend the storage and living space. 
Quick and easy to erect, the tarp fits front and side entry 
trekking tents or can be used by itself. The Tarp is ideal 
for those weight conscious hikers and multi-day trekking 
where extra space is wanted or needed.

Designed to increase the space of our front-entry 
trekking tents. The Trek Gear Store provides a little 
added comfort on those multi-night expeditions, adding 
storage space or simply extending the living space.  
Fitting snugly over the side of the tent and with a multi-
functional fully-zipped front door, it provides a dry and 
comfortable area at the front of the tent. Perfect for use 
in a campsite or on wild camping trips.

The Vango Groundsheet Protector is designed to protect 
the tents groundsheet from stones, thorns or other items 
which may cause damage. Shaped to the footprint of 
each tent in the Vango trekking range, the Groundsheet 
Protector is an invaluable addition to extend the life 
of your tent. In addition, the locking clips secure the 
footprint to each tent ensuring the groundsheet stays 
perfectly clean.



technical tents - matrix
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TENT FLYSHEET INNER POLES
AXIAL HUB

POLE SYSTEM GUYLINES TBS® II
TREK
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TREK
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BANSHEE 
GEAR STORE

Nevis

Scafell

Scafell+

Helvellyn

tryfan

starav

tempest pro

mirage pro

pulsar pro

halo pro

omega

galaxy

cosmos

cairngorm pro

technical tents matrix range

Protex® Shield 

Protex® Shield 

Protex® Shield 

Protex® Shield 

Protex® Shield 

Protex® RS 

Protex® RS 

Protex® RS 

Protex® RS 

Protex® Haven 

Protex® Haven 

Protex® Haven 

Protex® RS 

Breathable 70D with
part mesh door 

Breathable 70D with
part mesh door 

Breathable 70D with
part mesh door 

Breathable 70D with
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Regardless of the range you choose, our ethos 
is always the same. Comfort and performance 
for a great night's sleep.  

Whether you are dressing your home from home 
with a deluxe double or choosing a bag for an 
expedition, you can be sure Vango will give you 
the performance you need.  

At Vango, innovation is part of our DNA and we 
continue to create new and improved ranges to 
make sure you Sleep Better with Vango. 

Family & Adventure 
Sleeping Bags
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for a great night's sleep.  

Whether you are dressing your home from home 
with a deluxe double or choosing a bag for an 
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the performance you need.  
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Family & Adventure 
Sleeping Bags

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

atlas 250atlas junior

atlas 350atlas 250 square

suggested usage ....7, 20°c
performance..........2 season
tog..........................8.5
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......185cm
weight.....................1.25kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............39 x Ø21cm

suggested usage ....10, 20°c
performance..........2 season
tog..........................8.50
dimensions..............150 x 66 x 45cm
max user height......145cm
weight.....................0.95kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............37 x Ø21cm

suggested usage ....6, 20°c
performance..........2 season
tog..........................8.5
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 80cm
max user height......185cm
weight.....................1.42kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............40 x Ø23cm

suggested usage ....0, 20°c
performance..........3 season
tog..........................9.5
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......185cm
weight.....................1.55kg
fill weight..............1 x 350g/m²
packed size.............40 x Ø24cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

7oC 2oC -13oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -3oC -20oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

6oC 1oC -14oC

atlas
The Atlas range of sleeping bags combine mummy 
and square styles, with a TOG rating ranging from 
8.5 to 9.5, and are perfect for a first-time adventurer. 
Available in Junior, 250, 250S and 350.

Also Available in: 
Black
Bondi Blue
Dusky Rose



Kanto Jun-
ior

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

kanto junior

kanto 350

kanto 250
suggested usage ....8, 20°c
performance..........2 season
tog..........................9
dimensions..............160 x 70 x 50cm
max user height......150cm
weight.....................1.10kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............36 x Ø21cm

suggested usage ....3, 20°c
performance..........2-3 season
tog..........................9
dimensions..............215 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.80kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............41 x Ø22cm

suggested usage ....1, 20°c
performance..........3 season
tog..........................9.5
dimensions..............215 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................2.00kg
fill weight..............1 x 350g/m²
packed size.............41 x Ø25cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

3oC -2oC -18oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

5oC 0oC -15oC

kanto 250s
suggested usage ....3, 20°c
performance..........2-3 season
tog..........................9
dimensions..............200 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......175cm
weight.....................1.70kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............40 x Ø24cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

5oC 0oC -15oC

kanto
The Kanto range of mummy shaped sleeping bags 
feature horizontal stitching to reduce cold spots and 
are ideal for campsite camping. Available in Junior, 
250, 250S and 350. 

Also Available in: 
Hot Coral

Also Available in: 
Moroccan Blue



Earth sleeping bag collection
Continuing our environmental e�orts to ensure we can enjoy the great outdoors as much as 
possible, we have created our new Earth sleeping bag collection.  Designed with all the best Vango 
features, the Earth range bene�ts from 100% recycled fabric, �lling, shell and lining. The Era and 
Evolve ranges of bags guarantee something for everyone while doing their part for their 
environment, and as always, making sure you Sleep Better with Vango. 

PET bottles are 
collected, sorted, 

crushed and 
washed  

The plastic is 
made into pellets 

then spun into 
thread which is 
woven into our 
fabric and lining

The pellets are 
also made into 
material for our 

filling 

Finally the plastic 
travels the world 

and goes on 
adventures with you 

 

Also Available in: 
Moroccan Blue



evolve superwarm single

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

suggested usage ....TBC
performance..........TBC
tog..........................TBC
dimensions..............200 x 75 x 75cm

New for 2021, the Evolve Superwarm Single sleeping 
bag is from our new Earth Collection and is made from 
a recycled fabric with stylish embossed design, made 
from 100% recycled single use plastics. The recycled 
fabric is resilient, whilst being soft to touch. The Vango 
Evolve Superwarm Single is the perfect companion to 
cuddle up in for a great night’s sleep. Stay warm while 
helping the environment with the filling, shell and lining 
all made from recycled single use plastics, without 
compromising on warmth or comfort. Double layer 
construction creates an open structure that retains 
heat in the bag while the integrated head rest provides 
additional comfort and warmth.

• Integrated Head Rest - Provides extra comfort and warmth for your head
• Square Shaped Sleeping Bag - Provides extra space to have greater 

freedom of movement when sleeping
• Stuffsack with Drawcord - Allows for easy packing, while minimising pack 

size for easy transportation
• Double Layer Construction - Two layers of fill for greater warmth
• Two-Way Zip - Can be unzipped from the top or bottom to increase 

ventilation
• 100% Recycled Filling - The filling is made from recycled plastic bottles, 

aiding the environment
• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an Embossed Grass 

Design - Made from 100% recycled single use waste plastics, a stylish and 
durable fabric with an embossed design

• 100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining - Made from recycled single use 
waste plastics to create a super soft and cosy polyester fabric that offers a 
warm handle. Ideal for snuggling into at night (190T Brushed) recycled plastic 
bottles, a stylish and durable fabric with an embossed design

max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.50kg
fill weight..............2 x 150g/m²
packed size.............37 x Ø23cm

Double Layer Construction

Two-Way Zip

100% Recycled Filling

100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining

Duraflex Eco Components

EcoStem Fabric

earth collection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 90 plastic bottles

+ =



Evolve Superwarm 300 Mummy

evolve superwarm 
300 mummy

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

suggested usage ....TBC
performance..........TBC
tog..........................TBC
dimensions..............200 x 75 x 55cm

New for 2021, the Evolve Superwarm Mummy 
sleeping bag is from our new Earth Collection and is 
made from a recycled fabric with stylish embossed 
design, made from 100% recycled single use plastics. 
The recycled fabric is resilient, whilst being soft to 
touch. The new Vango Evolve Superwarm Mummy 
is the perfect companion to cuddle up in for a great 
night’s sleep. Stay warm while helping the environment 
with the filling, shell and lining all made from recycled 
single use plastics, without compromising on warmth 
or comfort. The Mummy shaped design ensures heat 
stays within the bag and creates a cosy feel.

• Integrated Head Rest - Provides extra comfort and warmth for your head
• Stuffsack with Drawcord - Allows for easy packing, while minimising pack 

size for easy transportation
• Double Layer Construction - Two layers of fill for greater warmth
• Two-Way Zip - Can be unzipped from the top or bottom to increase 

ventilation
• 100% Recycled Filling - The filling is made from recycled plastic bottles, 

aiding the environment
• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an Embossed Grass 

Design - Made from 100% recycled single use waste plastics, a stylish and 
durable fabric with an embossed design

• 100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining - Made from recycled single use 
waste plastics to create a super soft and cosy polyester fabric that offers a 
warm handle. Ideal for snuggling into at night (190T Brushed) recycled plastic 
bottles, a stylish and durable fabric with an embossed design

max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.50kg
fill weight..............2 x 150g/m²
packed size.............37 x Ø23cm

Double Layer Construction

Two-Way Zip

100% Recycled Filling

100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining

Duraflex Eco Components

EcoStem Fabric

earth collection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 90 plastic bottles

+ =



Evolve Superwarm Double

evolve superwarm double

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

suggested usage ....TBC
performance..........TBC
tog..........................TBC
dimensions..............210 x 150 x 150cm

New for 2021, the Evolve Superwarm Double sleeping 
bas is from our new Earth Collection and is made 
from a recycled fabric with stylish embossed design, 
made from 100% recycled single use plastics. 
The recycled fabric is resilient, whilst being soft to 
touch. The Vango Evolve is the perfect companion 
to cuddle up in for a great night’s sleep. Stay warm 
while helping the environment with the filling, shell 
and lining all made from recycled single use plastics, 
without compromising on warmth or comfort. Double 
layer construction creates an open structure that 
retains heat in the bag, while the integrated head rest 
provides additional comfort and warmth.

• Integrated Head Rest - Provides extra comfort and warmth for your head
• Square Shaped Sleeping Bag - Provides extra space to have greater 

freedom of movement when sleeping
• Stuffsack with Drawcord - Allows for easy packing, while minimising pack 

size for easy transportation
• Double Layer Construction - Two layers of fill for greater warmth
• Two-Way Zip - Can be unzipped from the top or bottom to increase 

ventilation
• 100% Recycled Filling - The filling is made from recycled plastic bottles, 

aiding the environment
• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an Embossed Grass 

Design - Made from 100% recycled single use waste plastics, a stylish and 
durable fabric with an embossed design

• 100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining - Made from recycled single use 
waste plastics to create a super soft and cosy polyester fabric that offers a 
warm handle. Ideal for snuggling into at night (190T Brushed) recycled plastic 
bottles, a stylish and durable fabric with an embossed design

max user height......190cm
weight.....................3.20kg
fill weight..............2 x 150g/m²
packed size.............53 x Ø30cm

Double Layer Construction

Two-Way Zip

100% Recycled Filling

100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining

Duraflex Eco Components

EcoStem Fabric

earth collection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 180 plastic bottles

+ =



era grande

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

suggested usage ....TBC
performance..........TBC
tog..........................TBC
dimensions..............225 x 100 x 100cm

New for 2021, the Era Grande sleeping bag is from 
our new Earth Collection and is made from a recycled 
fabric with stylish printed design, made from 100% 
recycled single use plastics. The recycled fabric is 
resilient, whilst being soft to touch. The Vango Era 
Grande will ensure a great night’s sleep, while helping 
the environment. This square shaped sleeping bag 
benefits from 100% recycled Polair Snug lining, ideal 
for snuggling into at night and insulation lock which 
holds fill in place for even heat distribution. The 
modern, yet subtle printed design is very stylish and 
will be envied on any campsite.

• Square Shaped Sleeping Bag - Provides extra space to have greater 
freedom of movement when sleeping

• Stuffsack with Drawcord - Allows for easy packing, while minimising pack 
size for easy transportation

• Single-Layer Stitch Construction - Reduces cold spots by ensuring the fill 
is evenly distributed within the bag

• Auto-Lock Two-Way Zip - Seals in warmth and provides adjustable 
ventilation. Auto-lock prevents the bag from opening during the night and can 
be accessed from inside the bag

• 100% Recycled Filling - The filling is made from recycled single use waste 
plastics, aiding the environment

• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an Embossed Grass 
Design - Made from 100% recycled plastic bottles, a stylish and durable 
fabric with an embossed design

• 100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining - Made from recycled single use 
waste plastics to create a super soft and cosy polyester fabric that offers a 
warm handle. Ideal for snuggling into at night (190T Brushed )recycled plastic 
bottles, a stylish and durable fabric with an embossed design

max user height......210cm
weight.....................2.10kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............43 x Ø28cm

Square shaped sleeping bag

Stuffsack with Drawcord

100% Recycled Filling

100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining

Duraflex Eco Components

EcoStem Fabric

earth collection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 122 plastic bottles

+ =



Family and adventure Sleeping bags

era double

suggested usage ....TBC
performance..........TBC
tog..........................TBC
dimensions..............210 x 150 x 150cm

New for 2021, the Era Double sleeping bag is from our 
new Earth Collection and is made from a recycled fabric 
with stylish printed design, made from 100% recycled 
single use plastics. The recycled fabric is resilient, whilst 
being soft to touch. The new Vango Era Double is the 
perfect companion to cuddle up in for a great night’s 
sleep. Stay warm while helping the environment with the 
filling, shell and lining all made from recycled recycled 
single use plastics, without compromising on warmth or 
comfort. This square shaped sleeping bag benefits from 
100% recycled Polair® Snug lining, ideal for snuggling into 
at night and insulation lock which holds fill in place for 
even heat distribution.

• Square Shaped Sleeping Bag - Provides extra space to have greater 
freedom of movement when sleeping

• Stuffsack with Drawcord - Allows for easy packing, while minimising pack 
size for easy transportation

• Single-Layer Stitch Construction - Reduces cold spots by ensuring the fill 
is evenly distributed within the bag

• Auto-Lock Two-Way Zip - Seals in warmth and provides adjustable 
ventilation. Auto-lock prevents the bag from opening during the night and can 
be accessed from inside the bag

• 100% Recycled Filling - The filling is made from recycled plastic bottles, 
aiding the environment

• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an Embossed Grass 
Design - Made from 100% recycled single use waste plastics, a stylish and 
durable fabric with an embossed design

• 100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining - Made from recycled single use 
waste plastics to create a super soft and cosy polyester fabric that offers a 
warm handle. Ideal for snuggling into at night (190T Brushed )recycled plastic 
bottles, a stylish and durable fabric with an embossed design

max user height......190cm
weight.....................3.60kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............54 x Ø31cm

Square shaped sleeping bag

Stuffsack with Drawcord

100% Recycled Filling

100% Recycled Polair® Snug Lining

Duraflex Eco Components

EcoStem Fabric

earth collection

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 182 plastic bottles

+ =



borealis single

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

suggested usage ....TBC
performance..........TBC
tog..........................TBC
dimensions..............215 x 80 x 80cm

New for 2021, the Borealis Single sleeping bag has been 
designed for those looking for a summer bag with small 
pack size. This square shaped sleeping bag benefits from 
ThermoLock Pro insulation, increasing durability and loft, 
keeping you warm and comfortable on warmer nights. 
Made with our luxurious cotton flannel lining and Heather 
Printed Polycotton Shell, the Borealis will be your go-to 
every summer.

• Grade A Quality Fill - Superior fibre fill which is designed to be durable, 
warm and lightweight, while retaining its loft and soft touch

• Hanging Loops - Allows you to easily hang your bag for quick and easy 
drying

• Integrated Head Rest - Provides extra comfort and warmth for your head
• Square Shaped Sleeping Bag - Provides extra space to have greater 

freedom of movement when sleeping
• Auto-Lock Two-Way Zip - Seals in warmth and provides adjustable 

ventilation. Auto-lock prevents the bag from opening during the night and can 
be accessed from inside the bag

• ThermoLock Pro Insulation  - Increases durability, maximises lofting 
potential for extra warmth and retains loft in damp conditions

• Woven Zip Puller  - Allows you to quickly and easily move the zip
• Zip Guard  - Helps prevent the zip from snagging on the lining, allowing easy 

opening and closing

max user height......190cm
weight.....................3.60kg
fill weight..............1 x 175g/m²
packed size.............37 x 22 x 44cm

Grade A Quality Fil

Square shaped sleeping bag

Auto-Lock Two-Way Zip 

Compression Carry Bag

Cotton Flannel Lining

Heather Print Polycotton Shell



Family and adventure Sleeping bags

borealis double

suggested usage ....TBC
performance..........TBC
tog..........................TBC
dimensions..............225 x 170 x 170cm

New for 2021, the Borealis Double sleeping bag has been 
designed for those looking for a summer bag with small 
pack size. This square shaped sleeping bag benefits from 
ThermoLock Pro insulation, increasing durability and loft, 
keeping you warm and comfortable on warmer nights. 
Made with our luxurious cotton flannel lining and Heather 
Printed Polycotton Shell, the Borealis will be your go-to 
every summer. The double size gives you the flexibility to 
use as two single sized bags.

• Grade A Quality Fill - Superior fibre fill which is designed to be durable, 
warm and lightweight, while retaining its loft and soft touch

• Hanging Loops - Allows you to easily hang your bag for quick and easy 
drying

• Integrated Head Rest - Provides extra comfort and warmth for your head
• Square Shaped Sleeping Bag - Provides extra space to have greater 

freedom of movement when sleeping
• Auto-Lock Two-Way Zip - Seals in warmth and provides adjustable 

ventilation. Auto-lock prevents the bag from opening during the night and can 
be accessed from inside the bag

• ThermoLock Pro Insulation  - Increases durability, maximises lofting 
potential for extra warmth and retains loft in damp conditions

• Woven Zip Puller  - Allows you to quickly and easily move the zip
• Zip Guard  - Helps prevent the zip from snagging on the lining, allowing easy 

opening and closing

max user height......200cm
weight.....................3.60kg
fill weight..............1 x 175g/m²
packed size.............42 x 25 x 53cm

Grade A Quality Fill

Square shaped sleeping bag

Auto-Lock Two-Way Zip 

Compression Carry Bag

Cotton Flannel Lining

Heather Print Polycotton Shell



radiate single

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

4 heat element settings
built in pocket

attach power bank for heatGraphene heating element

g r a p h e n e

suggested usage ....-1, 18°c
performance..........3 season
tog..........................10.00
dimensions..............215 x 80 x 80cm

The Award Winning, innovative Radiate single sleeping 
bag is sure to keep you warm when sleeping under the 
stars and is available in 2 colour options. Not only is this 
a deluxe 3-season, 10 tog sleeping bag, it also features a 
built-in, Graphene heating element, allowing you to top up 
the heat in your sleeping bag when connected to a power 
source. Compatible with any power bank, the Radiate 
sleeping bag will add a touch of luxury to your camping 
kit, with its high-quality fabrics and fills and integrated 
head rest. Ideal for use in spring through to autumn and 
you will be the envy of other campers.

Also Available in Heather Red
• Grade A Quality Fill - Superior fibre fill which is designed to be durable, 

warm and lightweight, while retaining its loft and soft touch
• Independently Tested - Gives you reassurance that the temperature ratings 

are accurate ISO 23537-1:2016
• Built in Heat - Heating element built into the product to give you variable 

heat when connected to a power source
• Graphene Heat Element - Using the most innovative materials, the heating 

panel is constructed from Graphene
• Hanging Loops - Allows you to easily hang your bag for quick and easy 

drying
• Touch Button Controller - 4 heat settings at the touch of a button
• Integrated Head Rest  - Provides extra comfort and warmth for your head
• Square Shaped Sleeping Bag - Provides extra space to have greater 

freedom of movement when sleeping
• Auto-Lock Two-Way Zip - Seals in warmth and provides adjustable 

ventilation. Auto-lock prevents the bag from opening during the night and can 
be accessed from inside the bag

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -3oC -20C

max user height......190cm
weight.....................2.36kg
fill weight..............2 x 200g/m²
packed size.............39 x 18 x 45cm

Touch Button Controller

Graphene Heat Element

Power Bank Compatible

Square shaped Sleeping bag

Heather Fabric (For Heather Red Model only )

Integrated Headrest



4 heat element settings
built in pocket

attach power bank for heatGraphene heating element

g r a p h e n e

radiate double

Family and adventure Sleeping bags

suggested usage ....-1, 18°c
performance..........3 season
tog..........................10.00
dimensions..............215 x 150 x 150cm

The innovative Radiate Double sleeping bag  is new 
for 2021 and is sure to keep you warm when sleeping 
under the stars. Not only is this a deluxe 3-season, 10 
tog sleeping bag, it also features two built-in, Graphene 
heating elements, allowing you to top up the heat in your 
sleeping bag when connected to a power source. With 
twin touch button controllers, this bag offers the perfect 
solution for those who want that extra warmth. Compatible 
with any power bank, the Radiate sleeping bag will add a 
touch of luxury to your camping kit, with its high-quality 
fabrics and fills and integrated head rest. Ideal for use in 
spring through to autumn and you will be the envy of 
other campers.

• Grade A Quality Fill - Superior fibre fill which is designed to be durable, 
warm and lightweight, while retaining its loft and soft touch

• Independently Tested - Gives you reassurance that the temperature ratings 
are accurate ISO 23537-1:2016

• Built in Heat - Heating element built into the product to give you variable 
heat when connected to a power source

• Graphene Heat Element - Using the most innovative materials, the heating 
panel is constructed from Graphene

• Hanging Loops - Allows you to easily hang your bag for quick and easy 
drying

• Touch Button Controller - 4 heat settings at the touch of a button
• Integrated Head Rest  - Provides extra comfort and warmth for your head
• Square Shaped Sleeping Bag - Provides extra space to have greater 

freedom of movement when sleeping
• Auto-Lock Two-Way Zip - Seals in warmth and provides adjustable 

ventilation. Auto-lock prevents the bag from opening during the night and can 
be accessed from inside the bag

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -3oC -20C

max user height......190cm
weight.....................4.70kg
fill weight..............2 x 200g/m²
packed size.............55 x 35 x 50cm

Touch Button Controller

Graphene Heat Element

Power Bank Compatible

Double sized Sleeping bag

Polair Micro Shell

Integrated Headrest



Family and adventure Sleeping bags

ember junior

ember double

ember single
suggested usage ....10, 20°c
performance..........2 season
tog..........................8
dimensions..............180 x 66 x 66cm
max user height......165cm
weight.....................980g
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............33 x Ø21cm

suggested usage ....8, 20°c
performance..........2 season
tog..........................8
dimensions..............200 x 75 x 75cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.25kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............37 x Ø21cm

suggested usage ....9, 20°c
performance..........2 season
tog..........................7.5
dimensions..............210 x 150 x 150cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................2.50kg
fill weight..............1 x 250g/m²
packed size.............53 x Ø32cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

9oC 5oC -8oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

8oC 4oC -10oC

ember
The Ember is a 2 season square shaped sleeping 
bag with quality fabric and fills, ideal for family 
campers and festival goers. Available in junior, 
single and double. 

Also Available in: 
Herbal
Bondi Blue
Dusky Rose



Family and adventure Sleeping bags

serenity superwarm single

serenity superwarm double

suggested usage ....-1, 18°c
performance..........3 season
tog..........................10
dimensions..............215 x 80 x 80cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................2.28kg
fill weight..............2 x 200g/m²
packed size.............42 x 18 x 45cm

suggested usage ....-1, 18°c
performance..........3 season
tog..........................10
dimensions..............215 x 150 x 150cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................4.24kg
fill weight..............2 x 200g/m²
packed size.............55 x 25 x 50cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -3oC -20oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -3oC -20oC

serenity superwarm
The Serenity Superwarm is a 3 season sleeping bag 
with a 10 TOG rating and double-layer insulation for 
outstanding performance and incredible comfort. 
Available in single and double. 

aurora xl

aurora double

suggested usage ....-1, 18°c
performance..........3 season
tog..........................10
dimensions..............235 x 105 x 105cm
max user height......210cm
weight.....................4.00kg
fill weight..............2 x 175g/m²
packed size.............44 x 23 x 48cm

suggested usage ....-1, 18°c
performance..........3 season
tog..........................10
dimensions..............225 x 170 x 170cm
max user height......200cm
weight.....................6.15kg
fill weight..............2 x 175g/m²
packed size.............50 x 25 x 59cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -3oC -20oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -3oC -20oC

aurora
The Aurora is a 3 season sleeping bag with a 
superior double layer construction, perfect for 
campers and caravanners alike. Available in XL 
and double.





Family and adventure Sleeping bags

dimensions..............40 x 60cm
weight.....................220g
packed size.............18 x Ø9cm

radiate heat mat
Pre-heat your sleeping bag with the Radiate Heat 
Mat for extra warmth and comfort. Suitable for 
use in any sleeping bag, the Radiate Heat Mat can 
be positioned anywhere within your sleeping bag 
dependant on your preference. Choose the perfect 
heat setting, from the 4 available, with the easy to 
use touch controller. Compatible with any power 
bank.

attach power bank for heat

To
uch control and power bank pocket

Graphene heating element

g r a p h e n e

1st press

Red

45°c (±2°c)

Heat settings

2nd press

purple

42.4°c (±2°c)

3rd press

green

39.6°c (±2°c)

4th press

white

36.6°c (±2°c)



shangri-la ii

dimensions..200 x 132 x 7cm
packed size..67 x Ø27cm
weight..........4.90kg

dimensions..200 x 16 x 7cm
packed size..80 x Ø19cm
weight..........2.90kg

7.5 double

vango easypack core

7.5 grande

family sleeping mattresses

The Shangri-La II 7.5, is as the name suggests, the 
pinnacle of Vango’s self-inflating mat collection. 
Featuring our new unique core cutting construction 
to create a smaller pack size without compromising 
on the incredible comfort, and a newly designed carry 
bag for easy packing and transportation. The vertical 
walls of the mattress provide a flat and level top to 
the bed and super-soft stretch fabric provides a plush 
sleep surface making the Shangri-La the ultimate in 
camping mattress technology.

• Cyclone Valve - Allowing fast and easy inflation and deflation
• Elastic Fabric - Produced using a soft, elastic yarn knitted into a 

comfortable fabric providing a home-from-home feeling with the 
best possible night’s sleep

• Ultra-Reliable - Produced using precision machined products, 
high end TPU lamination and strong fabrics ensuring that you 
won’t be let down by your mattress

• TPU Lamination - Modern TPU fabric lamination is lighter and 
allows for smaller pack than traditional PVC, also allowing the mat 
to pack away quicker and smaller

• Vertical Walls - The Mattress is three-dimensionally constructed 
with vertical walls so all upper surface is usable providing a bigger 
surface area and more comfortable sleep

• Our in-house designed carry bag - Ensures for easy packing and 
transportation with aided compression straps and handles 

Cyclone Valve

Elastic Fabric

Ultra-Reliable

TPU Lamination

Vertical Walls

Carry Bag



shangri-la ii

dimensions..200 x 132 x 10cm
packed size..66 x Ø30cm
weight..........5.40kg

dimensions..200 x 76 x 10cm
packed size..80 x Ø23cm
weight..........3.20kg

10 double10 grande

family sleeping mattresses

The Shangri-La II 10, is as the name suggests, the 
pinnacle of Vango’s self-inflating mat collection. 
Updated for 2021 with our unique core cutting 
construction to create a smaller pack size without 
compromising on the incredible comfort, and a 
newly designed carry bag for easy packing and 
transportation. The vertical walls of the mattress 
provide a flat and level top to the bed and super-soft 
stretch fabric provides a plush sleep surface making 
the Shangri-La the ultimate in camping mattress 
technology.

• Cyclone Valve - Allowing fast and easy inflation and deflation
• Elastic Fabric - Produced using a soft, elastic yarn knitted into a 

comfortable fabric providing a home-from-home feeling with the 
best possible night’s sleep

• Ultra-Reliable - Produced using precision machined products, 
high end TPU lamination and strong fabrics ensuring that you 
won’t be let down by your mattress

• TPU Lamination - Modern TPU fabric lamination is lighter and 
allows for smaller pack than traditional PVC, also allowing the mat 
to pack away quicker and smaller

• Vertical Walls - The Mattress is three-dimensionally constructed 
with vertical walls so all upper surface is usable providing a bigger 
surface area and more comfortable sleep

• Our in-house designed carry bag - Ensures for easy packing and 
transportation with aided compression straps and handles 

Cyclone Valve

Elastic Fabric

Ultra-Reliable

TPU Lamination

Vertical Walls

Carry Bag

vango easypack core



shangri-la ii

dimensions..200 x 132 x 15cm
packed size..70 x Ø35cm
weight..........7.45kg

dimensions..200 x 76 x 15cm
packed size..80 x Ø29cm
weight..........4.35kg

15 double15 grande

family sleeping mattresses

The Shangri-La II 15, is as the name suggests, the 
pinnacle of Vango’s self-inflating mat collection. 
Updated for 2021 with our unique core cutting 
construction to create a smaller pack size without 
compromising on the incredible comfort, and a 
newly designed carry bag for easy packing and 
transportation. The vertical walls of the mattress 
provide a flat and level top to the bed and super-soft 
stretch fabric provides a plush sleep surface making 
the Shangri-La the ultimate in camping mattress 
technology.

• Cyclone Valve - Allowing fast and easy inflation and deflation
• Elastic Fabric - Produced using a soft, elastic yarn knitted into a 

comfortable fabric providing a home-from-home feeling with the 
best possible night’s sleep

• Ultra-Reliable - Produced using precision machined products, 
high end TPU lamination and strong fabrics ensuring that you 
won’t be let down by your mattress

• TPU Lamination - Modern TPU fabric lamination is lighter and 
allows for smaller pack than traditional PVC, also allowing the mat 
to pack away quicker and smaller

• Vertical Walls - The Mattress is three-dimensionally constructed 
with vertical walls so all upper surface is usable providing a bigger 
surface area and more comfortable sleep

• Our in-house designed carry bag - ensures for easy packing and 
transportation with aided compression straps and handles

Cyclone Valve

Elastic Fabric

Ultra-Reliable

TPU Lamination

Vertical Walls

Carry Bag

vango easypack core



family sleeping mattresses

dreamer 3 single

dreamer 5 single dreamer 5 double

dreamer california mattress
The Dreamer mat utilises insulated filling for comfort and 
an easy to use twist valve for ease of use, both providing 
a good nights sleep. Available in 3 single, 5 single and 5 
double.

Designed specifically for campervans, the California 
uses easy-compress foam and a twist valve, combining 
comfort and easy pack away.

dimensions..............183 x 51 x 3cm
packed size..............55 x Ø12cm
weight.....................890g

dimensions..............180 x 100 x 5cm
packed size..............26 x Ø50cm
weight.....................2.94kg

dimensions..............183 x 63 x 5cm
packed size..............67 x Ø15cm
weight.....................1.40kg

dimensions..............183 x 132 x 5cm
packed size..............66 x Ø22cm
weight.....................3.40kg



family sleeping mattresses

comfort 5 single comfort 7.5 single comfort 7.5 double

comfort 10 single comfort 10 grande comfort 10 double

comfort
The Comfort is a self-inflating sleeping mat with an 
embossed non-slip surface and varying levels of 
optimised insulation offering comfort and convenience. 
Available in 5 single, 7.5 single, 7.5 double, 10 single, 
10 grande and 10 double.

dimensions..............200 x 60 x 5cm
packed size..............62 x Ø17cm
weight.....................1.95kg

dimensions..............200 x 60 x 7.5cm
packed size..............64 x Ø20cm
weight.....................2.66kg

dimensions..............200 x 130 x 7.5cm
packed size..............68 x Ø32cm
weight.....................5.47kg

dimensions..............200 x 60 x 10cm
packed size..............63 x Ø28cm
weight.....................3.00kg

dimensions..............200 x 76 x 10cm
packed size..............80 x Ø22cm
weight.....................3.86kg

dimensions..............200 x 130 x 10cm
packed size..............67 x Ø35cm
weight.....................6.65kg



foldaway pillow

deep sleep ergo pillow shangri-la memory 
foam pillow

large square pillow self inflating pillow

deep sleep thermo pillow

weight.........162g
dimensions...28 x 13 x 10cm

weight.........80g
dimensions...41 x 30 x 11cm

weight.........640g
dimensions...59 x 39 x 15cm

weight.........420g
dimensions...60 x 40 x 14.5cm

weight.........340g
dimensions...50 x 32 x 16cm

weight.........180g
dimensions...51 x 31 x 9cm

The foldaway pillow features a brushed polyester fabric 
offering incredible comfort for a perfect night’s sleep. 
The 4 hole fibre filling offers firmer support. This compact 
travel pillow is designed to fold into its own internal 
stuff sack to make it as easy as possible to carry and 
transport.

The Vango Deep Sleep Ergo Pillow is ergonomically 
designed to offer you the best sleep possible wherever 
your adventures take you. Featuring a soft, stretchy 
fabric for extra relaxation and comfort, the Deep Sleep 
Ergo folds down to a compact size.

Combining the benefits of a fully supported memory 
foam pillow, with the small pack size of a camping pillow, 
the Shangri-La is the ultimate in outdoor sleeping luxury. 
The pillow’s air inner provides its core structure and this, 
surrounded by a sumptuous memory foam mid-layer, 
offers a luxurious night’s sleep.

The classic Vango Large Square Pillow features a 
brushed polyester fabric offering true comfort and 
softness, similar to your pillow at home. The 4 hole fibre 
filling offers firm yet comfortable support. Designed to 
compliment your choice of Vango sleeping bag, the 
Large Square Pillow is equally at home on an aeroplane, 
the campsite or even out wild camping.

The ultimate in effortless comfort, the Vango Self Inflating 
Pillow inflates within seconds by simply releasing the 
valve and allowing air to be drawn into the pillow. The 
luxuriously soft pillow offers superior comfort allowing 
you to have the perfect’s night sleep. To deflate the 
pillow, simply open the valve and roll the pillow up 
effortlessly.

Packed in its tiny stuff sack, the Deep Sleep Thermo 
Pillow is lightweight and easily carried on multi-day 
hikes. When its time for bed, 2 or 3 good breaths and 
it becomes a well-supported pillow with a light layer of 
insulation for a comfortable nights sleep.

Family and adventure Sleeping bags



campbed

weight.........9.76kg
dimensions..212 x 78 x 50cm
packed size..14 x 15 x 106cm

weight.........8.30kg
dimensions..200 x 66 x 44cm
packed size..15 x 13 x 96cm

Grandesingle

campbeds

The Vango Campbed offers great support with a 
strong and reliable steel frame. It folds down to a 
compact size, ideal for storing at home for sleepovers 
and for travelling to and from the campsite.

• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Angled legs - Maximum stability
• Foldable to Compact Size - Easy storage and transport
• Maximum Loading Weight - Single - 140kg/22st, Grande - 160kg/25st
• Supplied with Compact Carry Bag - Folds into compact carry bag for 

convenient transportation
• Endure Fabric - Very strong and durable polyester fabric designed for 

outdoor use
• Single Sleep Mat Compatible - Will fit a Vango single self-inflating mat

Steel Frame

Angled legs

Foldable to Compact Size

Maximum Loading Weight - 140kg/22st
                                             - 160kg/25st 
Supplied with Compact Carry Bag

Endure Fabric



weight.........13.40kg
dimensions..192 x 130 x 48cm
packed size..23 x 14.50 x 97.5cm

campbed double

campbeds

The Vango Double Campbed offers great support 
with a strong and reliable steel frame which folds 
down to a compact size.  The Double size is ideal for 
those who want to create that home from home feel.  
The Campbed Double is ideal for storing at home for 
sleepovers and for travelling to and from the campsite.

• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Angled legs - Maximum stability
• Foldable to Compact Size - Easy storage and transport
• Supplied with Compact Carry Bag - Folds into compact carry 

bag for convenient transportation
• Endure Fabric - Very strong and durable polyester fabric designed 

for outdoor use
• Double Size Campbed - Ideal for those who want to create that 

home from home feel
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish
• Double Sleep Mat Compatible - Compatible with a Vango Double 

Self Inflating Mat
• Maximum Weight Loading - 200kg / 31st 7lb

Steel Frame

Angled legs

Foldable to Compact Size

Maximum Loading Weight - 200kg / 31st 
                                             
Supplied with Compact Carry Bag

Endure Fabric



hush

campbeds

weight.........4.24kg
dimensions..199 x 76 x 19cm
packed size..85 x 19 x 9cm

The Hush collection of camp beds are ideal for 
adventurers on the go, festival goers or just those who 
require a lightweight and compact pack size for their 
holiday. Updated for 2021 with Endure Fabric and new 
Grande size for taller users or those who like to stretch 
out. The Hush has a reliable frame and long lasting 
design, ensuring a peaceful night’s sleep.

• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Foldable to Compact Size - Easy storage and transport
• Supplied with Compact Carry Bag - Folds into compact carry 

bag for convenient transportation
• Endure Fabric - Very strong and durable polyester fabric 

designed for outdoor use
• Grande Sleep Mat Compatible - Compatible with Vango Grande 

Self-Inflating Mat to give you flexibility and the ultimate luxury for 
a peaceful night’s sleep

• Maximum Loading Weight - Single - 100kg/15st 10lbs
                                                 - Grande -120Kg / 18st 12lbs

Steel Frame

Sleep Mat Compatible

Foldable to Compact Size

Maximum Loading Weight - 100kg/15st
                                             - 120kg/18st 
                                             
Supplied with Compact Carry Bag

Endure Fabric

weight.........3.54kg
dimensions..182 x 58 x 19cm
packed size..59 x 39 x 15cm

Grandesingle



hush double

campbeds

weight.........6.56kg
dimensions..202 x 130 x 20cm
packed size..85 x 19 x 15cm

A new size for 2021, the Hush Double Campbed is the 
ideal camp bed for adventurers on the go, festival-
goers or just those who require a lightweight and 
compact pack size for their holiday. The Hush Double 
Campbed has a fantastic reliable frame and resilient 
fabric, ensuring a peaceful night’s sleep.

• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Foldable to Compact Size - Easy storage and transport
• Supplied with Compact Carry Bag - Folds into compact carry 

bag for convenient transportation
• Endure Fabric - Very strong and durable polyester fabric 

designed for outdoor use
• Double Sleep Mat Compatible - Compatible with a Vango 

Double Self Inflating Mat
• Maximum Loading Weight - 200kg / 31st 7lb

Steel Frame

Double Sleep Mat Compatible

Foldable to Compact Size

Maximum Loading Weight - 200kg / 31st 
                                             
Supplied with Compact Carry Bag

Endure Fabric



campbeds

hi rise double flocked airbed

single flocked airbed

blissful double airbed

double flocked airbed

The Flocked Airbed boasts rapid inflation. whilst not 
compromising on great support and structure. This is 
the ideal bed to take on camping trips and use at home 
for guests as it benefits from a compact pack size for 
storage when not in use. Available in single and double.

A great night’s sleep is always guaranteed with the 
Hi-Rise Double Airbed thanks to the luxurious flocked 
surface, solid structure and higher height, makes rising 
in the morning easier. Inflating in just 5 minutes and 
packing down into a small pack size, makes this bed the 
ideal accessory for all camping trips.

Our top of the range Blissful Double Airbed is like 
sleeping in your bed at home. Adjust the firmness with 
Custom Comfort settings have peace of mind with the 
Silent Top Up System, which intelligently detects and 
resolves any loss of air pressure. The Blissful has an 
indulgent soft surface and elevated height for added 
comfort.

weight.........1.25kg
dimensions..191 x 73 x 20cm
packed size..30 x 29.5 x 7.5cm

weight.........4.52kg
dimensions..210 x 157 x 38cm
packed size..41 x 33 x 16cm

weight.........8.00kg
dimensions..191 x 140 x 46cm
packed size..14 x 7 x 21cm

weight.........2.53kg
dimensions..191 x 137 x 22cm
packed size..30.5 x 29.5 x 11cm

doublesingle



Performance fills and fabrics are what the Technical 
Sleeping Bag Range is known for. From our 
lightweight Cobra, with its technical features, 
protecting extreme adventurers, to our super 
lightweight Planet range, designed for travelling the 
globe, to our Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
recommended Latitude Pro, Ultralite Pro and Nitestar 
Alpha range, we have something for everyone. 

The range has expanded for 2021 with the 
introduction of our new warmer weather sleeping 
bags for a cooler option in summer and in warmer 
climates. 

The award winning Thermocore mat was joined by the 
Aotrom in 2020, the lightest mat in the range and we 
have gone on to introduce the Aotrom Short for 2021, 
with all the same technical features, with a shorter 
length for an even smaller pack size. 

Another newcomer for 2021 is the Thermatrek mat 
with Closed Cell Foam Construction which retains 
body heat, with an easy folding structure for simple 
transportation and use. 

The full range includes our Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
recommended Trek Range, ensuring that we cater for 
every adventurer, for wherever they go. 

technical sleeping 
bags and mats



warmer weather Technical Sleeping Bags
To compliment our range of 2, 3 and 4 season sleeping bags, our warmer weather range introduces a 1 season bag to our 
collection, ideal for camping in warmer climates. New for 2021, the warmer weather range o�ers a cooler option for warmer 
hikes and trekking in the summer heat. 

ultralite pro 50

suggested usage ....4, 20°c
performance..........1 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................0.70kg
fill weight..............1 x 50g/m²
packed size.............24 x Ø13cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

8oC  4 oC -10oC

nitestar alpha 150

suggested usage .....4, 20°c
performance...........1 season
dimensions..............210 x 85 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.30kg
fill weight..............2 x 75g/m ²
packed size.............26 x Ø20cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

8oC  4 oC -10oC

latitude pro 100

suggested usage .....4, 20°c
performance...........2 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.00kg
fill weight..............2 x 50g/m ²
packed size.............24 x Ø18cm

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

8oC  4 oC -10oC

• Warmer Weather Design - A NEW 
  single layer construction allows for a 
  lighter, cooler and more compact design 
  for warmer weather trekking
• Polair® Active Shell - 20D Nylon fabric 
  for a warm and compressible fabric 
  which is water and tear resistant
• 4T Synthetic Insulation - Innovative 
  synthetic insulation fibre. Improves 
  warmth to weight ratio by trapping air in 
  its patented channel structure
• Thermal Embrace System - Elasticated 
  thread sewn into the inner fabric. Makes 
  the sleeping bag gently conform close to 
  the body. Reduces cold spots and 
  increases loft of insulation.
• Insulated Adjustable Shoulder Baffle: 
  Retains heat within the sleeping bag

• Alpha Insulation - Lightweight and extra 
  warm, Alpha has a great loft while 
  compressing to a small pack size
• Polair® Diamond Shell - Diamond 
  embossed Polair polyester for a strong, 
  lightweight shell
• Warmer Weather Design -A NEW single 
  layer construction allows for a lighter, 
  cooler and more compact design for 
  warmer weather trekking
• 100% Polyester 190T Slightly Brushed 
  A soft to touch microfibre lining fabric 
  that is wonderfully cosy, snug and 
  breathable
• Two-way Auto-Lock Zip - Seals in 
  warmth and provides adjustable 
  ventilation. Auto-lock prevents the bag 
  from opening during the night and can 
  be accessed from inside the bag

• New 50D 300T Diamond Ripstop 
  Polyester Outer Shell Fabric - Water 
  resistant, extremely durable and now with 
  reduced weight 
• New 50D 300T Polyester Inner Lining 
  Fabric - New polyester lining fabric 
  which is breathable and soft, ensuring 
  warmth and maximum comfort
• Warmer Weather Design - A NEW 
  single layer construction allows for a 
  lighter, cooler and more compact design 
  for warmer weather trekking
• Insulite Helix -Combining hollow and 
  multi-channel fibres to regulate 
  temperature and moisture within the bag 
  while retaining pack size and low weight
• Thermal Reverb- Aluminimised layer 
  reflects heat back to the user to increase 
  warmth

Performance fills and fabrics are what the Technical 
Sleeping Bag Range is known for. From our 
lightweight Cobra, with its technical features, 
protecting extreme adventurers, to our super 
lightweight Planet range, designed for travelling the 
globe, to our Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
recommended Latitude Pro, Ultralite Pro and Nitestar 
Alpha range, we have something for everyone. 

The range has expanded for 2021 with the 
introduction of our new warmer weather sleeping 
bags for a cooler option in summer and in warmer 
climates. 

The award winning Thermocore mat was joined by the 
Aotrom in 2020, the lightest mat in the range and we 
have gone on to introduce the Aotrom Short for 2021, 
with all the same technical features, with a shorter 
length for an even smaller pack size. 

Another newcomer for 2021 is the Thermatrek mat 
with Closed Cell Foam Construction which retains 
body heat, with an easy folding structure for simple 
transportation and use. 

The full range includes our Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
recommended Trek Range, ensuring that we cater for 
every adventurer, for wherever they go. 

technical sleeping 
bags and mats



planet 50

planet 150

planet 100

planet 140 down

planet

suggested usage ....11, 25°c
performance..........1-2 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 55cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................900g
fill weight..............1 x 50g/m²
packed size.............22 x Ø15cm

suggested usage .....8, 25°c
performance...........2 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 55cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.1kg
fill weight..............1 x 100g/m²
packed size.............26 x Ø17cm

suggested usage ....4, 20°c
performance..........2-3 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 55cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.3kg
fill weight..............1 x 150g/m²
packed size.............25 x Ø20cm

suggested usage ....14, 25°c
performance..........2 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 55cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................900g
fill weight..............140g/m²
packed size.............20 x Ø15cm

technical sleeping bags 

The perfect companion for avid globetrotters, the Vango 
Planet is extremely lightweight with a tiny pack size. 
Vango Shield protects against bacteria, mould and 
insects, while a treated mosquito net at the head and 
foot keep out unwanted bugs. Fleece lined stuff sack can 
be turned inside out for use as a pillow. Available in 50, 
100, 150 and 140 Down.

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

11oC 7oC -6oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

6oC 1oC -14oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

8oC 4oC -10oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

9oC 4oC 9oC



technical sleeping bags 

nitestar alpha 250

nitestar alpha 350

nitestar alpha 250s

nitestar alpha junior

nitestar alpha 450

suggested usage ....-2, 20°c
performance..........3 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.65kg
fill weight..............2 x 125g/m²
packed size.............29 x Ø20cm

suggested usage .....-2, 20°c
performance...........3 season
dimensions..............195 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......175cm
weight.....................1.45kg
fill weight..............2 x 125g/m²
packed size.............28 x Ø20cm

suggested usage .....4, 20°c
performance...........2-3 season
dimensions..............170 x 70 x 50cm
max user height......155cm
weight.....................1.30kg
fill weight..............2 x 150g/m²
packed size.............25 x Ø20cm
*NOT DofE APPROVED

suggested usage ....-5, 15°c
performance..........3-4 season
dimensions..............210 x 85 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................2.00kg
fill weight..............2 x 175g/m²
packed size.............30 x Ø22cm

suggested usage ....-9, 15°c
performance..........4 season
dimensions..............210 x 85 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................2.3kg
fill weight..............2 x 225g/m²
packed size.............32 x Ø24cm
*NOT DofE APPROVED

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -4oC -21oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

-1oC -7oC -25oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -4oC -21oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

-4oC -11oC -31oC

nitestar alpha
The award-winning Nitestar has our alpha insulation, 
combining excellent warmth properties with 
much-improved compressibility it is smaller 
and lighter than ever before. Available in junior, 
250, 250S, 350 and 450. 

Also Available in: 
Viridian Green

Also Available in: 
Excalibur



latitude pro 200

latitude pro 400

latitude pro 300

50d 300t rs polyester shell

latitude pro

suggested usage ....-3, 20°c
performance..........3 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.35kg
fill weight..............2 x 100g/m²
packed size.............24 x Ø20cm

suggested usage .....-7, 20°c
performance...........3-4 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.5kg
fill weight..............2 x 150g/m²
packed size.............27 x Ø22cm

suggested usage ....-11, 15°c
performance..........4 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.75kg
fill weight..............2 x 2000g/m²
packed size.............29 x Ø24cm

technical sleeping bags 

Perfect for youth group expeditions and beyond, the 
Latitude Pro is lightweight with a small pack size. The 
trilateral construction allows for an independently 
floating layer of insulation which is not compressed by 
stitching, reducing cold spots and increasing the core 
temperature. Available in 200, 300 and 400.

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -3oC -20oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

-4oC -11oC -30oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

-1oC -7oC -25oC



20D 380T Nylon Shell

ultralite pro 100

ultralite pro 300

ultralite pro 200ultralite pro

suggested usage ....4, 25°c
performance..........2 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................900g
fill weight..............1 x 100g/m²
packed size.............24 x Ø18cm

suggested usage .....-1, 20°c
performance...........3 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.1kg
fill weight..............1 x 170g/m²
packed size.............25 x Ø22cm

suggested usage ....-6, 15°c
performance..........3-4 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1.35kg
fill weight..............1 x 260g/m²
packed size.............27 x Ø24cm

technical sleeping bags 

The Ultralite Pro is made for year-round explorers looking 
for ultra small pack size and weight yet need high 
thermal capacity from their bag. 4T insulation, Tri-lateral 
construction plus Thermal-Reverb and Thermal Embrace 
which combine for the ultimate trekking pack. Available 
in 100, 200 and 300.

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

8oC 4oC -10oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

-1oC -6oC -24oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

4oC -1oC -16oC



technical sleeping bags 

cobra 200

cobra 600

cobra 400

cobra

suggested usage ....-4, 20c
performance...........3 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................620g
fill weight..............200g
packed size.............19 x Ø14cm

suggested usage .....-8, 15°c
performance...........3-4 season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................810g
fill weight..............400g
packed size.............19 x Ø16cm

suggested usage ....-12, 15°c
performance..........4season
dimensions..............210 x 80 x 50cm
max user height......190cm
weight.....................1kg
fill weight..............600g
packed size.............24 x Ø18cm

Welded Box Wall Construction filled with Down within 
box shaped baffle channels offer maximum loft and an 
even distribution of down from head to toe. The Cobra is 
ergonomically shaped to fit around head and shoulders 
for improved heat retention.  The fabric is made from 
20D 380T Nylon Outer Shell fabric, which is durable and 
water resistant, enhancing its longevity and benefits from 
Thermal-Reverb which radiates your body heat. Available 
in 200, 400 and 600.

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

2oC -4oC -17oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

-5oC -12oC -30oC

COMFORT LOWER LIMIT EXTREME

-1oC -8oC -22oC

suggested usage: - 1 2 , -  1 5
performance: 4  s e a s o n
dimensions:  2 1 0  x  8 0  x  5 0 c m
max user height:  1 9 0 c m
total weight:  1 k g
trail weight:  9 5 0 g
fill weight:  600g
packed size:  2 4  x  Ø 1 8 c m
carton qty:  4
order qty:  4

welded box construction



Technical Sleep Mats

thermatrek

dimensions..............182 x 56 x 1.7cm
packed size..............56 x 13 x 8.8cm
weight.....................235g

New for 2021, the ThermaTrek Sleep Mat is perfect for 
a warm and comfortable sleep to ensure you enjoy your 
adventures the next day. The new Closed Cell construction 
retains heat and is highly waterproof while a coated 
aluminium base provides added insulation to fend off cold 
nights. An easy folding structure makes transportation 
simple. Stay warm and dry wherever you go and sleep 
better with Vango.

• Closed Cell Foam Construction - Provides insulation, 
  flexibility and is waterproof
• Dimple Shaped Design - Soft, durable and provides 
  support including springback shock absorption
• Compact Folding Design - Easy to fold and pack away
• Aluminium Base Coating - Coating on the base of the 
  mat provides extra insulation for the user
• Elastic Straps - For securing the sleep mat for easy 
  transportation

Closed Cell Foam Construction

Dimple Shaped Design

Compact Folding Design

Aluminuim Base Coating

Elastic Straps



Technical Sleep Mats

aotrom short

dimensions..............140 x 55 x 5cm
packed size..............14 x Ø7cm
r-value....................1.0
weight.....................210g

Our lightest sleeping mat, the Aotrom range is one of 
Vango’s most technical and advanced sleeping mats. 
The same construction as our popular Aotrom mat, just 
in a more compact size, the Aotrom Short is ideal for 
adventurers who are looking for space-saving gear.  
It is the ultimate in lightweight and packs down to around 
the size of a can of juice, whilst not compromising 
on comfort. It’s air filled Welded Channels, mould to 
the contours of the ground and your body for a more 
comfortable sleep.

• 20D 380T Nylon Ripstop Fabric - Extremely lightweight 
  and durable construction applied to the top and bottom of 
  the mat, making it ideal for those that require long lasting 
  and lightweight trekking equipment
• Air Filled Welded Channels - Which mould to the 
  contours of the surface and your body for a more 
  comfortable sleep
• TPU Lamination - Modern TPU fabric lamination is lighter 
  and allows for smaller pack than traditional PVC, also 
  allowing the mat to pack away quicker and smaller
• Flush Fit TPU Airlock Valve - Quick inflation/deflation with 
  secure lock system when not in use
• Shorter Design - Shorter than our standard sized mat, 
  saving weight but not compromising on comfort

20D 380T Nylon Ripstop Fabric

Air Filled Welded Channels

TPU Lamination

Flush Fit TPU Airlock Valve

Shorter Design



trek 3 short

trek 3 standard trek 5 standard

trek 3 compact

trek 3 long

Technical Sleep Mats
trek 
The Trek perfectly combines durability, strength and 
affordability. The small pack size and lightweight design 
are ideal features when you need to carry your bed on 
your back while the robust fabric and valve system are 
perfect for the rugged outdoors. Available in 3 short, 
compact, standard, long and 5 standard.

dimensions..............122 x 51 x 3cm
packed size..............25 x Ø12cm
r-value....................4.0
weight.....................600g

dimensions..............183 x 51 x 3cm
packed size..............26 x Ø15cm
r-value....................4.0
weight.....................969g

dimensions..............195 x 60 x 3cm
packed size..............30 x Ø16cm
r-value....................4.0
weight.....................1.30kg

dimensions..............183 x 51 x 5cm
packed size..............24 x Ø18cm
r-value....................5.7
weight.....................1.38kg

dimensions..............160 x 51 x 3cm
packed size..............25 x Ø13cm
r-value....................4.0
weight.....................850g



thermacore

aotrom

Technical Sleep Mats

Featuring hollow fibre insulation throughout to 
ensure warmth during the night and a 3-dimensional 
construction, meaning you’ll have a more comfortable 
night’s sleep.

The Aotrom is one of our most technical and advanced 
sleeping mats, the ultimate in lightweight and small 
pack size, whilst not compromising in comfort. Air filled 
Welded Channels, mould to the contours of the ground 
and of your body.

dimensions..............185 x 55 x 6.5cm
packed size..............29 x Ø11cm
r-value....................2.8
weight.....................740g

dimensions..............185 x 55 x 5cm
packed size..............15 x Ø8cm
r-value....................1.0
weight.....................410g

Smaller than a Magma Mug



Campchef

essentials



With the Explorer Two Burner Stove, you’ll be ready for the call to 
adventure. The durable, versatile stove packs enough power in its 
30,000 BTU burners to boil water and cook your food. Portability is no 
problem with the removable legs, and a three-sided windscreen makes 
outdoor cooking easy. You'll be up for anything when you have the 
Explorer 2x Stove with you, so add it to your collection today. Comes 
with a 100cm gas hose, with threaded connection to the stove. Can be 
used with either propane or butane. Regulator not included.

explorer 2x

easy to use Temp control enhaced for 
better cooking

3-sided wind screen helps reduce cooking 
times by sheilding from draughts and wind

2 x 30,000 BTU/HR 8.5kw powerful 
burners for quicker cooking

resists rust

Durable & built to last 

folds down to
H  20cm

w 38cm

l  85cm

easy packing for storage & transportation
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Just because it's smaller doesn't mean it can't cook like a stove twice 
its size. This heavy-duty single burner stove will cook anything from 
pancakes to hamburgers and even Dutch oven dinners. The Pro 30 
with its side shelf is compact and portable, so it's perfect if you need a 
little extra cooking space in any outdoor kitchen or if you have a small 
group to serve. You can use a variety of our 14" accessories with the 
Pro 30 to tackle breakfast, lunch, dinner and dessert. It comes with a 
100cm gas hose, with threaded connection to the stove. Can be used 
with either propane or butane. Regulator not included.

pro 30

added work space

essentials

easy to use Temp control enhaced for 
better cooking

1 x 30,000 BTU/HR 8.5kw powerful 
burner for quicker cooking

resists rust

Durable & built to last 

folds down to
H  20cm

w 38cm

l  85cm

easy packing for storage & transportation
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BBQ Grill Box
From delicious grilled salmon to your favourite kebabs, grilled food always makes life 
a little better. This Professional Grill Box gives you the ability to grill your favourite 
foods to perfection, every time. It has been designed with Camp Chef's patented 
heat diffuser system that minimises hot spots and converts flames into infrared heat. 
This vaporises grease drippings and infuses your food with the best, richest flavours. 
The pre-seasoned cast iron grilling surface holds and distributes heat evenly making 
your grilling experience even better. Fits all 14" stoves.

The Camp Chef Pizza Oven cooks the perfect pizza every time. Designed after the 
idea of a true wood fire pizza oven, the Italia Pizza Oven takes your homemade pizza 
to the next level. A ceramic pizza stone promotes even heat and will give your pizza 
a delectable crust. Enjoy hot, fresh, flavourful pizzas cooked on your patio, in camp 
or wherever you take your Camp Chef cooker.

Specially designed Heat Diffuser Plates - Turns flame into infrared heat and instantly 
vaporises grease dripping

Hinged Lid and Lid Handle - For easier transportation

Built in Temperature Gauge - For total control when cooking

True Seasoned Finished Cast Iron Grill Plate - Distributes heat evenly and hold heat 
longer for better cooking

Open Face Pizza Oven - Cooks like a traditional wood-fired brick oven

Fully Adjustable Heat - Allows for cooking several styles of pizza. Can reach up to 370°C

Ceramic Pizza Stone - Draws outer moisture off dough and promotes perfect crust

Built in Temperature Guage - For total control when cooking

Pizza Oven



National Parks 2 piece set

flat top griddle

essentials

This set includes a 12" dutch oven, 12" cast iron frying pan, and interchangeable lid.

Cook your favourite food on the Universal Flat Top Griddle. Its sloped sides make 
cooking easy and will keep the mess to a minimum. This durable griddle has a handle for 
easy transport. Designed to fit Camp Chef's 14" cooking systems, it can also fit on 16" 
cooking systems by rotating 90 degrees. This griddle is perfect for all kinds of 
outdoor cooking. Also fits many other outdoor stoves. Ideal companion for the Drip Cup.

Cast Iron - Ideal for use on Pro 30 and Explorer cookers

Includes: 12" dutch oven 12" skillet and interchangeable lid

True Seasoned Finish Cast Iron - Distributes evenly and holds heat longer for better cooking

Legs on Base of Dutch Oven - Perfect when using on a fire or over coals

Interchangeable Lid - One interchangeable lid reduces overall product weight

Comfort Design Handle - Ergonomic design for easy transportation

Steel Griddle - Even heat distribution and easy to clean

Sloped Sides - Catches any run off for minimal mess

Carry Handle - For easy transportation to and from the campsite



Explorer Carry Bag

Pro Carry Bag
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leg adjusters
Perfect for leveling your cooker on an uneven surface. The Leg Adjusters fit most Camp 
Chef cooker legs and are designed to fit our 1.25cm diameter round cooker legs. Fits 
Explorer and Pro 30 models.

Simplify your camping experience and use Camp Chef's Explorer Carry Bag for your 
2-burner stove. This durable bag is a necessity for transport and storage. Also doubles 
as a great gear bag.

Store and transport your Pro 30 stove with convenience and ease. Quality, durable 
construction will help protect your stove. Features include weather-resistant liner and 
wrap handles for additional support. Doubles as an excellent gear bag.

Improves the stability of the cooker on uneven ground

4 Leg Adjusters Per Pack - Ensure a stable set up on uneven terrain

Easy to fit onto standard cooker legs

Adjustable Threaded Design - Ensures a secure fit to your stove's legs

Weather Resistant Lining - Weatherproof cover to protect your cooker for the elements

Wrap Around Handle -For easier transportation

Keeps wind shield and removable legs safe

Durable Construction - Have confidence when cooking at the campsite or in the garden

Weather Resistant Lining - Weatherproof cover to protect your cooker for the elements

Wrap Around Handle -For easier transportation



Pinnacle 32L

The Vango Pinnacle 32L cooler is the perfect addition 
to any day out or camping trip to keep your drinks and 
snacks cool. Able to hold 46 cans or 6 two litre bottles 
upright, you are sure to fit everything in. Insulated with 
polyurethane foam, it will stay cool for up to 72 hours. 
Added features include a soft grip carry handle and lid 
compartment to keep your belongings safe.

• High Density Polyethylene - Superior in strength and highly 
durable. Environmentally friendly

• Polyurethane Foam Insulation - This high-quality foam 
insulation maintains cool temperatures and acts as a  
moisture controller

• Tough, Impact Resistant Exterior - A strong and durable 
exterior to protect your goods

• 32 Litre Capacity - Holds 46 cans
• Swing up Handle with Soft Grip - Makes handling/carrying 

easier and more comfortable
• Cooling Time - 72 hours
• Inbuilt Accessory Box - Located in the lid for storing accessories 

or valuable items

High Density Polyethylene

Polyurethane Foam Insulation

Tough, Impact Resistant Exterior 

32 Litre Capacity

Swing up Handle with Soft Grip

Cooling Time - 72 hours

Inbuilt Accessory Box

weight.........3.16kg
pack size......47.5 x 31.5 x 44cm



Pinnacle 57L

The Vango Pinnacle 57L cooler is the perfect addition 
to any day out or camping trip to keep your drinks and 
snacks cool. Able to hold 75 cans you are sure to fit 
everything in. Insulated with polyurethane foam, it will 
stay cool for up to 80 hours. It features 2 carry handles 
and drink holders in the lid.

• High Density Polyethylene - Superior in strength and highly 
durable. Environmentally friendly

• Polyurethane Foam Insulation - This high-quality foam insulation 
maintains cool temperatures and acts as a moisture controller

• 57 Litre Capacity - Holds 75 cans
• Two Way Handle - Makes for easy lifting
• Empty out your cool box with ease through the tap positioned at 

the bottom
• Tough, Impact Resistant Exterior - A strong and durable exterior 

to protect your goods
• Cup Holders - 6 handy cup holders, in the lid of the cool box, to 

place your cans/cups
• Easy Drainage - Empty out water from your cool box with ease 

through the tap positioned at the bottom 
• Cooling Time - 80 hours

High Density Polyethylene

Polyurethane Foam Insulation

Tough, Impact Resistant Exterior 

57 Litre Capacity

Cooling Time - 80 hours

Cup Holders – 6 handy cup holders

weight.........5.25kg
pack size......61.5 x 41 x 61cm



Pinnacle WHEELIE 30L

The Vango Pinnacle Wheelie 30L cool box is ideal for 
picnics, parties or camping trips. Able to hold 46 cans, 
you are sure to fit everything in. Its insulated body with 
polyurethane foam helps keep food and beverages 
cold for up to 72 hours. It features a telescopic handle 
and sturdy wheels for easy transportation.

• High Density Polyethylene - Superior in strength and highly 
durable. Environmentally friendly

• Polyurethane Foam Insulation - This high-quality foam 
insulation maintains cool temperatures and acts as a moisture 
controller

• Tough, Impact Resistant Exterior - A strong and durable 
exterior to protect your goods

• 30 Litre Capacity - Holds 46 cans
• Telescopic Handle with Wheels - Makes handling/carrying 

easier and more comfortable
• Cooling Time - 72 hours
• Inbuilt Accessory Box - Located in the lid for storing accessories 

or valuable items
• Drinks Holders - 4 holders for your drinks, built into the lid

High Density Polyethylene

Polyurethane Foam Insulation

Tough, Impact Resistant Exterior 

30 Litre Capacity

Telescopic Handle with Wheels

Cooling Time - 72 hours

Inbuilt Accessory Box

weight.........3.20kg
pack size......53 x 35 x 33cm



Pinnacle WHEELIE 45L

The Vango Pinnacle Wheelie 45L cool box is ideal for 
picnics, parties or camping trips. Able to hold 66 cans, 
you are sure to fit everything in. Its insulated body with 
polyurethane foam helps keep food and beverages 
cold for up to 100 hours. It features 2 small handles for 
carrying and a longer one with wheels on the opposite 
side for easy transportation.

• High Density Polyethylene - Superior in strength and highly 
durable. Environmentally friendly

• Polyurethane Foam Insulation - This high-quality foam insulation 
maintains cool temperatures and acts as a moisture controller

• Tough, Impact Resistant Exterior - A strong and durable exterior 
to protect your goods

• 45 Litre Capacity - Holds 66 cans
• Swing Up Handle - Makes for easy and comfortable lifting
• Sturdy Grip Wheels - Easy to roll along rough terrain
• Cooling Time - 100 hours
• Inbuilt Accessory Box - Located in the lid for storing accessories 

or valuable items 

High Density Polyethylene

Polyurethane Foam Insulation

Tough, Impact Resistant Exterior 

45 Litre Capacity

Swing up Handle with Soft Grip

Cooling Time - 100 hours

Inbuilt Accessory Box

 Sturdy Grip Wheels

weight.........6.35kg
pack size......59.5 x 38.2 x 44cm



E-Pinnacle WHEELIE 30L

The Vango E-Pinnacle 30 Litre Mains and 12V Electric 
Coolbox can be powered either from AC -230V 
mains or by a DC - 12V in-car socket. The coolbox is 
able to cool up to 20 degrees C below the ambient 
temperature, ensuring that your food and drink 
supplies are kept cool even on a warm day.

• Cable Compartment - Built-in cable compartment
• Built-in Thermostatic Valve - A self-regulating valve to control the 

temperature of your coolbox
• Certified by CE/ROHS/LFGB/E-MARK
• CFC Free - Free of chemicals harmful to ozone layer
• Polyurethane Foam Insulation - This high-quality foam insulation 

maintains cool temperatures and acts as a moisture controller
• Reliable Refrigeration - The coolbox keeps your goods up to 16-

20 °C below ambient temperature
• AC/DC Power
• Includes a UK plug and car adapter
• 30 Litre Capacity - Larger capacity to hold all the essentials
• Carry Handle - Allows you to easily carry to and from the campsite
• A+++ Approved - Top rated energy efficiency
• Magnetic Lid Lock - For a more secure fit when using  

and transporting
• It takes 2 hours to reach maximum temperature

Polyurethane Foam Insulation

 30 Litre Capacity

Carry Handle

Reliable Refrigeration (16 – 20 °C)

Built-in Thermostatic Valve 

Magnetic Lid Lock

weight.........7.10kg
pack size......47 x 32 x 47cm



E-Pinnacle WHEELIE 40L

The Vango E-Pinnacle 40 Litre Mains and 12V Electric 
Coolbox can be powered either from AC -230V 
mains or by a DC - 12V in-car socket. The coolbox is 
able to cool up to 20 degrees C below the ambient 
temperature ensuring that your food and drink 
supplies are kept cool even on a warm day. Telescopic 
handle and sturdy wheels makes it easy to manoeuvre. 
Two removable dividers for food and beverage storage 
makes it the perfect coolbox for all occasions.

• Cable Compartment - Built-in cable compartment
• Built-in Thermostatic Valve - A self-regulating valve to control the 

temperature of your coolbox
• Certified by CE/ROHS/LFGB/E-MARK
• CFC Free - Free of chemicals harmful to ozone layer
• Polyurethane Foam Insulation - This high-quality foam insulation 

maintains cool temperatures and acts as a moisture controller
• Reliable Refrigeration - The coolbox keeps your goods up to 16-

20 °C below ambient temperature
• AC/DC Power
• Includes a UK plug and car adapter
• Can hold up to 60, 300ml cans
• A+++ Approved - Top rated energy efficiency
• Magnetic Lid Lock - For a more secure fit when using  

and transporting
• It takes 2 hours to reach maximum temperature
• Telescopic Handle and Built in Wheels - For easier transportation
• 2x Removable Dividers - Helps to keep food and drinks separate 

and organised

Polyurethane Foam Insulation

 40 Litre Capacity

Telescopic Handle with Wheels

Reliable Refrigeration (16 – 20 °C)

Built-in Thermostatic Valve 

Magnetic Lid Lock

weight.........7.10kg
pack size......47 x 32 x 47cm



For 2021, new additions to our range of 
essentials focus on time-saving equipment 
for care-free camping.  
 
The new Midge lights allow you to enjoy the 
outdoors without the annoyance of bugs, 
attracting insects/flies using a UV light. The 
Nova range of lanterns for 2021 keep your tent 
or awning well-lit, whilst having a stylish and 
modern design. Available in rechargeable and 
battery powered versions, you will never be 
without a light on the campsite.  
 
For inflating air mattresses and inflatable 
furniture on the campsite, we present our 
new Mistral Pumps.  With a variety of power 
source options, the Mistral is a small but 
powerful pump that will have your set up 
complete in minutes. 
 
We are excited to also introduce Camp Chef to 
our selection of 2021 cookers, for campsite 
meals as delicious as at home. From grilling and 
barbequing to creating the perfect pizza, Camp 
Chef has it all covered while keeping portability 
at the forefront of their design.  

For 2021, we’ll make camping easier so you can 
focus on the things that matter most. Camp 
better this year with Vango. 

essentials

VANGO COMBI IR GRILL

BEST CAMPSITE KITCHEN GEAR



combi ir grill compact

cookers

weight.........3.80kg
size..............48 x 28 x 7cm

If you are a keen outdoor chef, the Combi IR Grill Compact 
is ideal. This 2-burner, compact stove with infrared grill 
offers high heat output whilst remaining low on fuel 
consumption. With compact easy storage and anti-slip feet, 
this grill is the perfect partner for dining al fresco. 

•  0.6KW Infrared Grill - Ensures low fuel consumption, 
  whilst generating high heat output. Saves 10% on fuel 
  and 90% reduction on emissions for a cleaner cooking 
  experience 
• Brass Flame Control Valves - Each burner has its own 
  individual control valve, allowing you to use different heat 
  levels for varying types of food 
• Chrome Steel Burner Grate - A high quality burner grate 
  to support your pots and pans 
• Stainless Steel Drip Tray - The drip tray collects any 
  excess food grease or oil to avoid excessive mess and is 
  easy to remove for cleaning
• Lid Locks - These keep the grill firmly closed when not 
  in use or when away in storage so nothing can get lost or 
  damaged 
• Anti-Slip Feet - 4 anti-slip feet help keep the grill in place 
  on its surface to minimise the risk of accidents 
• Multiple 1.4KW Stainless Steel Burners - Multiple high 
  quality 1.4KW, easy to clean stainless steel burners for 
  cooking several foods at once   and is extremely resilient
• Windshield with Lid Locks - Helps reduce cooking times 
  by shielding from draughts and wind 

Multiple 1.4KW Stainless Steel Burners

0.6KW Infrared Grill

Chrome Steel Burner Grate

Stainless Steel Drip Tray

Anti-Slip Feet

IR



cookers

scran sizzle

blaze double

scran xl

blaze

weight.........2.00kg
pack size......64 x 29.5 x 13cm

weight.........1.42kg
pack size......23 x 31 x 9cm

weight.........1.35kg
pack size......44.5 x 23.5 x 9cm

weight..........2.50kg
pack size......81.5 x 30 x 13.5cm

weight.........720g
pack size......21 x 23.5 x 9cm

No pans needed with the Vango Scran Range. This non-stick cooking plate has the option of a flat or ribbed surface, 
providing a healthier cooking style and is simple to clean. The adjustable thermostat lets you set temperatures to your 
desired heat and the heat resistant handles make it easier to move around. Available in standard and XL.

The Vango Sizzle Induction Hob has been specifically 
designed for outdoor use with its 800W power per hob. 
A heating lock ensures your pans stay warm whilst 
cooking and its wipe down surface makes cleaning 
up simple! Compatible with stainless steel bottom 
pans only, making our Gourmet Cook Set the perfect 
companion. Its automatic pans sensor will let you know 
if your cookware isn’t compatible. Available in single and 
double.

The Vango Blaze offers great heat output that allows for fast and efficient cooking in the outdoors. The stainless-steel 
burner makes cleaning easy whilst the low to ground design combined with anti-slip feet ensure stability. Includes a 
PVC hose with auto shut off for safety and must be used with gas cartridges that comply with EN417. Available in single 
and double. 

sizzle double

weight..........2.78kg
pack size......47.5 x 32 x 11cm



cookware

2 person non-stick
cook kit

aluminium cook setcombi ir grill cooker

4 person non-stick
cook kit

gourmet cook set

weight.........790g
pack size......18 x 18 x 10cm

weight.........950kg
pack size......23 x 23 x 14.5cm

weight.........5.40kg
pack size......59.5 x 34.5 x 14.5cm

weight.........1.08kg
pack size......21 x 21 x 15cm

weight.........2.15kg
pack size......22.5 x 20.5 x 22.5cm

These Non-Stick Cook Kits will ensure you are not 
hovering around the washing up area for long. Including 
2 pots, a frying pan, 2 cups and a handy carry bag, this 
is the perfect cooking kit for your adventures. 

The Vango Aluminium Cook Kit is all you need when 
preparing meals in the outdoors. It includes three pots, 
a kettle and a non-stick frying pan. As well as being 
extremely lightweight and durable, the Aluminium Cook 
kit is a space saver, as all items nestle together neatly in 
a small tower.

This Combi IR Grill Cooker has an infrared grill that 
offers high heat output whilst remaining low on fuel 
consumption. It also features auto piezo ignition for 
quick and easy lighting and individual heat controls to 
help you create the perfect campsite meal.

These Non-Stick Cook Kits will ensure you are not 
hovering around the washing up area for long. Including 
2 pots, a frying pan, 4 mugs and a handy carry bag, this 
is the perfect cooking kit for your adventures.

The Gourmet Cook Set includes 2 saucepans with 
lids (18cm & 20cm), a 20cm frying pan and a lockable, 
detachable, easy-grip handle. Its high-quality and 
durable non-stick surface ensures efficient cooking and 
makes washing up simple. All items also nestle together 
for easy storage.



tableware

family cutlery set

bamboo 350ml mug

stainless steel 
kettle with folding handle

bamboo 14cm bowl

weight.........430g
pack size......7 x 25 x 7cm

weight.........105g
pack size......Ø8 x 10cm

weight.........360g
pack size......18 x 17 x 15cm

1.6l

weight.........405g
pack size......19 x 19 x 17cm

2l

weight.........130g
pack size......Ø14 x 6.5cm

Keep all of your cutlery clean and organised with Vango’s 
Family Cutlery Set. Conveniently stored away in the 
handy Velcro pouch when not in use, the set includes 4 
knives, 4 forks and 4 spoons, perfect for family camping 
trips.

Enjoy a hot chocolate while watching the stars after a 
day in the outdoors, with the Vango Bamboo Mug. This 
mug is highly durable to the outdoor elements and is 
also eco-friendly and sustainable, ideal for all of your 
upcoming camping trips, short or long.

The Vango Stainless Steel Kettle is a stylish kettle with 
whistling action and a removable lid. The folding heat-
resistant handle is ideal when packing space is an issue. 
Available in 1.6L and 2L

The Vango Bamboo Bowl not only comes in a modern, 
stylish pattern, but it is also extremely durable to the 
outdoor elements. Featuring eco-friendly and sustainable 
materials, your kitchen needs will be taken care of, while 
still being kind to the environment.



tableware

bamboo 20cm dessert plate

4 person bamboo set

bamboo 28cm dinner plate 2 person bamboo set

bamboo panda kids set bamboo frog kids set

weight.........90g
pack size......Ø20cm

weight.........1.30kg

weight.........2.60kg

weight.........275g
pack size......Ø28cm

weight.........440g weight.........365g

Enjoy your dessert while staying eco-friendly with the 
Vango Bamboo Dessert Plate. Featuring trendy colours 
and gaining REACH approval, this plate is the ultimate 
camping essential for all of your tasty treats.

This all in one set, including 2 large plates, 2 smaller 
plates, 2 bowls and 2 mugs, is the perfect addition to 
your camping equipment, taking care of all of your dining 
needs. The Bamboo 2 person set is highly sustainable 
and eco-friendly, and is also dishwasher safe.

This all in one set, including 4 large plates, 4 smaller 
plates, 4 bowls and 4 mugs, is the perfect addition to 
your camping equipment, taking care of all of your dining 
needs. The Bamboo 4 person set is highly sustainable 
and eco-friendly, and is also dishwasher safe.

Stay stylish on the campsite with Vango’s Bamboo 
dinner plate, ideal for all your camping meals. The 
sustainable, eco-friendly material combined with a 
modern, fun pattern makes it the ultimate in camping 
essentials. The Bamboo dinner plate is also REACH 
approved and extremely durable to the outdoors.

The kids will love this tableware set, containing a 9” plate, a bowl, cutlery and a matching cup. Featuring REACH approved 
and eco-friendly materials. The Kids Panda set is very lightweight and durable, perfect for all those camping trips away with 
the family. Available in Panda and Frog design.



cookware

12l expandable water carrier

8l foldable water carrier 

10l jerrycan

15l square water carrier

weight.........300g
pack size......33 x 8 x 50cm

weight.........196g
pack size......23 x 8 x 33cm

weight.........450g
pack size......32 x 22 x 28cm

weight.........300g
pack size......28 x 10 x 35cm

The PE water carrier is great for camping trips with 
friends and family. Simply turn the valve and pour 
the water. It folds to a compact size when not in use, 
making it ideal when packing space is tight. Perfect for 
transporting and storing water whilst on your travels.

The PE water carrier is great for camping trips with 
friends and family. Simply turn the valve and pour 
the water. It folds to a compact size when not in use, 
making it ideal when packing space is tight. Perfect for 
transporting and storing water whilst on your travels.

This Vango 10 litre heavy duty Jerrycan is perfect for 
your camping holidays. Fill it up at the start of your trip 
to keep a good supply of drinking and washing up water 
at your tent or awning.

The Square Water Carrier is essential for transporting 
and storing water whilst on your travels. It holds up to 
15 litres of water which is great for camping trips with 
friends and family and can be folded into a compact 
pack size when not in use. Simply turn the valve and 
pour the water.



nova 200

lighting

weight.........0.30kg
pack size.....10.5 x10.5 x 18.5cm

The wood effect Nova 200 lantern is a stylish and 
modern design. It boasts a handy carry handle 
for easy transportation and is powered by 4 x AA 
batteries. It also features LED light of 200 lumens, 
with dimmer function for various lighting options for 
whatever mood you wish, for whichever situation.

• 4 AA Batteries - Powered by 4 x AA batteries (not included)
• Warm Lighting - Provides a soft light effect
• LED Light, 200 Lumens
• Run Time - 10 hours (high), 60 hours (low). Dependant on battery 

quality
• Dimmer Function - Provides many different lighting options
• Carry Handle-  For easy transportation to and from the campsite

4 AA Batteries (batteries not included)

Warm Lighting

LED Light, 200 Lumens

Run Time - 10 hours (high), 60 hours (low)

Dimmer Function

Carry Handle

AA
4X

10HRS



nova recharge usb 

weight.........0.58kg
pack size......12 x 12 x 25cm

weight.....0.30kg
pack size.10.5 x 10.5 x 18.5cm

300200

lighting

The wood effect Vango Nova Recharge USB lantern is 
a stylish and modern design. It boasts a handy carry 
handle for easy transportation and is powered by a 
rechargeable lithium battery which lasts up to 5 hours.  
It also benefits from LED light of 200/300 lumens and 
has a dimmer function for various lighting options for 
whatever mood you wish, for whichever situation.

• Battery Capacity - Rechargeable lithium battery (2000mAh)
• Warm Lighting - Provides a soft light effect
• LED Light, 200/300 Lumens
• Charge Time- 4hrs(200) 7hrs(300) with the USB cable included
• Dimmer Function - Provides many different lighting options
• Carry Handle-  For easy transportation to and from the campsite
• Run Time -  200 - 5 hours (high), 20 Hours (low)
                         300 - 8 hours (high), 25 Hours (low)

Carry Handle

Battery Capacity 200 - 2000mAh
                              300- 4000mAh

Dimmer Function

Charge Time 200 - 4hrs
                       300 - 7hrs

LED Light - 200/300 Lumens

Run Time 200 - 5hrs (high), 20 hrs (low)
                 300 - 8 hrs (high), 25 hrs (low)

5HRS



midge

weight..........2.10kg
pack size......12 x 8 x 12cm

weight.........1.75kg
pack size......10 x 9.5 x 13cm

180100

lighting

The Vango Midge is a handy light, with the added 
benefit of controlling insects, using UV light to attract 
them. It also features a hanging hook for ease of use 
and flexibility and is easy to store due to its petite size. 
It has a 3 hour (100), 4 hour (180) charge time and 
is resistant to water. Enjoy evenings in the outdoors 
without worrying about annoying insects.

• Compact Design - Perfect size for travelling
• LED Light, 100/180 Lumens
• Built-in 3.7V 1000mAh - rechargeable battery, includes USB cable
• Run Time - 100 - 4, 7 and 15 hrs, 180 - 4, 8 and 20hrs
• 3 Light Settings - 100 - 100, 50 and 24 Lumens
                                - 180 - 180, 90 and 30 Lumens
• Charge Time -  3(100), 4(180) hours for full charge
• UV Light -  Attracts insects to the electrical grid
• Insect Zapper -  100 - 24 hours runtime with a 5m square range
                                180 - 30 hours runtime with a 5m square range
• Hanging Hook -  Easy to attach and provides flexibility of use
• IPX6 Water-Resistant -  Resistant to high pressure, heavy sprays 

of water

Battery Capacity (3.7v/1000mAh)

Charge Time (3/4hrs)

LED Light (100/180 Lumens)

Run Time 100 - 4hrs (high), 7hrs (mid), 
                           15hrs (low)
                  200 - 4hrs (high), 8hrs (mid), 
                           20hrs (low)
               

4HRS



sunbeam flexi light usb

weight..........0.44kg
pack size......19 x 19 x 6cm

weight..........0.44kg
pack size......19 x 19 x 6cm

4m2m

lighting

The Vango Sunbeam Flexi Light is the ideal light 
system for tents and awnings. Utilising flexible LED 
lights that never need to be replaced, the Sunbeam 
provides warm lighting that can be easily adjusted 
with a remote control to create an ambience that 
suits you. Compatible with any power bank, it can 
also be powered via the Vango Voltaic Roll Away, or 
conveniently by USB. Attached using our innovative 
SkyTrack® II System, the versatile Sunbeam Flexi Light 
includes spare hoop and loop attachments for use in 
tents without SkyTrack®.

• Flexible LED Lighting Strips - Attached using the Vango Sky 
Track® System or hook and loop attachment provided

• Remote Control - Allows you to adjust the brightness easily
• Hook and Loop Ties -  Included for additional attachment
• IP67 Rated Lights - Protected from dust and capable of 

withstanding water immersion between 15 cm and 1 metre for 30 
minutes

• LED Lights -  2M - 120 LED’s producing 1800 lumens create a       
                                    warm and bright lighting effect
                           4M - 240 LED’s producing 2800 lumens create a 
                                    warm and bright lighting effect
• Works with Voltaic Roll Away, Powerbank or any standard USB 

connection

Flexible LED Lighting Strips

Remote Control

Hook and Loop Ties

IP67 Rated Lights

Works with Voltaic Roll Away and Powerbank

LED Lights 2m - 120 LED’s
                    4m - 240 LED’s



lighting
star

star 85 star 300 recharge

light disc

sunbeam flexi light 6m

weight.........135g
pack size......Ø8.5 x 14cm

weight.........380g
pack size......Ø12 x 18cm

weight.........120g
pack size......Ø14.5 x 2cm

This compact ambient lantern is ideal for festivals, family 
camping or even for providing soft light around the 
table. Its fun design converts it from table top to hanging 
lantern in seconds, perfect when on the move. Available 
in 85 and 300 Recharge.

The Light Disc is a multi-functional, portable light 
equipped with 48 bright LEDs. It has 2 separate lighting 
modes so the brightness can be adapted and includes a 
hanging hook.

The Vango Sunbeam Flexi Light utilising flexible LED 
lights that never need replaced, providing warm lighting 
that can be easily adjusted with a remote control.  
Attached using our SkyTrack® II System and includes 
spare hoop and loop attachments for use in tents 
without SkyTrack®. Comes with a UK plug and EU 
adaptor 



lighting

lunar 250 recharge usblunar 250 lunar 250 eco recharge usb

weight.........480g
pack size......Ø14 x 26cm

weight.........500g
pack size......Ø14 x 26cm

weight.........540g
pack size......Ø14 x 26cm

eco solar panel

lunar 
The Vango Lunar power lantern is a great all-round 
camping lantern. It benefits from a handy carry handle, 
with built-in hanging hook which increases its portability 
and flexibility. Available in 250, 250 Recharge USB and 
250 Eco Recharge USB.



airbeam® turbo pump

pumps

weight..........2.00kg
pack size......15.5 x 25 x 17.5cm    

Introducing the AirBeam® Turbo Pump, our most 
powerful pump, ensuring quick and easy pitching. The 
motor has been designed for quick inflation, especially 
when used on our AirBeam® tents and awnings. 
Attach to a car adaptor for power and a 5 metre cable. 
With multiple nozzle options, plastic feet for stability, 
and auto cut-off to prevent over-inflation, this is the 
only pump you need.

• DC power supply  - Can be used with the Vango Powerbank• 
Power Supply - Attach to a car adaptor for power with a 5M cable

• Auto-cut Off - Automatically cuts off at the required PSI
• Nozzle Options - Supplied with 2 different nozzles for inflating
• Easy Grip Handle
• Plastic Feet - Add extra stability when inflating
• Quick Inflation - Suitable for inflating tents & awnings
• Deflate Option
• Two Stage Motor - Motor designed for quick inflation, especially 

when used with our tents and awnings
• Airflow - Low Pressure 350L, High Pressure 70L

Power Supply

Auto-cut Off

Nozzle Options

Quick Inflation

Deflate Option

Airflow (30L/70L)

X2



mistral dc pump

pumps

weight..........0.25kg
pack size......13 x 10 x 12cm

The Mistral DC Pump makes inflating and deflating 
your air mattress or inflatable furniture for the 
campsite a breeze with a powerful airflow of 250L/
minute. Including multiple nozzle options, the Mistral is 
powered via DC car socket or power bank.

weight..........0.25kg
pack size......13 x 10 x 12cm

The Mistral DC Pump makes inflating and deflating 
your air mattress or inflatable furniture for the 
campsite a breeze with a powerful airflow of 250L/
minute. Including multiple nozzle options, the Mistral is 
powered via DC car socket or power bank.

• Inflates and Deflates
• Multi-nozzles Included
• DC Adaptor Included - Charge from in-car cigarette lighter or 

Vango Power Bank
• Air Flow - 250L/min

Multi-nozzles Included

Inflates and Deflates

DC Adaptor Included

Air Flow - 250L/min



mistral ac/dc pump

pumps

weight..........0.38kg
pack size......14.5 x 10.5 x 12.5cm

The Mistral AC/DC Pump makes inflating and 
deflating your air mattress or inflatable campsite 
furniture a breeze with a powerful airflow of 250L/
minute. Including multiple nozzle options, the Mistral 
is powered via UK/EU plug, DC car socket or power 
bank, so setting up camp is simple, wherever you go.

• Inflates and Deflates
• Multi-nozzles Included
• DC Adaptor Included - Charge from in-car cigarette lighter or 

Vango Power Bank
• UK Plug Included with European Adapter - Charge from the 

mains electricity and can be used in UK & Europe
• Air Flow - 250L/min

Multi-nozzles Included

Inflates and Deflates

DC Adaptor Included

UK Plug Included with European Adapter

Air Flow - 250L/min



Mistral Rechargeable Pump

mistral rechargeable pump

pumps

weight..........0.31kg
pack size......14 x 10.5 x 13cm

The Mistral Rechargeable Pump makes inflating and 
deflating your air mattress or inflatable campsite 
furniture a breeze with a powerful airflow of 220L/
minute. Including multiple nozzle options, the Mistral 
includes a built-in rechargeable battery with USB 
cable to make charging simple and convenient.

• Inflates and Deflates
• Multi-nozzles Included
• Built in rechargeable battery
• USB Charging - Cable included
• Air Flow - 220L/min

Multi-nozzles Included

Inflates and Deflates

Built in rechargeable battery

USB Charging

Air Flow - 220L/min



mini air pump

pumps

air pump (double action)

weight.........0.95kg
pack size......23 x 9.5 x 59cm

The Vango Double Action AirPump will inflate and 
deflate tents, awnings, airbeds, furniture and any other 
inflatables with ease. This pump features a tall design, 
making it even easier to inflate all of your air essentials.

New for 2021, the Mini Air Pump has been 
designed to make inflating and deflating your 
camping essentials even easier. This powerful 
pump is lightweight and durable, perfect for every 
adventure. The compact carry bag makes it easy to 
travel with, while the built-in rechargeable battery 
ensures maximum performance.

weight..........0.16kg
pack size......62.5 x 54.5 x 62.5cm

• Inflates and Deflates
• Multi-nozzles Included
• Built in rechargeable battery
• USB Charging - Cable included
• Air Flow - 250L/min
• Lightweight and Durable
• Supplied with Compact Carry Bag - Folds into compact carry 

bag for convenient transportation

Multi-nozzles Included

Inflates and Deflates

Built in rechargeable battery

Lightweight and Durable

Supplied with Compact Carry Bag



storage and power supplies

folding organiser

voltic roll away

storage organiser

powerbank

The Vango Folding Organiser is ideal to place in the 
back of your car for storage or inside your tent or 
awning to keep your outdoor home tidy. The multiple 
compartments offer space for boots, clothes and food to 
name a few, whilst still being easy to move with handles 
at either end.

The Storage Organiser is a super compact and 
lightweight unit that will keep your tent or awning tidy 
when away on your holidays. It can be used to store 
shoes, clothes, books or camping equipment and not to 
mention its ability to pack down into a small size, ideal 
for festivals or longer camping trips with the family.

The Voltaic Roll Away provides 15 metres of cable 
allowing you freedom for positioning your mains electric. 
Offering 3 sockets and 2 USB ports, along with an LED 
light, means you can supply power to multiple items at a 
time. Includes stabilisers to improve stability.

Vango’s portable Powerbank will solve all your power 
problems on the campsite. With DC and USB output, 
you can inflate your tent or awning using your Vango 
AirBeam® Zephyr pump and charge your electrical 
items. The Powerbank can inflate your tent or awning 
multiple times and charge multiple phones before 
needing re-charged.

weight.........880g
dimensions..58.5 x 36 x 31cm
folded.........36 x 3.5 x 31cm

weight.........1.40kg
dimensions..120 x 50 x 70cm
folded.........40 x 48 x 2cm

weight.........540g
dimensions..16 x 9.5 x 4.5cm

weight.........3.50kg
dimensions..28.5 x 17 x 35cm



Technical essentials
Whether it’s the lightweight Atom stove, Ultralight Heat Exchanger Cook Kit or our range of technical head torches, 
our Vango Essentials Range has it all.  The range has been designed to re�ect our ethos of providing great value, 
feature packed and user orientated kit to meet your needs. 



basho

features

• Super Strong, lightweight carbon fibre tubing 
  construction
• Tungsten Tip - Good Grip
• Aluminium Quick Lock mechanism - ensures fast, easy  
  locking of the poles
• New and Updated - Extra long foam handle with 
  microfibre lined strap - Allows multiple hand positions for 
  different ascent styles
• Extendable length - 67cm - 135cm

The new Vango Annapurna walking pole has been designed 
using super strong, lightweight carbon fibre tubing for 
your most challenging climbs. The extra long foam handle 
allows multiple hand positions and maximum comfort, while 
QuickLock technology ensures fast and easy locking of the 
poles.

annapurna

features

• Shock absorbing system in the handle
• Strong, lightweight alloy construction
• Foldable and Compact Design - Allowing for easy 
  transportation collapsing down to 38cm in length
• Tungsten Tip - Good Grip
• Aluminium Quick Lock mechanism - Ensures fast, 
  easy locking of the poles
• Extendable length - 67cm - 135cm

The new Vango Basho walking pole is sure to be your 
go-to for every adventure. Its foldable design allows 
for easy transportation, collapsing down to 38cm. 
Extendable length from 67cm to 135cm and Quicklock 
technology make this pole ideal for all users.

technical essentials - walking poles

Shock absorbing system in the handle

Strong, lightweight alloy construction

Foldable and Compact Design

Tungsten Tip 

Aluminium Quick Lock mechanism 

Extendable length: 67cm - 135cm

Carbon fibre tubing construction

Tungsten Tip 

Aluminium Quick Lock mechanism 

Extra long foam handle 

Extendable length: 67cm - 135cm



Made from a robust alloy, the Inca walking pole is strong 
yet flexible for your expeditions. The tested QuickLock 
enclosure allows you to reduce the pole length to a 
compact 65cm for easy transportation when not in use 
while the extended handle reduces stress on your body 
giving you added energy to get you through your journey.

Perfect for giving you more support, made from a robust 
lightweight aluminium, to endure most challenges you 
encounter.

Designed to replace baskets which have been lost or 
damaged. Fits all Vango walking poles. Sold in pairs.

Made of a robust alloy 7075 material with quickLock 
enclosure reduces the pole down to a portable 67cm 
when not in use, while the anti-shock foam handle helps 
to reduce stress on joints.

Designed to replace stoppers which have been lost or 
damaged. Fits all Vango walking poles. Sold in pairs.

technical essentials - walking poles

inca pico camino

walking pole baskets (x2) walking pole stoppers (x2)



ultralight heat 
exchanger cook kit

atom stove

windshield xl

folding gas stove

compact gas stove

folding stove with 
windshield and piezo

technical essentials - cooking equipment

The Vango Ultralight Heat Exchanger Cook Kit cooking 
system is extremely strong with a fast boil time due to 
its improved thermal efficiency. It comes with a lid, a can 
stand, 2 bowls and 2 pieces of cutlery which all fit into 
a small set with enough room to fit a 230g gas canister 
and Vango Atom Stove (sold seperately).

The Vango Windshield XL offers much-needed protection 
for your backpacking stove from the wind, whether 
you’re on the hill, at the campsite or relaxing at the 
beach. Suitable for all stoves in the Vango range.

The Vango Compact Gas Stove is light and easy to use, 
perfect for smaller expeditions. Featuring fold-out pot 
support and baffles, reducing the effect of wind on the 
flame, it’s capable of boiling 1 litre of water in around 4 
minutes.

The Vango Atom Stove benefits from an innovative 
design and is the smallest and lightest stove in our 
range, whilst being powerful, easy to store, transport and 
cook with.

The Vango Folding Gas Stove is ideal for longer 
expeditions and larger pots. With a wider flame, the 
stove ensures your food can be cooked quickly and 
more evenly, ensuring a delicious, warm meal after a 
long day’s trek. Also featuring a flexible fireproof gas 
pipe for added safety and capable of boiling 1L of water 
in around 5 minutes; perfect for trekking or campsites.

Made with changeable British weather in mind, the 
Vango Folding Stove with Windshield and Piezo will 
hold up to anything you throw at it. The ultra-wide flame 
spreader with the added protection of the windshield 
allows you to cook large portions of food thoroughly and 
boils water in around 5 minutes. The high-quality Piezo 
ignitor ensures it will light first time, every time, whilst the 
windshield keeps the flame sheltered and steady.



hard anodised 1 
person cook kit

magma mug short and tall

hard anodised 
adventure cook kit

knife, fork and spoon 
set

magma flask 500ml, 750ml, 1l wayfayrer spoon

technical essentials - cooking equipment

The Vango Hard Anodised Cook Kit comprises of 2 pots 
with lid/mug combination. It is light weight, non-stick, 
strong and durable and will last for many years, as well 
as being extremely portable due to its handy carry bag.

The Vango Hard Anodised Adventure Cook Kit is great 
for weekend campers with a full activity schedule 
wanting to stop off for a quick meal. It is lightweight, non 
stick, strong and durable and it will last for many years.

The Vango Knife Fork and Spoon Set is a compact 
cutlery set that clips together when not in use. Strong, 
durable and easy to clean.

Perfect for commuting, ideal for days out and made for 
adventures; our stainless steel copper coated  Magma 
vacuum mug will keep your favourite drinks hot or cold 
wherever your journey takes you. Available in 240ml and 
380ml.

Ideal for camping, picnics and long car journeys; our 
copper coated Magma vacuum flask has superior heat 
retention and distribution. Perfect for keeping hot drinks 
warm and cold drinks refreshingly cool. Available in 
500ml, 750ml and 1L.

The Vango Wayfayrer Long Handled Spoon allows you to 
get right to the bottom of your Wayfayrer packet without 
getting your hands dirty or burnt. This means you can 
eat your dinner straight out the packet, saving on the 
washing up.



volt

photon

flux

technical essentials - headtorches

The compact and versatile Volt headtorch produces 
up to 100 lumens, utilising a collimator lens to provide 
long distance light projection, whilst maintaining soft 
peripheral light.

The Flux headtorch produces up to 120 Lumens, the 
collimator lens to provide long distance light projection, 
whilst maintaining soft peripheral light for a wider field 
of vision. Can be easily removed from the headband and 
clipped onto your helmet, clothes or rucksack and fitted 
with a red light function on the front.

The Photon headtorch produces up to 150 lumens, 
utilising a collimator lens to provide long distance light 
projection whilst maintaining soft peripheral light.  It also 
features a front red light and rear flashing red light and 
can be easily removed from the headband and clipped 
onto your helmet, clothes or rucksack.



 Camping furniture needs to be compact for easy 
transportation and sturdy for use on the campsite. With 
clever design features, Vango camping furniture delivers all 
the practical necessities and delivers a touch of home comfort 
to the great outdoors, so you can sit back and relax. Wherever 
you go, our range of furniture has something for everyone, 
from our Granite Duo bench set to our new Granite Ever�at 
table, bringing everyone together.  

Our vast range of seats ensures we have just what you need, 
from our compact stools ideal for festivals to our new Radiate 
collection, bringing even more comfort to the outdoors.  

Ensure you get the best night's sleep with our range of 
innovative airbeds and compact campbeds, guaranteeing that 
you will wake up ready for the adventures ahead each day. 

furniture



radiate chairs collection
For 2021, we are thrilled to expand our innovative, award winning Radiate technology to a range of chairs, bringing 
even more comfort to your adventures. The collection brings together some favourite styles from the Vango range 
with the new style of a rocker chair and an adaptable cushion, ensuring there is something for everyone. Powered by 
attaching a power bank to the included USB cable, the Graphene panel o�ers 4 di�erent levels of warmth, allowing 
you to control your comfort. 

 

g r a p h e n e

1st press

Red

45°c (±2°c)

Heat settings

2nd press

purple

42.4°c (±2°c)

3rd press

green

39.6°c (±2°c)

4th press

white

36.6°c (±2°c)

 Camping furniture needs to be compact for easy 
transportation and sturdy for use on the campsite. With 
clever design features, Vango camping furniture delivers all 
the practical necessities and delivers a touch of home comfort 
to the great outdoors, so you can sit back and relax. Wherever 
you go, our range of furniture has something for everyone, 
from our Granite Duo bench set to our new Granite Ever�at 
table, bringing everyone together.  

Our vast range of seats ensures we have just what you need, 
from our compact stools ideal for festivals to our new Radiate 
collection, bringing even more comfort to the outdoors.  

Ensure you get the best night's sleep with our range of 
innovative airbeds and compact campbeds, guaranteeing that 
you will wake up ready for the adventures ahead each day. 

furniture



furniture - radiate collection radiate heated cushion

Power Bank Compatible

Touch Button Controller 

Graphene Heat Element

Radiate Heather Fabric

Velcro Fastening Strap

The Radiate Heated Cushion is sure to keep you 
warm on the campsite as it features an innovative, 
built-in, Graphene heating element, allowing you to 
heat your cushion when connected to a power source. 
Compatible with any power bank, the Radiate Cushion 
will add a touch of luxury to your camping kit, with its 
high quality, plush fabric and velcro strap allowing it to 
be attached to many chairs.

• Power Bank Compatible - Works from any power bank
• Flexible Electric Component - A pliable electric component, 

which works with your body
• Touch Button Controller - 4 heat settings at the touch of  

a button
• Built in Heat - Heating element built into the product to give you 

variable heat when connected to a power source
• Graphene Heat Element - Using the most innovative materials, 

the heating panel is constructed from Graphene
• Pocket for Power Bank - For storing your power source
• A multi-purpose unit - can be positioned anywhere  

for heat
• Radiate Heather Fabric - New premium, durable material, 

offering the perfect mix of contemporary fabric with  
superb comfort

• Velcro Fastening Strap – Enables the Radiate Heated Cushion 
to wrap around many chairs, tightened by the Velcro Straps and 
works with multiple chair styles.

weight.........1.00kg
pack size.....42 x 22 x 9cm



radiate Tall Chairfurniture - radiate collection

Power Bank Compatible

Touch Button Controller 

Graphene Heat Element

Adjustable Frame

Steel Frame

Fold Flat

The Radiate Tall chair is sure to keep you warm on 
the campsite as it features an innovative, built-in, 
Graphene heating element, allowing you to heat 
up your chair when connected to a power source. 
Compatible with any power bank, the Radiate Tall 
chair will add a touch of luxury to your camping kit, 
with its high-quality fabric, 7 seating options, padded 
seat and backrest, you will be the envy of other 
campers on those chilly evenings on  
the campsite.

• Padded Seat and Backrest - Added layer of comfort and luxury
• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Folds Flat - Easy storage and transport
• Maximum Loading Weight - 140kg/22st
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish
• Adjustable Frame - Offers the flexibility of 7 different seating 

options from upright to reclining positions for lounging
• Built in Heat - Heating element built into the product to give you 

variable heat when connected to a power source
• Flexible Electric Component - A pliable electric component, 

which works with your body
• Graphene Heat Element - Using the most innovative materials, 

the heating panel is constructed from Graphene
• Pocket for Power Bank - For storing your power source
• Power Bank Compatible - Works from any power bank
• Radiate Heather Fabric - New premium, durable material, offering 

the perfect mix of contemprary fabric with superb comfort
• Touch Button Controller - 4 heat settings at the touch of a button
• Hard Armrest - Provides solid support for comfort and stability 

when getting out of the chair

weight.........7.44kg
pack size.....100 x 62 x 7cm



furniture - radiate collection radiate Embrace Chair

The Radiate Embrace chair is sure to keep you 
warm on the campsite as it features an innovative, 
built-in, Graphene heating element, allowing you to 
heat your chair when connected to a power source. 
Compatible with any power bank, the Embrace chair 
will add a touch of luxury to your camping kit, with its 
high quality fabric, wrap-around design for comfort, 
padded seat and backrest, you will be the envy of 
other campers on those chilly evenings on  
the campsite.

• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Wrap-around Design - Encompasses the whole body to  

avoid draughts
• Padded Seat and Backrest - Added layer of comfort and luxury
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish
• Maximum Loading Weight - 120kg/18st 12lbs
• Handled Carry Bag - Provides easy transportation to and from  

the campsite
• Power Bank Compatible - Works from any power bank
• Flexible Electric Component - A pliable electric component, 

which works with your body
• Touch Button Controller - 4 heat settings at the touch of a button
• Built in Heat - Heating element built into the product to give you 

variable heat when connected to a power source
• Graphene Heat Element - Using the most innovative materials, 

the heating panel is constructed from Graphene
• Pocket for Power Bank - For storing your power source
• Radiate Heather Fabric - New premium, durable material, offering 

the perfect mix of contemprary fabric with superb comfort

Power Bank Compatible

Touch Button Controller 

Graphene Heat Element

Steel Frame

Radiate Heather Fabric

weight.........5.00kg
pack size.....30 x 30 x 97cm



furniture - radiate collection radiate DLX Chair

The Radiate DLX chair is sure to keep you warm on 
the campsite as it features an innovative, built-in, 
Graphene heating element, allowing you to heat your 
chair when connected to a power source. Compatible 
with any power bank, the Radiate DLX chair will add 
a touch of luxury to your camping kit, with its high 
quality fabric, 7 seating options, padded seat and 
backrest, you will be the envy of other campers on 
those chilly evenings on the campsite.

• Padded Seat and Backrest - Added layer of comfort and luxury
• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Folds Flat - Easy storage and transport
• Adjustable Cushion - Can be used as a headrest or extra lumbar 

support
• Maximum Loading Weight - 140kg/22st
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish
• Hard Armrest - Provides solid support for comfort and stability 

when getting out of the chair
• Adjustable Frame - Offers the flexibility of 7 different seating 

options from upright to reclining positions for lounging
• Power Bank Compatible - Works from any power bank
• Flexible Electric Component - A pliable electric component, 

which works with your body
• Touch Button Controller - 4 heat settings at the touch of a button
• Built in Heat - Heating element built into the product to give you 

variable heat when connected to a power source
• Graphene Heat Element - Using the most innovative materials, 

the heating panel is constructed from Graphene
• Pocket for Power Bank - For storing your power source
• Radiate Heather Fabric - New premium, durable material, offering 

the perfect mix of contemprary fabric with superb comfort

Power Bank Compatible

Touch Button Controller 

Graphene Heat Element

Adjustable Frame

Steel Frame

Fold Flat

weight.........5.86kg
pack size.....112 x 65 x 12cm



Power Bank Compatible

Touch Button Controller 

Graphene Heat Element

Adjustable Frame

Steel Frame

Loading Weight - 180kg/28st 4lbs

furniture - radiate collection RADITATE GRANDE DLX CHAIR

The Radiate Grande DLX chair is sure to keep you 
warm on the campsite as it features an innovative, 
built-in, Graphene heating element, allowing you to 
heat your chair when connected to a power source. 
Compatible with any power bank, the Radiate Grande 
DLX chair will add a touch of luxury to your camping 
kit, with its high quality fabric, 7 seating options, 
padded seat and backrest, plus the extra wide seating 
area, you will be the envy of other campers on those 
chilly evenings on the campsite.

• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Adjustable Cushion - Can be used as a headrest or extra  

lumbar support
• Padded Seat and Backrest - Added layer of comfort and luxury
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish
• Folds Flat - Easy storage and transport
• Hard Armrest - Provides solid support for comfort and stability 

when getting out of the chair
• Adjustable Frame - Offers the flexibility of 7 different seating 

options from upright to reclining positions for lounging
• Maximum Loading Weight - 180kg/28st 4lbs
• Extra Wide Seating Area - Provides a larger area to relax and 

increases comfort
• Power Bank Compatible - Works from any power bank
• Flexible Electric Component - A pliable electric component, 

which works with your body
• Touch Button Controller - 4 heat settings at the touch of a button
• Built in Heat - Heating element built into the product to give you 

variable heat when connected to a power source
• Graphene Heat Element - Using the most innovative materials, 

the heating panel is constructed from Graphene
• Pocket for Power Bank - For storing your power source
• Radiate Heather Fabric - New premium, durable material, offering 

the perfect mix of contemporary fabric with superb comfort

weight.........7.41kg
pack size.....11 x 75 x 9cm



furniture - radiate collection radiate Rocker Chair

Power Bank Compatible

Touch Button Controller 

Graphene Heat Element

Relaxing Rocking Chair Action

Steel Frame

The Radiate Rocker chair is sure to keep you warm 
on the campsite as it features an innovative, built-in, 
Graphene heating element, allowing you to heat your 
chair when connected to a power source. Compatible 
with any power bank, the Radiate Rocker chair will 
add a touch of luxury to your camping kit, with its high 
quality fabric and relaxing rocking action, you will be 
the envy of other campers on those chilly evenings on 
the campsite.

• Padded Seat and Backrest - Added layer of comfort and luxury
 Relaxing rocking chair action
• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Maximum Loading Weight - 140kg/22st
• Power Bank Compatible - Works from any power bank
• Flexible Electric Component - A pliable electric component, 

which works with your body
• Touch Button Controller - 4 heat settings at the touch of a button
• Built in Heat - Heating element built into the product to give you 

variable heat when connected to a power source
• Graphene Heat Element - Using the most innovative materials, 

the heating panel is constructed from Graphene
• Pocket for Power Bank - For storing your power source
• Radiate Heather Fabric - New premium, durable material, offering 

the perfect mix of contemprary fabric with superb comfort
• Handled Carry Bag - Provides easy transportation to and from  

the campsite
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish

weight.........7.54kg
pack size.....97 x 63 x 15.5cm



Earth chair collection
The new Earth Chair Collection features EcoStem recycled fabric with a stylish embossed design, 
made from 100% recycled single use plastics. The fabric is environmentally friendly and resilient, 
whilst being soft to touch, and the foldable designs ensure simple storage and transportation. 

 

PET single use 
plastics are 

collected, sorted, 
washed and 

crushed 

The plastic is 
made into pellets 

then spun into 
thread

The thread is 
woven into  

Ecostem fabric 

Finally the plastic 
travels the world 

and goes on 
adventures with you 



furniture - earth collection

tellus chair

weight.........2.84kg
pack size.....65 x 48 x 9cm

The Tellus chair is from our new Earth Collection and 
is made from our EcoStem recycled fabric with stylish 
embossed design, made from 100% recycled single use 
plastics. The recycled fabric is resilient, whilst being soft 
to touch, and the fold-flat design ensures simple storage 
and transportation. It features a rich bronze frame and is 
extremely lightweight and comfortable, the perfect stool 
for fishing trips, sitting around the campfire or taking to 
festivals.

• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an 
  Embossed Grass Design - Made from 100% recycled 
  recycled single use waste plastics, a stylish and durable  
  fabric with an embossed design
• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Foldable to Compact Size -  Easy storage and transport
• Opens and Folds Quickly - A fast and stress free 
  experience
• Folds Flat - Easy storage and transport
• Bronze Frame - Gives the frame a rich, modern, premium 
  finish
• Maximum Loading Weight - 120kg/18st 12lbs

EcoStem Fabric

Steel Frame

Foldable to Compact Size

Opens and Folds Quickly

Folds Flat

Maximum Loading Weight - 120kg/18st120kg

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 3 plastic bottles

+ =



furniture - earth collection

Osiris chair

weight.........3.00kg
pack size.....89 x 24 x 24cm

The Osiris chair is from our new Earth Collection and 
features our recycled EcoStem fabric with stylish embossed 
design, made from 100% recycled single use plastics. The 
recycled fabric is resilient, whilst being soft to touch, and 
the compact folding design ensures simple storage and 
transportation. Featuring an insulated cup holder which 
will maintain the temperature of your drink for longer and a 
comfy padded surface, the Osiris chair is ideal for relaxing 
on the campsite or unwinding in your awning.

• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an 
  Embossed Grass Design - Made from 100% recycled 
  single use waste plastics, a stylish and durable fabric with 
  an embossed design
• Steel Frame with Soft Arms - Strong and reliable steel 
  frame, with arm supports covered with fabric for comfort
• Padded Seat and Backrest -  Extra padding for increased 
  comfort
• Foldable to Compact Size - Easy storage and transport
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish
• Insulated Cup Holder - Maintains the temperature of hot 
  and cold drinks for longer
• Bronze Frame - Gives the frame a rich, modern, premium 
  finish
• Recycled Polyester Handled Carry Bag - Made from 
  recycled single use waste plastics, providing easy 
  transportation to and from the campsite
• Maximum Loading Weight - 120kg/18st 12lbs

EcoStem Fabric

Steel Frame with Soft Arms

Foldable to Compact Size

Padded Seat and Backrest

Recycled Polyester Handled Carry Bag

Maximum Loading Weight - 120kg/18st120kg

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 9 plastic bottles

+ =



furniture - earth collection

Aether chair

weight.........3.60kg
pack size.....15 x 15 x 92cm

The Aether chair from our new Earth Collection features 
our EcoStem recycled fabric with stylish embossed design, 
made from 100% recycled single use plastics. The recycled 
fabric is resilient, whilst being soft to touch, and the foldable 
design ensures simple storage and transportation. With a 
wrap around design, the Aether ensures you are cosy and 
warm while on the campsite or enjoying an evening in the 
garden. Add a pop of colour to your camping essentials 
with the Aether Chair. The vibrant bronze steel frame will 
stand out on the campsite, whilst being comfortable and 
compact should you have limited boot space.

• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an 
  Embossed Grass Design - Made from 100% recycled 
  single use waste plastics, a stylish and durable fabric with 
  an embossed design
• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Wrap-around Design - Encompasses the whole body to 
  avoid draughts
• Foldable to Compact Size -  Easy storage and transport
• Opens and Folds Quickly - A fast and stress free 
  experience
• Bronze Frame - Gives the frame a rich, modern, premium 
  finish
• Recycled Polyester Handled Carry Bag - Made from 
  recycled single use waste plastics, providing easy 
  transportation to and from the campsite
• Maximum Loading Weight - 100kg/15st 10lbs

EcoStem Fabric

Steel Frame

Foldable to Compact Size

Wrap Around Design

Recycled Polyester Handled Carry Bag

Maximum Loading Weight - 100kg/15st100kg

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 12 plastic bottles

+ =



furniture - earth collection

joro chair

weight.........5.00kg
pack size.....30 x 30 x 97cm

The Joro chair from our new Earth Collection features our 
EcoStem recycled fabric with stylish embossed design, 
made from 100% recycled single use plastics. The recycled 
fabric is resilient, whilst being soft to touch.  Featuring an 
all over padded design and wrap-around style for increased 
comfort and warmth.  The Joro chair is ideal for relaxing on 
the campsite or unwinding in your awning.

• EcoStem Fabric - Recycled Polyester Fabric with an 
  Embossed Grass Design - Made from 100% recycled 
  single use waste plastics, a stylish and durable fabric with 
  an embossed design
• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Wrap-around Design - Encompasses the whole body to 
  avoid draughts
• Padded Seat and Backrest - Added layer of comfort and 
  luxury
• Bronze Frame - Gives the frame a rich, modern, premium 
  finish
• Recycled Polyester Handled Carry Bag - Made from 
  recycled single use waste plastics, providing easy 
  transportation to and from the campsite
• Maximum Loading Weight - 120kg/18st 12lb

EcoStem Fabric

Steel Frame

Padded Seat and Backrest

Wrap Around Design

Recycled Polyester Handled Carry Bag

Maximum Loading Weight - 120kg/18st120kg

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 17 plastic bottles

+ =



chairs
Sit back and relax with Vango's range of chairs. Our extensive collection of chairs includes compact stools for short 
adventures, strong oversized chairs and reclining chairs, ensuring something for every style of camper. 



tall grande dlx

furniture - chairs

hampton chair 

weight.........5.44kg
pack size......100 x 62 x 7cm
seat width....48cm

weight.........6.70kg
pack size......75 x 11 x 9cm
seat width....59cm

Put your comfort first on upcoming trips with the Hampton 
chair, featuring a padded high back design for additional 
support and luxury. Featuring a new structure offering even 
more comfort levels. Not only does the Hampton offer 
ultimate reliability, but it can also fold flat to ensure simple 
storage and transportation wherever you go.

• Padded Seat and Backrest - Added layer of comfort 
  and luxury
• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Folds Flat - Easy storage and transport
• Vango’s DuoWeave™ Fabric - Extremely resilient, whilst 
  being soft to touch, providing a perfect balance between 
  superb comfort and long lasting durability
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish
• Adjustable Frame - Offers the flexibility of 7 different 
  seating options from upright to reclining positions 
  for lounging
• Hard Armrest - Provides solid support for comfort and 
  stability when getting out of the chair
• Maximum Loading Weight - Tall - 140kg/22st
                                               - Grande DLX - 180kg/28st

Padded Seat and Backrest

Steel Frame

Folds Flat

Adjustable Cushion

Adjustable Frame

Maximum Loading Weight - 140kg/22st
                                                180kg/28st



furniture - chairs

hyde grande dlx

weight..........7.18kg
pack size......75 x 11 x 9cm

With an AirMesh surface for enhanced resilience with a 
soft touch, the Hyde Grande DLX chair is the ultimate in 
campsite comfort. With a wider than standard structure and 
maximum load weight of 180kg, alongside additional lumbar 
or neck cushion, the Hyde Grande offers unparalleled 
comfort. Relaxing on the campsite couldn’t be easier, 
thanks to its 7 seating positions and adjustable cushion, 
ensuring you can sit upright for meals or recline to unwind 
after a day outdoors.

• Steel Frame - Strong and reliable
• Dura-Lite Fabric - Vango’s brand-new innovative 
  fabric, offering premium look and feel combined with 
  unprecedented levels of comfort
• Adjustable Cushion - Can be used as a headrest or extra 
  lumbar support
• Padded Seat and Backrest - Added layer of comfort and 
  luxury
• Texturised Frame - Gives the frame a rich, premium finish
• Folds Flat - Easy storage and transport
• Hard Armrest - Provides solid support for comfort and 
  stability when getting out of the chair
• Adjustable Frame - Offers the flexibility of 7 different 
  seating options from upright to reclining positions for 
  lounging
• Extra Wide Seating Area - provides a larger area to relax 
  and increases comfort, with a seat width of 59cm
• Maximum Loading Weight - 180kg/28st 4lbs

Padded Seat and Backrest

Steel Frame

Folds Flat

Adjustable Cushion

Adjustable Frame

Maximum Loading Weight - 180kg/8st 4lbs



coronado stool micro steel chair

micro steel tall chair

balmoral aluminium stool

weight.........1.46kg
size..............44 x 35 x 47cm
folded.........45 x 2.5 x 59cm

weight.........1.50kg
size..............64 x 55 x 53cm
folded.........35 x 11.5 x 9cm

weight.........2.30kg
size..............65 x 57 x 104cm
folded.........44 x 13.5 x 11cm

weight.........500g
size..............34 x 32 x 29cm
folded.........8 x 8 x 54cm

The ideal chair for space-conscious campers, boasting 
a lightweight steel frame and flat-folding design ensuring 
simple storage and transport. Enjoy a picnic, festival or 
fishing with the Coronado, giving you that comfy place to 
perch wherever you go.

Perfect match for festival goers, first time campers and 
trekkers, the Micro steel chair is compact, stable and 
durable. Ideal for those looking to pack light, with carry 
bag included. Available in standard and tall. 

A compact and lightweight stool, perfect for fishing, 
taking to festivals or sitting round the campfire with 
family and friends. The Balmoral is extremely practical 
with a sturdy tripod design and handy carry strap for 
easy transportation.

furniture - chairs

dune chair pop chair

weight.........2.80kg
size..............61 x 55 x 70cm
folded.........78 x 15 x 20cm

weight.........3.60kg
size..............61 x 56.5 x 77cm
folded.........92 x 15 x 15cm

The ideal chair for beach days, family picnics or even 
relaxing inside your tent or awning, thanks to its handy 
flat feet for stability. Sink into the Dune’s extremely 
comfortable seat for ultimate relaxation, with a hard 
armrest for additional support.

Add a pop of colour to your camping essentials with the 
Pop Chair. The vibrant steel frame will stand out of the 
campsite, whilst being comfortable and compact should 
you have limited boot space. 

Also Available in: 
Mykonos Blue



kraken 2 oversized chairsamson 2 oversized chair

weight.........4.80kg
size..............67 x 61 x 95cm
folded.........23 x 21 x 89cm

weight.........3.96kg
size..............92 x 60 x 104cm
folded.........21 x 19 x 97cm

Immerse yourself in the luxurious Kraken Chair, with an 
oversized padded design and reliable frame for ultimate 
support. Ideal for campsite and garden use, the Kraken 
can hold up to 180kg and has hard armrests for extra 
stability when getting out of the chair.

Perfect for outdoor living, the Samson is extremely 
robust and does not compromise on comfort thanks to 
its luxurious padding. Its oversized design and added 
feature of a cup holder makes it the perfect camping 
companion.

malibu divine chair

titan 2 oversized chair

weight.........3.00kg
size..............46 x 76 x 85cm
folded.........89 x 24 x 24cm

weight.........3.60kg
size..............84 x 55 x 106.5cm
folded.........26 x 26 x 102cm

weight.........6.30kg
size..............87 x 80 x 93cm
folded.........30 x 25 x 105cm

The perfect chair for relaxing on the campsite with a cold 
refreshment or hot chocolate, thanks to the insulated 
cup holder. A durable fabric combined with a comfy 
padded surface makes this chair an all rounder.

Sit down to a hot or cold beverage at the end of the day 
on the Vango Divine, fitted with an insulated cup holder 
and soft arms for extra comfort.  Enjoy the additional 
support with the Divine’s high back design, ensuring 
maximum comfort.

Snuggle up in the encompassing Titan Chair, featuring 
luxurious padding for superior comfort on the campsite. 
This extremely robust and durable chair is an absolute 
must-have on your holidays, allowing you to sit back, 
relax and enjoy the great outdoors.

furniture - chairs

embrace chair

weight.........5.00kg
size..............75 x 54 x 88cm
folded.........30 x 30 x 97cm

Unwind on the campsite and enjoy the encompassing 
comfort of the Embrace Chair, featuring cosy padding 
for that added luxury on the campsite. Just as its name 
suggests, the Embrace chair gives you that constant 
comfort and hugging feel wherever you go.

Also Available in: 
Mykonos Blue



hyde tall chair

inflatable donut flocked 
chair

inflatable sofa

hampton dlx chair

inflatable chair

weight.........5.60kg
size..............67 x 64 x 110cm
folded.........100 x 62 x 7cm

weight.........956g
size..............85 x 53 x 53cm
packed.........30 x 6 x 24.5cm

weight.........2.84kg
size..............138 x 87 x 71cm
packed.........37 x 10 x 27cm

weight.........5.86kg
size..............65 x 65 x 116cm
folded.........111 x 65 x 12cm

weight.........1.65kg
size..............94 x 83 x 76cm
packed.........37 x 6 x 27cm

Recline in comfort with the luxurious Hyde Tall, 
enabling up to 7 seating options from straight-backed 
to relaxed. Featuring Vango’s Dura-Lite fabric, offering 
unprecedented levels of comfort and style. A reliable 
frame makes the Hyde Tall campsite friendly and extra 
padding ensures a comfortable place to relax and 
unwind wherever you may be.

The Vango inflatable Donut chair is fun, comfortable and 
great for relaxing on the campsite. This camping chair 
has a rounded cushioned seat for a firm and supportive 
sit, whilst the groundsheet friendly fabrics ensure no 
damages to your tent or awning, so sit back relax and 
unwind in luxury.

Cosy up together, the Vango inflatable sofa is a great 
alternative for two camping chairs if you need a compact 
option. Suitable for inside or out, the robust PVC fabric 
is groundsheet friendly and flocked on top for added 
comfort whether you are at a festival with friends or 
enjoying a relaxing trip with the family.

Enjoy relaxing at the campsite or in the garden with the 
Hampton DLX Chair, allowing you to lounge or sit upright 
for family meals. Superior fabrics and flat-folding design 
make this chair ideal for campers and caravanners alike.

Comfy, robust and supportive, the Vango inflatable chair 
is ideal for any camping holiday. Inflated in minutes 
with its free-flowing valve, the double layer height and 
armchair structure provide a user-friendly and reliable 
chair with a small pack size.

furniture - chairs

hyde dlx chair

weight.........5.86kg
size..............65 x 65 x 116cm
folded.........111 x 65 x 12cm

With an AirMesh surface for enhanced resilience with 
a soft touch, the Hyde DLX chair is the ultimate in 
campsite comfort.  Additional lumbar and neck cushions 
provide extra support. Relaxing on the campsite couldn’t 
be easier, thanks to its 7 seating positions and adjustable 
cushion, ensuring you can sit upright for meals or recline 
to unwind after a day outdoors.

Also Available in: 
Mykonos Blue
Granite Grey



granite everflat table

furniture - tables

weight.........7.30kg
size..............115 x 70 x 75cm
folded......... 115 x 70 x 6cm

New for 2021, the Granite Everflat table is perfect for 
enjoying family meals at the campsite. Featuring large 
diameter ‘BigFoot’ feet design and adjustable legs, the 
Everflat is completely stable on any terrain.  The durable 
granite effect top easily wipes clean. With a handled carry 
bag, the Everflat’s aluminium frame is lightweight for easy 
transportation to and from the campsite.

• Aluminium frame - Lightweight and strong
• ‘BigFoot’ Feet Design’ - flex for stability on uneven ground
• One Pull Handle Leg Adjustment - Super fast and easy 
  leg adjustment with a handle under each table top end. 
  This ensures you can get your table set up with minimal 
  fuss 
• Individual Leg Adjustment - The legs individually and 
  automatically pop down when released with the handle, 
  meaning each leg will stop when it touches the ground. 
  This ensures your table will have maximum stability, 
  particularly on uneven ground 
• Handled Carry Bag - Provides easy transportation to and 
  from the campsite
• Hardtop Work Surface - Durable and easy to clean
• Granite Effect Table Top Design - Gives a modern look 
  and is extremely resilient
• Multiple Table Heights - With the quick action self leveling 
  legs, this table can be transformed into multiple heights, 
  whether that be for kids dining or adult dining 
• Maximum Loading Weight - 30kg/4st 10lbs

Aluminium Frame

‘Big Foot’ Feet Design

Leg Adjustment

Handled Carry Bag

Granite Effect Table Top

Maximum Loading Weight 30kg/4st30KG



furniture - tables

granite cypress 56 granite duo 90

granite duo 120 granite 90 bench set

granite duo 60

granite duo 160

weight.........1.12kg
size..............56 x 34 x 24cm
folded......... 56 x 34 x 3cm

weight.........3.64kg
size..............90 x 60 x 72/37cm
folded......... 61 x 7 x 46cm

weight.........5.82kg
size..............120 x 80 x 71/37cm
folded......... 81 x 7 x 61cm

weight.........1.80kg
size..............60 x 40 x 54/24cm
folded......... 31 x 6 x 42cm

weight.........8.28kg
size..............160 x 80 x 71/33cm
folded......... 82 x 14 x 42cm

weight............10.58kg
table size.......90 x 65 x 69cm
bench size......87 x 25.5 x 40cm
table folded...90 x 32.5 x 10cm
bench folded. 90 x 32.5 x 10cm

The Granite Cypress table is lightweight and compact, 
ideal for transport and storage. The low height makes it 
perfect for a campsite coffee or bedside table and the 
granite effect top makes it easy to clean.

With a highly durable table top and lightweight frame, 
the Granite tables are great for using indoors or outdoors 
at the campsite. Don’t worry about variances in ground 
level, as the Granite Duo’s feet can be adjusted to ensure 
you can enjoy your meals wherever you may be eating. 
Available in 60, 90, 120 and 160. 



rowan 80 birch 120

orchard 86 table 
and chair set

orchard bench set

birch 80

orchard xl 182 table 
and chair set

weight.........3.50kg
size..............80 x 60 x 69cm
folded.........80 x 60 x 4.5cm

weight.........8.76kg
size..............120 x 60 x 69cm
folded.........120 x 60 x 5.5cm

weight............14.40kg
table size.......86 x 86 x 71cm
chairs size.....47 x 40 x 71cm
folded............86 x 44.5 x 25cm

weight............9.00kg
table size.......102 x 61 x 70cm
chairs size.....102 x 28 x 40cm
folded............104 x 62 x 8cm

weight.........6.66kg
size..............80 x 60 x 69cm
folded.........82 x 61.5 x 5.5cm

weight............17.96kg
table size.......182 x 76 x 71cm
chairs size.....47 x 40 x 71cm
folded............93.2 x 76 x 14cm

The Rowan is a superb value table ideal for all of those 
family trips away. Featuring a lightweight steel frame with 
a contemporary texturised finish and handy carry handle 
for storing and transportation.

The Vango Orchard Table and Chair Set features a large 
table and 4 chairs which are lightweight and waterproof. 
With a steel frame and handy carry handle for easy 
transportation, this set is perfect for campsite meals 
wherever you may be.

The Vango Orchard Bench Set is perfect for all outdoor 
occasions, with 2 benches to seat up to 4 people 
in comfort. A sturdy steel frame ensures maximum 
reliability and an easy to clean surface makes clearing 
up effortless. Easily carry this set to the campsite with its 
built-in carry handle.

The Birch is a strong and reliable camping table with 
a steel frame and durable, easy-clean surface. With 
enough room to sit around and enjoy your campsite 
meals, the Birch also folds flat for easy transportation 
and storage. The Birch is cleverly designed with 
adjustable legs. Available in 80 and 120. 

The Orchard XL Set is ideal for large families or groups 
of friends enjoying meals or drinks at the campsite. 
Featuring a large moulded table top and 4 chairs, this 
set is also durable thanks to its strong steel frame. The 
Orchard XL can be easily stored and transported as it 
folds down into a compact size and has its own handled 
carry bag.

furniture - tables

weight............10.58kg
table size.......90 x 65 x 69cm
bench size......87 x 25.5 x 40cm
table folded...90 x 32.5 x 10cm
bench folded. 90 x 32.5 x 10cm



At Vango, our aim has always been to inspire 
people to get into the outdoors. This year, be 
inspired by our 2021 awnings range, designed 
for adventure. 
 
For 2021, we focus on creating a premium home 
from home feel with our caravan collection and 
have added to our drive away range a selection 
of awnings perfect for active adventurers. Above 
all, we continue to test and develop our awnings 
for the unrivalled quality Vango is known for.   

For drive away awnings, we introduce the Agora 
Air VW, the latest addition to our Sentinel Sport 
range, and the Tailgate AirHub and Tailgate Hub, 
the first Vango rear attachment awning for 
campervanners who want reliable yet stylish 
awnings to complement their vehicles. 

Whilst for caravans, we introduce the Capella, 
an ideal small porch awning for those who want 
a no-fuss and easily stored addition to their 
caravan. 
 
Be inspired by the 2021 range of awnings and 
adventure better with Vango.



caravan awnings collection
Designed for every caravanner, the 2021 caravan awning collection has something for everyone. The new Capella awning makes 
for a perfect bonus space on short trips to enjoy the outdoors no matter what the weather. Its incredibly compact pack size 
means you have more room in your caravan for the things that matter most whilst AirBeam® technology means it will be pitched 
in minutes. For longer breaks or touring caravanners, enjoy the view from the uniquely shaped Maldives with room for all the 
family, or the traditionally shaped Montelena which features Sentinel Luxe fabric with a double ripstop weave for performance in 
all weather. 

Included with our Caravan Awnings: 
Pre-attached 6mm Kador Strip
Bracer Beams*  
PVC Draught Skirt 
Two Wheel Arch Covers 
Vango Draught Seal System** 

fabrics
1

2 fully taped seams

water repellant

provides a watertight seal

DWR treatment allows fabric to bead water3

4 fire retardant 

CLimate Control 

meets ISO5912* standards

Breathable and adjusts temperature to suit environment5

6

7

premium luxury feelSoft handle

aids colour retention from UV light

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.

Foam Draught Excluder Pads 
Double Action Pump 
Storm Straps 
Steel Rock Pegs 
Easy Pack Carry Bag 

*Selected models only 
**Patent Pending 
Rail Weight: Excluding all removable 
panels, pump, carry bag and pegs. 
Canvas Weight: Excluding pump, carry 
bag and pegs.

sentinel Elegance sentinel luxe

Elements 150

UPF 50+**UPF 30+** 600DD250D

150DUPF 50+**
sentinel Exclusive
UPF 50+** 150D

8

and easily cleanedWaterproof9

increased strength and durabilityDouble ripstop weave

specialised air woven yarnTaslan

2 3 4 7 9 2 3 4 7 9

1 2 3 4 7

8 9

1 2 3 4 6

7 8 9

At Vango, our aim has always been to inspire 
people to get into the outdoors. This year, be 
inspired by our 2021 awnings range, designed 
for adventure. 
 
For 2021, we focus on creating a premium home 
from home feel with our caravan collection and 
have added to our drive away range a selection 
of awnings perfect for active adventurers. Above 
all, we continue to test and develop our awnings 
for the unrivalled quality Vango is known for.   

For drive away awnings, we introduce the Agora 
Air VW, the latest addition to our Sentinel Sport 
range, and the Tailgate AirHub and Tailgate Hub, 
the first Vango rear attachment awning for 
campervanners who want reliable yet stylish 
awnings to complement their vehicles. 

Whilst for caravans, we introduce the Capella, 
an ideal small porch awning for those who want 
a no-fuss and easily stored addition to their 
caravan. 
 
Be inspired by the 2021 range of awnings and 
adventure better with Vango.



caravan awnings

weight.....................12.30kg
canvas weight.........10.00kg
rail weight................8.00kg
pack size......73 x 40 x 31cm
pitch time...........18 Minutes
kador length............220cm

capella 220

New for 2021, the Capella 220 is a compact but hugely 
versatile porch awning, perfect to maximise your liveable 
space while on the campsite. Designed for touring 
caravanners, the Elements 150D Fabric - the lightest in our 
caravan collection - is strong and durable. With a Single 
Inflatable AirBeam® structure benefitting from Vango’s 
tested AirSpeed® Valve System, the Capella is easy to pitch 
in just a few minutes. 
Vango’s Draught Seal System, draught skirt and wheel arch 
covers ensure your awning is comfortable and cosy even 
in breezy conditions. A full-length front window ensures 
a bright and inviting awning. Use optional king poles to 
transform the front door into a canopy, creating a shelter 
from the sun or rain and the perfect area for dining al fresco.  
Whether you want more space for dining or just to enjoy the 
outdoors in comfort, the Capella porch awning is the perfect 
companion for your caravan.

AIRBEAMMESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

200

220

240

Adjustable
236-250

• Single Beam Structure - Quick and easy to assemble with 
  only one beam to inflate, which also ensures a light 
  and compact pack size
• Mesh Doors - Fitted with internal mesh fly screen for 
  bug-free ventilation
• Draught Skirt & Two Wheel Arch Covers Included - 
  Reduce draughts from coming in under the caravan into 
  the awning
• Vango Draught Seal System - Our Patent Pending 
  Draught Seal System creates a tight seal between the 
  awning and your caravan, ensuring no draughts come into 
  your awning. This eliminates the need for any poles, which 
  may have potentially damaged your caravan
• Diamond Clear Windows - Maximise light and visibility to 
  provide a bright and airy environment

Single Beam Structure

Two Mesh Doors

Draught Skirt and Wheel Arch Covers  
Included
Draught Seal System

Diamond Clear Windows

Steel Rock Pegs

• Steel Rock Pegs Included - Pegs are strong, durable and 
  can be used on more challenging terrain. Supplied with a 
  handy carry bag 
• PVC Mud Strip - Positioned around base of awning for 
  easy cleaning
• AirBeam® Pump Included - Double action pump that 
  will rapidly inflate your AirBeam® Awning which comes 
  complete with a pressure dial and handy carry bag



caravan awnings

rapide iii 250

Maldives 400

weight................15.90kg
canvas weight....10.56kg
rail weight..........8.91kg
pack size..............78 x 37 x 35cm
pitch time............12 Minutes
kador length.......60+240+60cm

weight................30.55kg
canvas weight....20.50kg
rail weight.........11.35kg
pack size.............78 x 48 x 45cm
pitch time...........20 Minutes
kador length......50+370+50cm

AIRBEAMMESH PANEL

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

162

300

162

115185

236 - 250
Adjustable

195

400

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM
AIRBEAM

MESH DOOR

250

400

The perfect caravan porch awning, lightweight and simple to inflate. AirBeam® Technology combined with a single 
inflation point, the Rapide is quick to erect. The Rapide awing is perfect to spend time relaxing on the campsite 
with family and friends. Available in 250.

Take in the view at any angle with the Vango Maldives caravan awning. This hybrid caravan awning with both 
AirBeams® and poles creates a unique shape and rigid structure.  Add the optional annex for additional storage 
space or a sleeping area for guests and create your perfect campsite space with the Vango Maldives awning. 
Available in 400.



tuscany 380, 420

caravan awnings

montelena 330, 400

weight................35.50kg
canvas weight....24.10kg
rail weight.........17kg
pack size.............78 x 53 x 52cm
pitch time............20 Minutes
kador length......50+380+50cm

weight................32.80kg
canvas weight....22.60kg
rail weight.........17g
pack size.............78 x 53 x 50cm
pitch time...........20 Minutes
kador length......55+330+55cm

weight................37.50kg
canvas weight....26.50kg
rail weight.........17.50kg
pack size.............78 x 55 x 54cm
pitch time............20 Minutes
kador length......50+415+50cm

weight................37.10kg
canvas weight....24.90kg
rail weight.........18.40kg
pack size.............78 x 54 x 48cm
pitch time...........20 Minutes
kador length......55+400+55cm

380

330

420

400

Enjoy all-round views in the Vango Tuscany awning with the large Diamond Pro windows and multi zip privacy curtains, 
guaranteeing a light and bright awning. Multiple options for increased ventilation mean you can create a cool awning on 
sunny days without the annoyance of bugs. Sit back, relax and enjoy the views in the Vango Tuscany caravan awning. 
Available in 380 and 420.

The traditionally shaped Montelena Air Awning is perfect for the touring caravanner and pitches in a matter of minutes. The front 
door can be folded down or replaced with a mesh door for added ventilation while keeping the bugs at bay. Available in 330 or 400. 

AIRBEAMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

AIRBEAMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

Montelena 330

300

235
Adjustable
235 - 255

330

200100

AIRBEAMENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM
MESH DOOR

Adjustable
235-255 235

400

100 200

300

AIRBEAMMESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM



Caravan Carpet

Sentinel WindbreakMaldives Tall Poled Annex Tuscany Tall Annex Montelena AnnexCaravan Bedroom

Free Standing BedroomMesh Front DoorSkyLiner Mesh Side DoorsSky Storage

Caravan Hitch Cover

Sentinel AirBeam® Windbreak AirBeam®Modular Windbreak
AirBeam® Modular 
Windbreak Additional Section

Spare Storm Straps 
3.5m for Caravan Awnings

Sky Storage Coat Hook

caravan awnings - additions



caravan awnings - additions

Rapide III 250

Capella 220

Tuscany 380

Tuscany 420

Maldives 400

Montelena 330

Montelena 400

Awning Spare Bracer 
Beam Tube

Annex Annex
Beams

CarpetBedroom Skyliner Sky 
Storage 

Sky 
Hooks

King 
Poles

Additional 
Mesh Doors

3.5M Storm 
Straps

Spare Main 
Poles/Tubes

595 x 13cm  
AT009

785 x 13cm  
AT020

785 x 13cm  
Front - AT024

785 x 13cm 
AT020

210cm + Front 
Strut SP019 

405 x 13cm  
AT004

495 x 13cm  
Front - AT006

171 x 10cm  
AT002

136 x 10cm   
AT001

171 x 10cm  
AT002

136 x 10cm   
AT001

405 x 13cm  
AT004

495 x 13cm  
Front - AT006
735 x 13cm - 

AT018
720 x 13cm 

Front - AT032

220 x 10cm  
AT003

Free-standing
Bedroom

Free-standing
Bedroom

Free-standing
Bedroom

Free-standing
Bedroom

Caravan 
Bedroom

Free-standing
Bedroom
Caravan 
Bedroom

Free-standing
Bedroom

Free-standing
Bedroom

180 x 13cm - 
AT033

235 x 13cm - 
AT023

430 x 10cm  
AT005

430 x 10cm  
AT005

Montelena
Annex

Montelena
Annex

Tuscany Tall 
Annex

 430 x 10cm
AT005

430 x 10cm
AT005

Tuscany Tall 
Annex

Maldives 
Tall Poled 

Annex

Fiberglass 
Pole - 
PF287

CP202

CP215

CP213 MD005 &
MD100

MD004 &
MD100

MD100

MD100

MD100

CP212

CP211

CP204

CP205

SY005

SY014

SY007

SY008



driveaway awnings collection
We design our award-winning drive away awnings for those with a passion for the outdoors and a spirit of adventure. For 2021, 
building on our hugely successful Sentinel Sport Collection, we introduce the Agora Air, a truly versatile drive away awning 
perfect as a campsite hub, or a bedroom for guests. The refreshing colourways will stand out on the campsite and perfectly 
complement any van. We also present our �rst rear-attachment awning, the Tailgate AirHub and Tailgate Hub. Attached to your 
campervan without the need for kador rails, the Tailgate is perfect for pitching on short stops to store bikes or surfboards or relax 
and take in the view. Whether it is an AirBeam® or poled awning, creating a lightweight, compact pack size is always a top priority 
for our designers. Now with Easy Pack Carry Bags, pack up as easily as you pitch and enjoy every adventure with a Vango drive 
away awning. 

Included with our drive away Awnings: 
Pre-attached 6mm Kador Strip  
Roof bar attachment tabs  
Sleeve for pole & clamp attachment 
Over vehicle webbing attachment straps  

Double action pump  
Steel rock pegs 
Easy Pack carry bag  
Skyhooks*  *Selected models only 

sentinel active

1

2

waterproof

weight

waterproof and easily cleaned

Active - 62g/m2, Sport - 105g/m2, Pro - 108g/m2, Signature - 212g/m2

3 fully taped seams 

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

5

6

7

upf30+** UV protection factor

upf50+** UV protection factor

8

9 double ripstop weave

hex embossment

10 soft handle

11 climate control

aids colour retention from UV light

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.

sentinel sport fabric features

sentinel pro sentinel signature
heat pressed to create a technical design

provides a watertight seal

increased strength and durability

breathable and adjusts temperature to suit environment

premium luxury feel

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 8 9 1 2 6 8 10 11



drive away awnings

weight......................17.40kg
canvas weight........ 13.25 kg
pack size.......65 x 37 x 36cm
pitch time..............8 Minutes
kador length.............280cm

agora air vw

New for 2021, the Agora Air VW is superbly versatile, 
wherever your adventures take you. Designed for 
campervans and conversions, the Agora’s sleek colourways 
and sports design are sure to compliment your vehicle 
perfectly.  With Vango’s AirBeam® technology, this drive 
away awning is inflated in minutes and deflated just as fast 
for when it’s time to get on the road.  With flat entry roll 
away doors on all sides, the Agora is the perfect spot for 
socialising on the campsite or for food preparation.  It’s 
just as functional as an added storage space for bikes and 
surfboards or as a guest sleeping area with the optional 
clip-in bedroom. Integrated mesh windows allow for 
enhanced ventilation, whilst keeping the bugs out.  Created 
with Vango’s featherlight Sentinel Sport Fabric - one of the 
lightest fabrics in our drive away collection - for a compact 
pack size, so you’ll have room in your camper for the things 
that matter most.  The unique and durable embossed hex 
fabric is carried across the fitted curtains and the included 
Skyliner for a stylish, seamless look without compromising 
on practicality. Enjoy every adventure with the Agora Air VW.

• Easy Access Doors - A flat entry access door creates 
  easy access for wheelchairs, prams and people with 
  reduced mobility
• Two Doors in Tunnel Attachment to Vehicle - For 
  convenient access to the front or back of your vehicle
• Multiple Vehicle Attachment Methods - All our awnings 
  come with pre-attached 6mm kador, 8M over vehicle 
  straps, roof bar attachment tabs and sleeve for pole & 
  clamp kit system. This ensures our awnings are compatible 
  with any vehicle
• AirSpeed® Valve System and Easy Access Positioning  
- Designed by Vango to inflate your AirBeam®s with even 
  less effort
• This awning has multiple additions available for 
  enhanced functionality - Please check our additions table 
  for more details
• Drive Away - Using the addition of a Drive Away Kit, 
  detach the tunnel area of your awning from your vehicle 

Doors on all 3 sides

Multiple attachment methods

Single AirBeam structure

2 tunnel doors

Optional sports bedroom

           1 mesh door and 2 mesh windows

X3
DOORS

X2

X2

  and roll it away leaving your awning free standing as you 
  explore for the day. Keep a note of your parking position 
  for when you return and re-attach the awning to your 
  vehicle
• Steel Rock Pegs Included - Pegs are strong, durable and 
  can be used on more challenging terrain. Supplied with a 
  handy carry bag
• High Visibility Guylines - High visibility lower half to 
  prevent tripping hazards and ensure stability in high wind

X4



drive away awnings

weight.....................12.80kg
canvas weight...........7.10kg
pack size......75 x 33 x 33cm
pitch time...........10 Minutes
kador length.............250cm

tailgate airhub low

New for 2021, the Tailgate AirHub is Vango’s first rear 
attachment awning, ideal for couples or independent 
travellers with a spirit of adventure. The perfect quick pitch 
for short stops, the Tailgate AirHub has been designed with 
active adventurers in mind. An AirBeam® and AirSpeed® valve 
system ensures this drive away awning is pitched in a matter 
of minutes and deflated just as fast.  Effortless attachment 
requires only pegging straps at the front of the vehicle and 
tunnel area, allowing the awning to fit neatly to your vehicle 
without the need for kador rails. However, should you wish 
to use them, the traditional attachment options of roof bar 
attachment tabs, kador and a sleeve for pole and clamp 
are also included. Two doors in the connecting tunnel make 
for a convenient storage area, while Vango’s reliable and 
lightweight Sentinel Active Fabric, ensures a compact pack 
size, easily stored away when not in use. The Tailgate AirHub 
does not require the tailgate to be open to support the 
structure, so you can simply roll away the connecting tunnel 
should you want to drive off and explore for the day. Be ready 
for any adventure with the Tailgate AirHub.

• Easy Access Doors - A flat entry access door creates 
  easy access for wheelchairs, prams and people with 
  reduced mobility
• Multiple Vehicle Attachment Methods - All our 
  awnings come with pre-attached 6mm kador, 8M over 
  vehicle straps, roof bar attachment tabs and sleeve for 
  pole & clamp kit system. This ensures our awnings are 
  compatible with any vehicle
• AirSpeed® Valve System and Easy Access 
  Positioning  - Designed by Vango to inflate your 
  AirBeam®s with even less effort
• Two Doors in Tunnel Attachment to Vehicle - For 
  convenient access to the front or back of your vehicle
• This awning has multiple additions available for 
  enhanced functionality - Please check our additions 
  table for more details
• Tunnel Adjustment Strap - Helps collect any excess 
  material and creates a neater looking tunnel and a tighter 
  fit to the vehicle

Doors on all 3 sides

Front full mesh door

Fits both side and rear of vehicle

Single AirBeam structure

2 tunnel doors

Linked-in dropdown groundsheet

X3
DOORS

X2

• Roll Away Connecting Tunnel - Detach your awning when 
  you drive away for the day, simply roll back the tunnel and 
  toggle it to secure
• Supplied with Steel Pegs - Strong and durable pegs ideal 
  for grass pitches. Supplied with a handy carry bag
• Mesh Front Door - Fitted with internal mesh fly screen for 
  bug-free ventilation
• Lantern Hanging Points - Conveniently positioned to 
  attach your light(s) with ease
• Diamond Clear Windows - Maximise light and visibility to 
  provide a bright and airy environment



driveaway awnings

weight.....................11.00kg
canvas weight...........6.50kg
pack size......75 x 27 x 27cm
pitch time............18 Minutes 
kador length.............250cm

tailgate hub low

New for 2021, the Tailgate Hub is Vango’s first rear 
attachment awning, ideal for couples or independent 
travellers with a spirit of adventure. The perfect quick pitch 
for short stops, the Tailgate Hub  has been designed with 
active adventurers in mind. Effortless attachment requires 
only pegging straps at the front of the vehicle and tunnel 
area, allowing the awning to fit neatly to your vehicle 
without the need for kador rails. However, should you wish 
to use them, the traditional attachment options of roof bar 
attachment tabs, kador and a sleeve for pole and clamp 
are also included. Two doors in the connecting tunnel make 
for a convenient storage area, while Vango’s reliable and 
lightweight Sentinel Active Fabric, ensures a compact pack 
size, easily stored away when not in use. The Tailgate Hub 
does not require the tailgate to be open to support the 
structure, so you can simply roll away the connecting tunnel 
should you want to drive off and explore for the day.  Be 
ready for any adventure with the Tailgate Hub.

• Easy Access Doors - A flat entry access door creates 
  easy access for wheelchairs, prams and people with 
  reduced mobility
• Multiple Vehicle Attachment Methods - All our 
  awnings come with pre-attached 6mm kador, 8M over 
  vehicle straps, roof bar attachment tabs and sleeve for 
  pole & clamp kit system. This ensures our awnings are 
  compatible with any vehicle
• Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles  - Creates a strong, 
  yet light and reliable structure
• Two Doors in Tunnel Attachment to Vehicle - For 
  convenient access to the front or back of your vehicle
• This awning has multiple additions available for 
  enhanced functionality - Please check our additions 
  table for more details

Doors on all 3 sides

Front full mesh door

Fits both side and rear of vehicle

Vango PowerFlex® Fibreglass Poles

2 tunnel doors

Linked-in dropdown groundsheet

X3
DOORS

X2

• Tunnel Adjustment Strap - Helps collect any excess 
  material and creates a neater looking tunnel and a tighter 
  fit to the vehicle
• Roll Away Connecting Tunnel - Detach your awning when 
  you drive away for the day, simply roll back the tunnel and 
  toggle it to secure
• Supplied with Steel Pegs - Strong and durable pegs ideal 
  for grass pitches. Supplied with a handy carry bag
• Mesh Front Door - Fitted with internal mesh fly screen for 
  bug-free ventilation
• Lantern Hanging Points - Conveniently positioned to 
  attach your light(s) with ease



drive  away awnings
faros low

noosa low, tall

palm air low

weight................9.90kg
canvas weight....5.50kg
pack size.............75 x 26 x 26cm
pitch time...........8 Minutes
kador length......260cm

weight................12.60kg
canvas weight....6.50kg
pack size.............75 x 29 x 29cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......260cm

weight................12.00kg
canvas weight....6.10kg
pack size.............75 x 33 x 33cm
pitch time...........8 Minutes
kador length......260cm

weight................12.80kg
canvas weight....6.70kg
pack size.............75 x 29 x 29cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......260cm

205

275

95 180

Adjustable
180-210

290

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

POLE

POLE

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

230

110 320

205

260

80

205

275

95 180

Adjustable
180-210

290

POLE

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

210

Adjustable
245-290

110

260

320

205

POLE

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

80

low

low

low

tall

The Faros lightweight poled awning has a great compact pack size, ideal for short breaks away. This campervan awning can be 
left freestanding whilst you head out for the day. The large front door with mesh panel creates a great living space making it the 
perfect addition to your vehicle. Available in Low.

A great compact size, the Noosa drive away awning features a pre-attached canopy to provide shelter from sun or rain and 
toggled curtains allowing for more privacy. A mesh front door helps keep the bugs out whilst bringing fresh air into your living 
area. The Noosa is the ideal campervan awning, offering a balance of indoor and outdoor space. Available in Low and Tall.

The Palm Air drive away awning is the perfect space for all your gear, whether you’d like more room for bikes or just relaxation. 
The large front door ensures that when the sun comes out you can roll it away and enjoy the rays, or zip the mesh door to keep 
bugs out. The Palm is lightweight and easy to pitch using AirBeam® technology, allowing you more time to enjoy the campsite. 
Available in Low.



cove air low
drive away awnings

tolga air vw

magra air vw

weight................15.20kg
canvas weight....7.50kg
pack size.............75 x 37 x 37cm
pitch time...........10 Minutes
kador length......260cm

weight................17.60kg
canvas weight....12.15kg
pack size.............75 x 36 x 35cm
pitch time...........10 Minutes
kador length......250cm

weight................22.50kg
canvas weight....16.35kg
pack size.............75 x 41 x 40cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......250cm

230

110 320

205

AIRBEAM

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

260

80

AIRBEAM

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

210
Adjustable
180-195

320

135 185

320

200

442

155

210Adjustable
180 -195

322120

AIRBEAM

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

low

vw

vw

The Vango Cove Air drive away awning is perfect for couples and young families. This front-facing inflatable awning 
ensures you are always facing the view and gives you added privacy from campsite neighbours. Quick to pitch, the 
AirBeams® ensure a strong structure creating the ideal addition to your campervan for all your trips.

The Tolga awning is designed for campervans and conversions. Using Vango’s AirBeam® Technology, it is simple 
and fast to inflate. A handy covered entrance provides additional living space. With a great weight to space ratio, 
this drive away awning has all the room you need. Enjoy every adventure with the Tolga campervan awning, for 
wherever you go. Available in Shadow Grey & Moroccan Blue

The Magra drive away awning is designed for campervans and conversions. The Magra has a front and back 
entrance, so is ideal for left or right main van doors. With an eyebrow canopy at the front door, you can stay dry 
even if it’s raining. A great size to weight ratio, with the Magra air awning you can spend the day biking or surfing 
and still have room in your campervan for every adventure. Available in Shadow Grey & Moroccan Blue



drive away awnings

kela v air low, std, tall

airhub hexaway ii low, tall

jura air low, tall

weight................18.30kg
canvas weight....12.70kg
pack size.............78 x 34 x 32cm
pitch time...........8 Minutes
kador length......248cm

weight................18.45kg
canvas weight....12.80kg
pack size.............78 x 35 x 33cm
pitch time...........8 Minutes
kador length......248cm

weight................20.35kg
canvas weight....16.99kg
pack size.............70 x 42 x 40cm
pitch time...........10 Minutes
kador length......248cm

weight................22.40kg
canvas weight....17.40kg
pack size.............78 x 41 x 38cm
pitch time...........10 Minutes
kador length......248cm

weight................22.70kg
canvas weight....17.70kg
pack size.............78 x 42 x 39cm
pitch time...........10 Minutes
kador length......248cm

weight................18.40kg
canvas weight....12.75kg
pack size.............78 x 34 x 33cm
pitch time...........8 Minutes
kador length......248cm

weight................20.55kg
canvas weight....16.20kg
pack size.............70 x 43 x 42cm
pitch time...........10 Minutes
kador length......248cm

AIRBEAM

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM4
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MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT
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MEASUREMENTS IN CM
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MEASUREMENTS IN CM

AIRBEAM

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM

4
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INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT
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MEASUREMENTS IN CM
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low

tall

low

low tall

std

tall

An excellent space to spend time with friends and family, the hugely popular Vango Kela drive away awning inflates in a few 
minutes leaving you with more time to enjoy your break. Designed to attach effortlessly to the side of your campervan, the 
tunnel space creates the ideal storage area. Whatever your adventure, the Kela will be there at the end of the day. 
Available in Low, Standard and Tall.

A perfect place to socialise, the popular Vango AirHub Hexaway awning creates a spacious living room style extension to your 
campervan. The hexagonal design ensures that you can maximise all the space. The AirHub HexAway’s single inflation system 
is quick and easy to both erect and deflate. Available in Low and Tall.

The Vango Jura Air drive away awning is ideal for those campervan lovers looking to increase their living space.  Featuring our 
Sentinel Signature fabric, which helps regulate the temperature inside your awning. Easily accessed with a door on each side, 
the connecting tunnel creates a handy storage area. The perfect awning for couples or families. Available in Low and Tall.



drive away awnings

galli iii air low, tall

galli iii air rsv low

rhone air low, tall

weight................28.95kg
canvas weight....23.15kg
pack size.............78 x 44 x 39cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......250cm

weight................28.95kg
canvas weight....23.15kg
pack size.............78 x 44 x 39cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......250cm

weight................35.60kg
canvas weight....30.10kg
pack size.............78 x 49 x 45cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......250cm

weight................29.00kg
canvas weight....23.20kg
pack size.............78 x 45 x 43cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......290cm

weight................35.90kg
canvas weight....30.40kg
pack size.............78 x 50 x 46cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......290cm

AIRBEAM

INTERNAL DOOR

MESH DOOR CABLE ENTRY POINT

ENTRANCE DOOR

MEASUREMENTS IN CM
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The Vango Galli drive away awning is ideal for those who want a large and versatile space on their outdoor holiday. This awning 
boasts the option of space for two bedroom inner tents. Our inflatable AirBeam® technology means you can pitch it in a matter 
of minutes so you’ve got more time to enjoy your break. Available in Low, Tall and RSV Low.

The Rhone Air drive away awning is perfect for families looking to increase the living area of their campervan or motorhome. 
The Sentinel Signature fabric means the temperature inside your awning will remain comfortable during fluctuating temperatures 
outside. The side attachment ensures it sits alongside your vehicle, so you can enjoy the view. Available in Low and Tall.



fixed awnings collection
Perfect for those who want to enjoy a break and don’t need to drive their campervan or motorhome for daily activities. Our range 
of �xed awnings are designed for easy pitching and ideal for those needing some extra space. Choose from our range of 
lightweight poled awnings or Vango AirBeam® structures. Created using extensively tested and reliable fabrics for a home from 
home feel on the campsite. Perfect for trips where extra storage or sleeping space is needed, the Siesta �xed awning is 
lightweight with a small pack size and with only a single in�atable beam, it is pitched in minutes. Alternatively, for motorhomes, 
the Motor Montelena �xed awning is a great space for socialising on the campsite with ample room and large front windows 
keeping it light and airy.  Where just a bit of extra shelter is needed for meal times or relaxing outdoors rain or shine, our selection 
of sun canopies are ideal. Add on the optional side walls for added privacy. Expand your living space on the campsite and enjoy 
every adventure with a Vango �xed awning or canopy.

Included with our active fixed Awnings Included with our luxe fixed Awnings
Pre-attached 6mm Kador Strip  
Roof bar attachment tabs  
Sleeve for pole & clamp attachment 
Over vehicle webbing attachment straps  

Double action pump (Siesta)  
Steel pegs and carry bag  
Handled Zip Carry Bag  

Pre-attached 6mm Kador Strip
Pre-attached 4mm Kador Strip  
Different Sized Foam 
Draught Excluder Pads
2 Rear Supporting Poles
SkyLiner

Double Action pump  
Storm Straps  
Steel Rock Pegs & Mallet
Easy Pack Carry Bag  

sentinel active
1

2

waterproof

weight

waterproof and easily cleaned

Active - 62g/m2, Luxe - 210g/m2

3 fully taped seams 

4 fire retardant meets ISO5912* standards

5

6

7

upf30+** UV protection factor

upf50+** UV protection factor

8

9

double ripstop weave

10

soft handle

aids colour retention from UV light

*iso5912 - All Vango tents are designed to the stringent international standards of ISO5912, which specifies 
requirements on safety, performance, rain resistance and fitness for use.

**UPF - A rating system used for clothing and fabrics that protect you from the sun.

fabric features

sentinel luxe

provides a watertight seal

increased strength and durability

premium luxury feel

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10

taslan specialised air woven yarn



fixed awnings
bondi low

siesta air low

weight................7.30kg
canvas weight....4.60kg
pack size.............75 x 24 x 24cm
pitch time...........7 Minutes
kador length......258cm

weight................9.00kg
canvas weight....5.10kg
pack size.............75 x 30 x 30cm
pitch time...........7 Minutes
kador length......260cm

190

310

255

258

Adjustable
180-210

POLEMESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

Adjustable
180-210 190

310

255

AIRBEAMMESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

260

low

low

The Bondi fixed awning is quick to pitch with a single pole structure, great for those who need extra space for a couple of 
nights on the campsite. The lightest in the awning collection, the Bondi will take up very little room in your campervan.  An 
excellent awning for storing bikes, or taking shelter from the rain. Available in Low.

The Vango Siesta Air fixed awning is great if you have limited space in your campervan.  Extremely quick to erect, the Siesta 
Inflatable awning has one AirBeam® that can be pumped up in a couple of minutes. Perfect for those who need added storage 
or a space to enjoy the sun. Available in Low.

motor montelena air 
330 small, large
x-large, xx-large

weight................33.20kg
canvas weight....22.60kg
rail weight.........17.00kg
pack size.............78 x 54 x 52cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......320cm

weight................35.50kg
canvas weight....23.00kg
rail weight.........17.40kg
pack size.............78 x 56 x 54cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......320cm

weight................36.80kg
canvas weight....23.20kg
rail weight.........17.60kg
pack size.............78 x 57 x 55cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes
kador length......320cm

weight................34.10kg
canvas weight....22.80kg
rail weight.........17.20kg
pack size.............78 x 55 x 53cm
pitch time...........15 Minutes

Adjustable
235 - 250 235

200100

300

330

AIRBEAMMESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CMAdjustable
265 - 280

235

200100

300

330

AIRBEAMMESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

Adjustable
280 - 295

235

200100

300

330

AIRBEAMMESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

Adjustable
250 - 265 235

200100

300

330

AIRBEAMMESH DOOR

ENTRANCE DOOR MEASUREMENTS IN CM

small

x-large xx-large

large

The Motor Montelena fixed inflatable awning is ideal for touring. Featuring Sentinel Luxe Taslan fabric, it is designed to perform 
in all weather. The front door offers a large window which can be folded away or removed completely for added ventilation. 
Additionally, remove the side doors for the optional annex, ideal for storage or an extra bedroom. Available in 330 Small, Large, 
X-Large and XX-Large. 

kador length......320cm



drive away and fixed awnings additions

Groundsheet Protector Fitted & Universal Carpets

SkyLiner Driveaway Bedroom

SkyTrack® Accessories

Sports Awning Bedrooms

Hex Privacy Curtain Hex Sun CanopyMotor Montelena Annex King Poles

Driveaway Kits Pole and Clamp kit

Free-Standing Bedroom



Bondi Low

126cm x 9.5mm  
PF208

126cm x 9.5mm  
PF208

136 x 10cm  
AT001

136 x 10cm  
AT001

136 x 10cm  
AT001

136 x 10cm  
AT001

180 x 13cm
AT033

180 x 13cm
AT033

180 x 13cm
AT033

180 x 13cm
AT033

136 x 10cm  
AT001

BR003 CP001

CP005

GP002

GP010

CP004 GP001

CP004 GP001

CP001

CP005

GP002

GP010

CP004

CP104

CP123

CP103

CP102

CP102

CP100

CP102

CP213 MD005

MD005

MD005

MD005

CP102

CP100

CP102

CP213

CP101

CP100

CP007 GP006

CP100

CP213

CP101

CP007 GP006

CP100

CP213

GP001

GP008

GP011

GP007

GP005

GP005

GP003

GP005

SY001

SY002

GP005

GP003

GP005

SY001

SY002

GP004

GP003

GP003

SY001

SY001

GP004

GP003 SY001

SY002

SY002

SY002

BR003

BR003

BR003

BR003

BR003 &
BR004

BR004

BR003 &
BR004

BR001 &
BR003

BR001 &
BR003

BR001 &
BR003

BR001 &
BR003

BR001 &
BR003

BR001 &
BR003

BR001 &
BR003

BR001 &
BR003

BR001 &
BR003

BR003

BR003

BR003

BR003

BR003

BR003

BR001 &
BR003

Hex Privacy 
Curtain
BR003

Hex Sun
Canopy

Front Canopy 
655 x 10cm  

AT012

Hex Sun
Canopy

Hex Privacy 
Curtain
BR003

Driveaway
Free Standing

Free Standing
Bedroom

578cm x 
12.7/11mm  

PF207

610cm x 
12.7mm 
PF209

610cm x 
12.7mm 
PF209

 600 x 10cm  
AT010

 655 x 10cm  
AT012

600 x 10cm 
AT010

600 x 10cm 
AT010

171 x 10cm 
AT002

220 x 10cm 
AT003

 600 x 10cm  
AT010

 600 x 10cm  
AT010

 600 x 10cm  
AT010

Montelena
Annex

Montelena
Annex

Montelena
Annex

Montelena
Annex

430 x 10cm
AT005

430 x 10cm
AT005

430 x 10cm
AT005

430 x 10cm
AT005

 615 x 13cm  
AT011

 615 x 13cm  
AT011

 615 x 13cm  
AT011

 600 x 10cm  
AT010

 600 x 10cm  
AT010

 615 x 13cm  
AT011

 601 x 12.7/11mm  
PF206

 615 x 13cm  
AT011

 655 x 10cm  
AT012

735 x 13cm 
AT018

720 Front x 
13cm – AT032

735 x 13cm 
AT018

720 Front x 
13cm – AT032

735 x 13cm 
AT018

720 Front x 
13cm – AT032

735 x 13cm 
AT018

720 Front x 
13cm – AT032

730cm Hexaway
  AT010

730cm Hexaway
  AT010

Siesta Air Low

Palm Air Low

Faros Low

Tailgate Hub 
Low

Tailgate 
AirHub Low

Cove Air Low

Tolga Air VW

Agora Air VW

Magra Air VW

Kela V Air Low

Kela V Air Std

Noosa Low

Kela V Air Tall

Galli III Air Low

Galli III Air 
RSV Low

Noosa Tall

Airhub  
Hexaway II Low

Airhub  
Hexaway II Tall

Galli III Air Tall

Jura Air Low

Rhone Air Low

Jura Air Tall

Rhone Air Tall

Motor 
Montelena Air S

Motor 
Montelena Air L

Motor 
Montelena 

Air XL

Motor 
Montelena 

Air XXL

Spare Bracer 
Beam Tube

Annex Annex
Beams

Awning CarpetBedroom Groundsheet
Protector

Skyliner Sky 
Storage 

Sky 
Hooks

King 
Poles

Additional 
Mesh Doors

Additions & 
Extentions

3.5M Storm 
Straps

Pole & 
Clamp Kit

Drive 
Away Kit

Attachment 
Straps 

Spare Main 
Poles/Tubes

Fixed Awnings



Sun Canopies

airbeam® sky canopy 2.5m

poled sun canopy 3m

airbeam® sky canopy 3.5m

weight................3.40kg
pack size.............68 x 13 x 13cm

weight................5.50kg
pack size.............70 x 25 x 20cm

weight................5.90kg
pack size.............70 x 25 x 20cm

The perfect sun canopy, great for any campsite as a space 
to escape the sun and relax in the shade. Simply inflate your 
AirBeam® Sky Canopy in minutes with the single beam. Attach the 
optional sidewalls for added privacy. Available in 2.5m or 3.5m.

The poled sun canopy is specifically designed to provide a handy 
sheltered outdoor space beside your caravan, motorhome or 
campervan for the ultimate viewing gallery in your surroundings. 
The Sentinel Active fabric provides a tough and sturdy shield, that 
can be easily attached, enabling a neat fit on to the side of your 
vehicle.



windbreaks

airbeam® modular windbreak

airbeam® modular windbreak additional section

weight.................8.60kg
pack size.............102 x 14 x 14cm

weight.................1.20kg
pack size.............60 x 12 x 12cm

weight.................6.50kg
pack size.............75 x 25 x 25cm

weight.................7.20kg
pack size.............82 x 22 x 22cm

weight.................2.50kg
pack size.............14 x 10.5 x 13cm

The Sentinel AirBeam® Windbreak provides a shield from 
wind on the campsite to ensure meals and play time are 
not interrupted by the elements. The AirBeam® structure 
uses a single inflation point and the pre-angled beams 
allow additional stability on the pitch for any windbreak 
needs.

New for 2021, the AirBeam® Modular Windbreak Gate is 
a great addition to your AirBeam® Modular Windbreak.  
Inflated in minutes and with easy attachment to your 
existing windbreak, this gate is perfect for securing off 
an area of your pitch but still allowing quick access in or 
out. Ideal for pets and small children on the campsite.  A 
Diamond Clear Window panel matching the windbreak 
means you can shade from the breeze without losing the 
view.

Relax in the sunshine and keep the breeze off your back 
with the Vango AirBeam® Modular Windbreak. Supplied 
with 3 inflatable panels that can be linked together to 
create a flexible shape. Add additional sections to create 
a larger windbreak and customise your set up. 

Add additional sections to increase the size of your 
Vango AirBeam® Modular Windbreak and customise your 
campsite set up. Simply link more panels together to 
create the perfect shaped windbreak to keep the breeze 
off.

The Sentinel Windbreak provides a shield from wind 
on the campsite to ensure meals and play time are 
not interrupted by the elements. The strut poles allow 
additional stability on the pitch for any windbreak needs 
and the Sentinel fabric will match perfectly with your 
awning.

126

325

152

75

152 152

75

155

125

490

125

458

126

sentinel airbeam® windbreak

airbeam® Modular Windbreak Gate

sentinel windbreak

85

125



plastic peg set

anchor Steel peg set

ground breaker glow peg set

steel groundsheet pegs

alloy pin pegs

1lbs Strike hammersteel pin pegs

2lbs super Strike hammerpeg extractor

round handle peg extractor

long handle peg extractor
The strong steel pegs are 
particularly good for 
hard ground. 

The Vango Bolt Pegs offer 
extra stability in 
soft ground. 

The Groundbreaker Peg 
set has maximum strength 
with reflective peg caps for 
added visibility. 

Designed with a flattened 
top which won't tear a 
groundsheet when stood on. 

The ability to Penetrate most 
ground conditions these pegs 
are small, light and easy to use, 
making them very versatile.  

Strong, light and really easy to 
use. They will penetrate most 
ground conditions, making 
them very versatile. 

A comfortable handle and 
easy-to-grip lever to hook your 
pegs out of the ground with 
ease.

The strong rounded metal handle and 
easy-to-grip lever enables you to hook 
your pegs out of the ground with ease.

Effortlessly hook your pegs out of 
the ground without straining your 
back.  

A one-piece construction for strength 
and durability. Filled with sand to 
increase the power of the strike. 

The larger one-piece increases the 
power of the strike as the weight 
moves forward and hits the peg. 

awning spares and repairs

size.............23cm x7mm
quantity.....20 pegs in box
weight.........77g
pack size.....25 x 22 x 4.2cm

size.............20.5cm x6.5mm
quantity.....20 pegs in box
weight.........58g
pack size.....25 x 22 x 4.2cm

size.............22cm
quantity.....12 pegs in box
weight.........22g
pack size.....25 x 22 x 4.2cm

size.............18cm x 4mm
weight........26g

weight.........50g
pack size.....15 x 24 x 9cm

weight.........14g
pack size.....22 x 18 x 9cm

weight.........19g
size..............18cm x 4mm

weight.........500g
size..............28.50cm

weight.........900g
size..............33cm

size.........60 x 8cm



alloy channel pegs

shockcord role

steel v pegs

5m guylines3m guylines

pe groundsheet
The V shape help pitching in 
soft ground where pin pegs 
may not hold as well. Each 
pack contains 5 pegs

For replacing damaged or 
worn out shockcord. Ideal 
for very large diameter 
poles.

The V shaped design holds 
securely in soft or water-logged 
ground.

A two pack of 3m guylines, 
coloured orange.

Designed to extend the life of 
your tent or awning by protecting 
against tears from stones.

A two pack of 5m guylines, coloured 
orange.

awning spares and repairs

size.............16cm x1cm
quantity.....6 pegs in box

size.............100m x2.5mm
size.............100m x5mm

size.............18cm Standard
size.............20cm Long
quantity.....6 pegs in box

length.........3m length.........5m

size.........180 x 200cm
size.........200 x 200cm
size.........300 x 200cm

WIGIG



Rucksacks
Whether you're climbing a mountain, walking a trail or simply 
travelling to work, we have it covered with the 2021 range of Vango 
rucksacks.  

Our trekking range of rucksacks have all the features you would expect 
from Vango for ultimate performance. It’s all about the right pack for 
your journey, and we have paid attention to creating trekking 
rucksacks that are lightweight, yet strong, with comfortable fabrics 
which are always reliable and functional. For kit you can count on, 
adventure better with a Vango rucksack. 

New for 2021 is the Shuttle range of luggage. The ideal travel 
companions, made from dark, durable, lightweight and stylish Eclipse 
Fabric, accompanied by strong Dura�ex components. Designed with a 
raft of essential features for travelling, this range is sure to make you 
travel better with Vango. 

For 2021, the new Mica and Slate day rucksacks are part of our Vango 
Earth collection, made from recycled single use plastics. Stylish, and 
functional, with a padded laptop sleeve and twin side pockets for ease 
of access, they make great travel companions with an honest
environmental footprint. 



stone

trail 20

rucksacks

The Vango Stone rucksack really is one backpack for 
everyday and everyone. Classic styling for flexible use, 
for commuting and going wherever life takes you, it’s 
versatile and robust with our check design. Available in 
15, 20 and 25.

The Vango Trail is classic in style with fixed side pockets 
and our rich vintage colourways. Crafted from premium 
fabrics and components, embodying the quality and 
craftsmanship from our Classic A-frame tents over 50 
years ago. Available in 20, 25 and 35.

pac 15

capacity.......15 Litres
weight..........180g
Dimensions...17 x 26 x 40cm

Vango Pac 15 is a 15L rucksack and is perfect for those 
on the move who want a packable day pack that is both 
compact and light. Folding neatly into its front pocket, 
this handy rucksack is ideal for popping into or clipping 
onto your main bag for use as a lightweight day bag.

capacity.......15 Litres
weight..........300g
Dimensions...26 x 18 x 42cm

capacity.......20 Litres
weight..........650kg
Dimensions...17 x 29 x 44cm

capacity.......20 Litres
weight..........350g
Dimensions...30 x 19 x 46cm

capacity.......25 Litres
weight..........700g
Dimensions...20 x 32 x 56cm

capacity.......25 Litres
weight..........400g
Dimensions...34 x 20 x 48cm

capacity.......35 Litres
weight..........850g
Dimensions...22 x 36 x 58cm

20

25

15

20

25

35



back systems
Our back systems are designed to e�ectively transfer load from the back onto the hip area. Ergonomic hip belts wrap around the 
waist, while the harness can be adjusted to �ne tune your �t. Each system channels air away from your back to help stay cool and 
comfortable throughout the trek. From our functional ST back to our adjustable systems starting with the QA’s ladder system, 
through to single handed, millimetre accurate adjustment on our top of the range A2, you’re sure to �nd the best �t.

Adjustable straps 
for optimised fit

Air flow channels, 
designed to optimise 
ventilation of the back. 

Ergonomic padded hip 
belt - Shaped for 
optimum load transfer 
and comfort

Airmesh, comfortable 
& breathable

Airmesh, comfortable 
& breathable

Simple reliable 
adjustment system. 

Ergonomic padded hip 
belt - Shaped for optimum 
load transfer and comfort

Simple, adjustable back 
length system, for 
optomised fit

Air flow channels, 
designed to optimise 
ventilation of the back. 

Alloy support frame, 
optimal load transfer, 
customisable curve.  

Airmesh, comfortable 
& breathable

Air flow channels, 
designed to optimise 
ventilation of the back.

Simple, adjustable 
back length system, 
for optomised fit

Internal alloy support frame, 
optimal load transfer, 
customisable curve.  

Ergonomic padded hip 
belt - Shaped for optimum 
load transfer and comfort

A2

sa
st qa

xair ul



rucksacks

wrath 60:70 ozone

The Wrath lighweight rucksack has mammoth space for 
all your adventure needs. It features the A2 Back System 
which can be adjusted with one hand to fit almost any 
back length perfectly, whilst still wearing the pack, and 
the lid converts to a waist pack to allow you to push for 
that summit or have a day out touring. Available in 
60:70 sizing

Ideal for ultralight trekking, the Ozone is made from 
lightweight 200D Nylon Ripstop PU and has a unique 
load stabilising system, compressing the load closer to 
the centre of gravity. It has ample storage to the front 
and sides in addition to a hip-belt storage area and on 
the go walking pole storage. Available in 30 and 40 litres.

capacity.......40 Litres
weight..........1.00kg
Dimensions...57 x 39 x 28cm

capacity.......60-70 Litres
weight..........2.00kg
Dimensions...78 x 41 x 30cm

capacity.......30 Litres
weight..........900g
Dimensions...55 x 37 x 25cm
40

30

a2
Back system

x air ul
Back system

capacity.......40-55 Litres

capacity.......60+ Litres

capacity.......25-36 Litres

medium

large

small

hydrant pack 2l rain cover

The perfect accessory for those on the go, providing 
easy access to water with no chance of leaks thanks to 
the secure locking closure and extremely durable BPA 
free material. Holding up to 2L of water, the Hydrant 
Pack will keep you fully refreshed when you’re out 
enjoying the great outdoors.

Make more of rainy days with the Vango Rain Cover, 
providing a lightweight protective barrier from the 
elements to keep your rucksack and personal belongings 
dry wherever you go. Available in small, medium and 
large.

capacity.......68cm
weight..........14g



sherpa

Extremely practical and durable, the Sherpa provides 
optimum fit through its Self-Adjust Back System and 
a steady air flow through the shoulder straps due to 
Air Mesh. Part of the recommended kit by The Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Award. Available in 60:70S, 60:70, 65, and 
70:80. 

capacity.......70 Litres
weight..........2.46kg
Dimensions...30 x 31 x 80cm

capacity.......60:70 Litres
weight..........2.37kg
Dimensions...30 x 31 x 80cm
60:70

60:70s
capacity.......65 Litres
weight..........2.34kg
Dimensions...30 x 31 x 80cm

capacity.......80 Litres
weight..........2.56kg
Dimensions...30 x 31 x 84cm

65

70:80

contour 

The Contour rucksack is designed for backpackers and 
explorers on multi-night expeditions, the rucksack offers 
exceptional performance and fit. Recommended by The 
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. Due to its brilliantly designed 
Quick Adjust back system, this rucksack allows the user to 
customise for a perfect fit on a wide range of back lengths. 
The feature packed Contour backpack balances great value 
with top quality design and construction. Available in sizes 
50:60S and 60:70

capacity.......60-70 Litres
weight..........2.40kg
Dimensions...30 x 31 x 80cm

capacity.......50-60 Litres
weight..........2.30kg
Dimensions...30 x 31 x 76cm
60:70

50:60s

qa
Back system

sa
Back system

cascade

Ideal for an entry level explorer featuring our practical 
Size Tolerant back System, which is comfortable with 
most loads. Packable from the top and bottom entry 
points and available in 55:65S and 65:75 sizes.

capacity.......65 Litres
weight..........1.66kg
Dimensions...30 x 31 x 76cm

capacity.......75 Litres
weight..........1.76kg
Dimensions...30 x 31 x 81cm

65:75

55:65s

st
Back system



mica

capacity.......25 Litres
weight..........0.55kg
Dimensions...48 x 31 x 21cm

capacity.......20 Litres
weight..........0.45kg
Dimensions...45 x 28 x 20cm

2520

New for 2021, the Mica rucksack is made from recycled 
single use plastics and is part of the new Earth Collection.
Not only does the Mica reduce plastic waste from the 
environment, but it also benefits from the key features you 
would expect from Vango, including, an AirMesh Back 
System for comfort and breathability, a shaped, adjustable 
harness for fit and comfort, twin side pockets and padded 
laptop sleeve.  With our Vintage Excel Fabric and stylish 
design, the Mica is a great companion.

• Earth Collection - Made from recycled single use waste 
  plastics
• AirMesh Back System - A comfortable, breathable and  
  lightweight back system
• Shaped Adjustable Harness - Provides optimum fit 
  and comfort
• Zip Access to Main Compartment - Provides quick 
  access to pack contents
• Vintage Excel Fabric - Excel Grid pattern with durable 
  quality
• Twin Side Pockets - Allows quick access to items needed 
  whilst walking
• A4 Folder Compatible - Designed to store your 
  paperwork, laptop and other devices
• Padded Laptop Sleeve - For work and pleasure on the go
• Available in 

luggage

Earth Collection

AirMesh Back System

Zip Access to Main Compartment

Vintage Excel Fabric

Twin Side Pockets

Padded Laptop Sleeve

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 8 plastic bottles

+ =



slate 25

luggage

capacity.......25 Litres
weight..........0.65kg
Dimensions...48 x 29 x 22cm

New for 2021, the Slate 25 rucksack is made from recycled 
single use plastics and is part of the new Earth Collection.
Not only does Slate reduce plastic waste from the 
environment, but it also benefits from the key features you 
would expect from Vango, including, a shaped adjustable 
harness for fit and comfort. Roll Top closure to enable you 
to change the capacity easily and add a higher level of 
water resistance, twin side pockets, front zip accessory 
pocket and padded laptop sleeve. The Slate is a great travel 
companion with an honest environmental footprint.

• Earth Collection - Made from recycled single use waste 
  plastics
• Shaped Adjustable Harness - Provides optimum fit 
  and comfort
• Roll Top Closure - To enable you to change the capacity 
  easily and is more water resistant
• Vintage Excel Fabric - Excel Grid pattern with durable 
  quality
• Twin Side Pockets - Allows quick access to items needed 
  whilst walking
• Zip Front Accessory Pocket - Great for stowing small 
  essentials
• Padded Laptop Sleeve - For work and pleasure on the go
• Daisy Chain - Allows accessory attachment
• Duraflex Buckles - Strong and reliable

Earth Collection

Roll Top Closure

Daisy Chain

Vintage Excel Fabric

Twin Side Pockets

Padded Laptop Sleeve

Produced from recycled material, 
equivalent to 11 plastic bottles

+ =



shuttle 25

capacity.......25 Litres
weight..........0.70kg
Dimensions...59 x 31 x 20cm

luggage

New for 2021, the Shuttle 25 is an ideal travel companion, 
made from dark, durable, lightweight and stylish Eclipse 
Fabric accompanied by strong Duraflex Buckles. It has 
been designed with a raft of essential features for travelling, 
including quick access to the main compartment, concealed 
front zip pocket, card pockets and A4 compatible for the 
storage of paperwork, laptops and other devices. The 
Shuttle 25 really does allow you to Travel Better with Vango.

• Eclipse Fabric - Lightweight, while retaining its shape for 
  a stylish and robust fabric
• External Laptop Access - External access laptop sleeve, 
  providing rapid access to your laptop. Fly through airport 
  security, or grab a quick session on your laptop with ease
• Zip Access to Main Compartment - Provides quick 
  access to pack contents
• Internal Key Clip Attachment - Secure keys in known 
  position
• Integrated Card Pocket on Harness - A concealed 
  pocket on shoulder harness for travel or payment cards
• Roller Attachment Sleeve - A discrete sleeve allows the 
  pack to be attached to the handle of a larger roller bag for 
  easier transit through terminals
• Organisation Pocket - Keep essentials safe and easy to 
  access
• Duraflex Buckles - Strong and reliable

External Laptop Access

Zip Access to Main Compartment

Integrated Card Pocket on Harness

Roller Attachment Sleeve

Concealed Front Zip Pocket

Eclipse Fabric



shuttle 40 lite

luggage

capacity.......40 Litres
weight..........0.95kg
Dimensions...54 x 35 x 24cm

New for 2021, the Shuttle 40 Lite is an ideal travel 
companion, made from dark, durable, lightweight and 
stylish Eclipse Fabric accompanied by strong Duraflex 
Buckles. It has been designed with a raft of essential and 
key features for travelling, including, internal laptop sleeve, 
concealed front zip and card pockets, stow-away straps 
and a Roller Attachment Sleeve, allowing the pack to be 
attached to the handle of a larger roller bag. The Shuttle 40 
Lite really does allow you to Travel Better with Vango.

• Eclipse Fabric - Lightweight, while retaining its shape for 
  a stylish and robust fabric
• External Laptop Access - External access laptop sleeve, 
  providing rapid access to your laptop. Fly through airport 
  security, or grab a quick session on your laptop with ease
• Zip Access to Main Compartment - Provides quick 
  access to pack contents
• Internal Key Clip Attachment - Secure keys in known 
  position
• Roller Attachment Sleeve - A discrete sleeve allows the 
  pack to be attached to the handle of a larger roller bag for 
  easier transit through terminals
• Organisation Pocket - Keep essentials safe and easy to 
  access
• Duraflex Buckles - Strong and reliable
• Soft Lined Pocket - Protects your sunglasses and small 
  devices from scratches
• Stow-away Shoulder Straps - Easy to store away and 
  access when needed

External Laptop Access

Zip Access to Main Compartment

Integrated Card Pocket on Harness

Roller Attachment Sleeve

Concealed Front Zip Pocket

Eclipse Fabric



shuttle 45

luggage

capacity.......45 Litres
weight..........2.45kg
Dimensions...54 x 35 x 24cm

New for 2021, the Shuttle 45 is an ideal travel companion, 
made from dark, durable, lightweight and stylish Eclipse 
Fabric, accompanied by strong Duraflex Buckles. It has 
been designed with a raft of essential and key features 
for travelling, including, concealed front zip pocket, soft 
lined pocket, protecting small devices from scratches, 
compressible internal straps and two wheeled chassis with 
extendable handle for easy travelling. The Shuttle 45 really 
does allow you to Travel Better with Vango.

• Eclipse Fabric - Lightweight, while retaining its shape for 
  a stylish and robust fabric
• Concealed Front Zip Pocket - Discreet, but quick 
  to access
• Soft Lined Pocket - Protects your sunglasses and small 
  devices from scratches
• Grab Handle at Top and Sides - For convenience and 
  flexability
• Two Wheeled Chassis - With extendable handle for easy 
  travelling
• Internal Contents Straps - High contrast, compressible 
  internal straps, keeps contents tidy and secure

Soft Lined Pocket

Grab Handle at Top and Sides

Two Wheeled Chassis

Internal Contents Straps

Concealed Front Zip Pocket

Eclipse Fabric



shuttle 90

luggage

capacity.......90 Litres
weight..........3.60g
Dimensions...70 x 39 x 33cm

New for 2021, the Shuttle 90 is an ideal travel companion, 
made from dark, durable, lightweight and stylish Eclipse 
Fabric, accompanied by strong Duraflex Buckles. It has 
been designed with a raft of essential and key features 
for travelling, including, concealed front zip pocket, soft 
lined pocket, protecting small devices from scratches, 
compressible internal straps and two wheeled chassis with 
extendable handle for easy travelling. The Shuttle 90 really 
does allow you to Travel Better with Vango.

• Eclipse Fabric - Lightweight, while retaining its shape for 
  a stylish and robust fabric
• Grab handles at both ends - Easy to move and carry
• Soft Lined Pocket - Protects your sunglasses and small 
  devices from scratches
• Grab Handle at Top and Sides - For convenience and 
  flexability
• Two Wheeled Chassis - With extendable handle for easy 
  travelling
• Internal Contents Straps - High contrast, compressible 
  internal straps, keeps contents tidy and secure

Side Compression Straps

Grab Handle at Top and Sides

Two Wheeled Chassis

Internal Contents Straps

Concealed Front Zip Pocket

Eclipse Fabric



luggage

quest 65 ST
Back system

capacity.......65 Litres
weight..........2.00kg
Dimensions...54 x 34 x 45cm
Height 25cm without day pack

New for 2021, the Quest 65 Travel Pack is made from 
durable Excel Fabric. The Quest is extremely well designed 
to maximise space and has the unique feature of a 
removable 20 litre Day Pack, ideal for shorter adventures or 
days out while the rest of your kit remains at base.
Other features include, Lockable Kissing Zips for added 
security, quick zip access, Shaped Adjustable Harness for 
the optimum fit and comfort, Duraflex buckles, ergonomic 
hip belt and a flight cover.

• Removable 20L Day Pack - Ideal for taking on shorter 
  adventures or days out while the rest of your kit remains 
  at base
• Lockable Kissing Zips - Additional security for travel
• Daysack Attaches to Harness - For hands free carrying 
  of both packs
• Zip Access to Main Compartment - Provides quick 
  access to pack contents
• Zip Mesh Pocket Inside the Lid - Allows easy storage 
  and identification of contents
• Internal Contents Straps - High contrast, compressible 
  internal straps, keeps contents tidy and secure
• Shaped Adjustable Harness - Provides optimum fit 
  and comfort
• Grab Handle at Top and Sides - For convenience and 
  flexability
• Duraflex Buckles - Strong and reliable
• Flight Cover - Stow away straps and hip belt when 
  travelling

Removable 20L Day Pack

Lockable Kissing Zips

Zip Access to Main Compartment

Internal Contents Straps

Grab Handle at Top and Sides

Vintage Excel Fabric



cargo

The Cargo bag is the perfect bag for easily transporting 
your equipment, designed to remain robust and durable 
throughout any challenge, with stow away shoulder 
straps for an easier travel experience when on the move. 
Available in 60, 80, 100 and 120 litres.

capacity.......80 Litres
weight..........1.02g
Dimensions...60 x 35 x 35cm

capacity.......60 Litres
weight..........88g
Dimensions...50 x 34 x 34cm

capacity.......100 Litres
weight..........1.2kg
Dimensions...70 x 40 x 40cm

capacity.......120 Litres
weight..........1.4kg
Dimensions...75 x 44 x 44cm

80

60

100

120

mesh bag set dry bag set

luggage

The key to a successful trip is being organised - that’s 
why we have designed the Mesh Bag Set, comprising 
of a variety of colours and sizes, enabling you to locate 
them easily in your bag.

Protect all your travel essentials whether you’re 
kayaking, cycling, trekking or climbing with the Dry 
Bag Set.  Offering a variety of bag sizes to keep your 
equipment separated and designed with tough, durable 
fabric to act as the perfect rucksack lining, this set will 
be a crucial companion for the wet and wild outdoors.

weight..........230g weight..........150g



footwear

Take on any challenge in Vango footwear, designed 
to be hardwearing and durable even on the 
toughest hikes. With ProtexTM ensuring your feet  
stay dry, Rock RubberTM for maximum grip on any 
surface and FlexBeam for enhanced support, you 
can focus on your hike with dry, comfortable feet all 
day.

Vango FlexBeam System® is a calibrated chassis 
for each size ensuring every wearer, no matter their 
foot size, will get the flex they need for the type of 
walking, hiking and trekking they are doing.  Our 
calibrated chassis system is also designed to 
protect the sole of the foot from stones and 
potential bruising when the terrain gets serious. Our 
goal is happy and relaxed feet after a long day on 
the trail.

As part of the FlexBeam Chassis™ we include an 
advanced traction outsole system just the right 
compound so you get the grip and durability you 
need. The strategically placed tread pattern 
facilitates self-cleaning and a more secure ride. The 
FlexBeam Chassis™ also includes different 
densities of midsole offering different levels of 
cushioning, suspension, shock absorption and 
comfort.

SUSPENSION
SYSTEM

TRACTION
SYSTEM



trento como

selva w velan w

trento w

velan

footwear

The Trento walking shoe has all the benefits and features from our walking boots in a lighter and more compact 
shoe. The rugged Protex® upper will keep your feet dry and cool in the toughest conditions whilst the Rock 
Rubber® outsole will ensure you receive the maximum grip possible; perfect for day walks and low-level hikes.

The Como trail shoe is designed, like our other shoes, 
as an alternative to a boot for day walks and low-level 
hikes. The rugged Protex® fabric and suede upper will 
keep your feet dry whilst the extended toe provides 
enhanced comfort.

The Women’s Selva trail shoe is a technical shoe with an 
enhanced lacing system to hold the foot comfortably and 
securely. Like our other shoes, the Selva is an alternative 
to boots for day walks and low-level hikes.

The lightweight Vango Velan boot with the Protex® waterproof and breathable membrane makes it a lot easier to 
get fired-up and get the legs moving when the weather isn’t on your side. It’s light, tough and comfortable. The 
cushioned midsole and unique FlexBeamTM chassis help to ensure your knees don’t take all the pounding and your 
feet feel less fatigued at the end of a long day.



grivola

breithorn breithorn w

grivola w

bormio

footwear

The Vango Grivola boot is designed to be slightly higher for greater protection and stability on more difficult terrain. 
No matter what terrain you encounter on the trail, the Vango Grivola will keep up with your pace. The rugged upper 
is waterproof and lined with the fully-taped ProTex® breathable membrane, so trekking through water doesn’t create 
uncomfortable, soggy feet.

The Breithorn is our lightest and most feature-packed backpacking boot, allowing you to travel further. The rockered 
toe combined with the calibrated Vango Flexbeam® allow for a more supportive hike. The Breithorn features a newly 
designed heel-counter and heel-lock system for maximum heel-hold and protection when walking across rugged 
terrain.

Our Bormio is a nubuck leather model designed for 
years of comfortable rambling and hiking. Produced 
using the finest Italian Nubuck leather combined with the 
Vango Protex® waterproof membrane, you’ll be sure to 
have dry, comfortable feet after a long day’s hike. The 
Flexbeam® calibrated chassis ensures each boot is stiff 
and comfortable enough for your adventures.

TRANGIA SERIES 25

25-6 UL   

• Ultralite alloy stove • Non-stick frying pan/lid 22cm
• 2 alloy pans 1.5L & 1.75L •   Alloy kettle 0.9L  •   Spirit burner

Alloy stove with non-stick pans, alloy kettle and spirit burner

WEIGHT  1085g
PACKED  Ø22 x 10cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1

25-2 UL    

• Ultralite alloy stove • Alloy frying pan/lid 22cm
• 2 alloy pans 1.5L & 1.75L •   Alloy kettle 0.9L  •   Gas burner

Alloy stove with alloy pans, alloy kettle and gas burner.

WEIGHT  1025g
PACKED  Ø22 x 10cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1

25-7 UL/HA 

• Ultralite alloy stove • Hard-anodised frying pan/lid 22cm
• 2 hard-anodised 1.5L & 1.75L •   Spirit burner

Alloy stove with hard-anodised pans and spirit burner

WEIGHT  845g
PACKED  Ø22 x 10cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1

25-8 UL/HA 

• Ultralite alloy stove • Alloy frying pan/lid 22cm
• 2 alloy pans 1.5L & 1.75L •   Alloy kettle 0.9L  •   Gas burner

Alloy stove with hard-anodised pans, alloy kettle and 
spirit burner

WEIGHT  1.02kg
PACKED  Ø22 x 10cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1

25-2 GB/UL  

• Ultralite alloy stove • Alloy frying pan/lid 22cm
• 2 alloy pans 1.5L & 1.75L •   Alloy kettle 0.9L  •   Spirit burner

Alloy stove with alloy pans, alloy kettle and spirit burner.

WEIGHT  1110g
PACKED  Ø22 x 10cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1

25-5 GB/UL 

• Ultralite alloy stove • Non-stick frying pan/lid 22cm
• 2 non-stick pans 1.5L & 1.75L •   Gas burner

Alloy stove with non-stick pans and gas burner

WEIGHT  990g
PACKED  Ø22 x 10cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1

25-1 UL   
3-4 PERSON

• Ultralite alloy stove • Alloy frying pan/lid 22cm
• 2 alloy pans 1.5L & 1.75L •   Spirit burner

Alloy stove with alloy pansand spirit burner

WEIGHT  845g
PACKED  Ø22 x 10cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1

25-1 GB/UL 

• Ultralite alloy stove • Alloy frying pan/lid 22cm
• 2 alloy pans 1.5L & 1.75L •   Gas burner

Alloy stove with alloy pans, alloy kettle and gas burner.

WEIGHT  930g
PACKED  Ø22 x 10cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1

Series 25 offers a larger cook system suitable for groups of about 3-4 people.

These are excellent family cook systems with large pans, a wider frying pan and a larger 
kettle. The stove can be used with large billies from the rest of the Trangia range with the 
supports in the raised position. All the cook systems in the 25 Series have two pans 
(1.5L and 1.75L), a 22cm frying pan, windshields (upper and lower), a burner, a pan 
handle and a strap.

All Trangia products are available to UK & Eire customers only.

TRXCOOKER01AT90

TRXCOOKER01BT90

TRXCOOKER02ST90 TRXCOOKER02TT90TRXCOOKER01DT90

TRXCOOKER01BT88 TRXCOOKER01CT88TRXCOOKER05BT90

TRXCOOKER01AT88

25-21

• Duossal • Duossal frying pan/lid 18cm
• 2 alloy pans 1L •   Pan grip & strip  •   Gas burner

Stove with 1.75L and 1.5L saucepans, an 18cm 
frying pan, windshields, a burner, a pan grip and a 
strap

WEIGHT  1190g
PACKED  220 x 110 x 220cm
CARTON qty  1
STD ORDER QTY  1
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